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Sustaining Innovation:  
Capstones, Curriculum,  

and Community Partnerships  
at Portland State University

Amy Spring

Portland State University (PSU) is honored to have the opportunity to create this 
special issue of Metropolitan Universities. “Curricular Innovation: Engaged Capstones 
at Portland State University” has offered PSU the meaningful opportunity to reflect 
and identify some of the hallmarks that have contributed to the successful launch, 
evolution, and sustainability of the university’s community engagement efforts. This 
publication shares the story and the lessons derived from PSU’s innovative general 
education reform, particularly in regard to the senior-level capstone which is the 
signature and culminating aspect of our community-engaged curriculum. Articles also 
review complementary pedagogical practices and institutional policies, and some 
recent innovations in the engagement agenda at PSU. This issue is meant to provide 
illustrations and lessons learned that we hope will prove useful to other faculty, 
administrators, and campus communities that wish to initiate or advance engaged 
learning and community-campus partnership activities within their curricular contexts. 

2015 marks the twentieth anniversary of Portland State University’s implementation of 
the capstone program. As one of the first and largest community-based education 
programs in the country, the capstone at PSU engages upper-division, multi-
disciplinary teams of students in a six-credit course that collaborates with a community 
partner to respond to a community-identified need. With 240 capstone courses working 
with 130 community partners to engage 4,300 students in community-based applied 
learning settings annually, we believe we have discovered useful ideas and practices to 
share. These unique courses have served for two decades as the backbone of PSU’s 
community engagement efforts and have proved to be a durable, sustainable, and 
effective model. On the occasion of this significant anniversary, we are pleased to 
share how this distinctive aspect of our undergraduate curriculum shapes teaching and 
learning for students and faculty, contributes to communities and community partners 
in meaningful ways, and has ultimately served as a catalyst for the expansion of 
community engagement that touches virtually all corners of the campus.

Historical and Demographic Context
Portland State University is a fifty-acre campus situated in downtown Portland, 
Oregon, enrolling more than 22,000 undergraduate and 5,600 graduate students. This 
urban-serving university celebrates its well-known motto, “Let Knowledge Serve the 
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City,” by animating the student and faculty teaching and research experience with 
engagement opportunities that use a variety of learning and research models to link the 
campus community in partnership with community organizations for mutual benefit. In 
the early 1990s, PSU reformed its undergraduate general education requirements to 
include a six-credit, senior-level, multi-disciplinary, community-based capstone 
course, situated within University Studies, PSU’s innovative general education model 
that features intentional pathways of tiered learning. In the capstone, students and 
faculty work with community partners collaboratively to respond to a community-
identified concern. In 1994, the article “A Model for Comprehensive Reform in 
General Education: Portland State University” was published in the Journal of General 
Education; it provides the specific details of our unique curricular model that is the 
foundation of PSU’s success as a leader in curricular innovation and community-
university partnerships (White 1994). 

On the national scene, the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development 
(HUD) created the Office of University Partnerships (OUP) in 1994 to promote the 
union of higher education and local communities (HUD 2015). Central to the mission 
of OUP was the involvement of higher education institutions in the creation of jobs 
and healthier communities (HUD 2015). OUP launched several new grant initiatives 
that greatly increased national attention to the mutual benefit of campus-community 
partnerships. At the same time, PSU was beginning to examine the role of community-
based learning in its new vision for a structured and challenging general education 
program. The intersection between the establishment of OUP and conversations about 
how to bring community engagement alive in the educational experience of PSU 
students greatly informed the initial development of the capstone program. 

More than twenty years later, community-university partnerships are at the forefront of 
teaching and research initiatives focused on community growth and sustainability for 
many higher education institutions around the world. Anchor institutions are 
recognized by OUP as exemplars of universities’ and nonprofit organizations’ 
commitment to local communities (HUD 2015). Significant engagement work ranges 
from small-scale projects with short-term objectives to larger projects carried out over 
several years and engaging students and faculty from multiple courses, schools, and 
colleges. The diversity of community-university partnerships reinforces the need to 
develop an understanding for the nuances associated with developing authentic 
relationships between communities and institutions of higher learning. There are 
remarkable examples of successful community-university partnerships in which the 
community and university work together to develop and achieve shared goals (Cooper 
et al. 2014; Sandy and Holland 2006). 

Over the many years of our community-engaged practices, PSU faculty, students, and 
administrators have implemented this full range of partnerships and have learned how 
to support and sustain¬ individual course-level efforts as well as multi-year projects 
that engage a variety of community and university stakeholders. Grounded in the 
foundational literature surrounding community-based teaching, learning, and research, 
and informed by effective engagement collaborations and practices over the twenty 
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years of our experience, PSU has developed some expertise in these arenas, 
particularly relating to curriculum with the power and possibility to transform campus 
and community. Therefore, this journal issue focuses on the story and model of our 
community-based capstone courses. 

Included in This Issue
The articles included in this special issue of Metropolitan Universities detail some of the 
important lessons learned in partnership and curricular development that reveal the way 
engagement plays out in the lives of faculty, students, and community partners. Twenty 
years of sustained, engaged pedagogy and research have informed how the university 
defines and forwards faculty professional support efforts, assessment practices, methods 
of partnership development, systems that support the varied curricular and co-curricular 
interests of students, and a diversity of projects that are variably suited for students 
depending on where they are in their academic development. 

Partnership activities at PSU began with the implementation of the University Studies 
curriculum and, more specifically, with the offering of the community-based capstone 
courses. Over time, partnership activities have made their way into university policy, 
faculty scholarship and research, and the overall student experience. We have honed 
our competence in offering community-based capstones and have more recently 
expanded our work to include community-based research, the development of an 
institutional commitment to strategic partnerships, focused partnership agendas that 
target work in geographically bounded communities, and the expansion of community-
based teaching using online learning platforms. These innovations in PSU’s 
engagement work are only possible because of the powerful commitment to the idea 
that community engagement is essential to realization of the university’s mission. 
Establishing and sustaining the capstone program initially catalyzed and continues to 
reinforce that message. 

“Sustaining Change: Successes, Challenges, and Lessons Learned from Twenty Years 
of Empowering Students through Community-Based Learning Capstones” outlines the 
essential building blocks that make the capstone program effective as one of the largest 
and longest sustained community-based education programs in higher education today. 
Author Seanna M. Kerrigan expands on the historical and institutional contexts of the 
program’s design; describes structural and operational issues related to the program, 
including those involving staffing and budget; and offers nuts-and-bolts details 
involved in efficiently managing a program of this size and scope.

In “Connecting Curriculum to Community Research: Professional Services, Research, 
and Teaching,” W. Barry Messer and Peter Collier describe a successful and long-
running partnership program with local governmental organizations. This program, 
which originated as a single pilot capstone course, has effectively engaged many 
students and faculty in community-based teaching and research in paid and unpaid 
roles that produce scholarly outcomes as well as useful outputs which inform regional 
waste management policy.
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“Cultivating Community: Faculty Support for Teaching and Learning” identifies how 
the capstone program encourages internal community-building among faculty as a 
means to provide professional support for those who are teaching community-based 
courses. Celine Fitzmaurice highlights the ways that the program’s faculty support and 
assessment efforts align and inform individual professional growth and overall 
programmatic improvement.

Seanna M. Kerrigan, Vicki L. Reitenauer and Nora Arevalo-Meier describe lessons 
learned about “Enacting True Partnerships within Community-Based Learning: Faculty 
and Community Partners Reflect on the Challenges of Engagement.” Their article is 
based on the results of a qualitative study of faculty and community partner 
perspectives. Interviews with these practitioners give voice to both the challenges of 
partnership and its rewards, and offer new insights on effective collaboration among 
faculty, community partners, and students. 

“Putting Impact First: Community-University Partnerships to Advance Authentic 
Neighborhood Sustainability,” by Michelle L. Holliday, Tony DeFalco, and Jacob D. 
B. Sherman, describes how the Institute for Sustainable Solutions focuses its 
partnership activities in geographically defined neighborhoods to create synergy 
among the efforts of numerous faculty members and students. In the spirit of their 
collaboration, this article is co-authored by a PSU staff member, a PSU graduate 
student, and a community partner.

“To This Day: College Graduates on the Lasting Significance of Relationality and 
Experiential Learning” describes a long-term partnership that has engaged more than 
3,500 students in an intensive, transformative, educational experience with persons 
experiencing significant disabilities. Grounded in the critical incident technique, Ann 
Fullerton and Vicki L. Reitenauer provide insights about what characterizes students’ 
most significant learning experiences in college and generalizes the applicability of 
these factors beyond community-based learning settings.

“‘Contagious Co-Motion’: Student Voices on Being Change Agents” highlights a 
unique course among capstone offerings—one in which students select their own 
community partners and pursue projects related to those collaborations. The authors, 
Vicki L. Reitenauer, Tetiana Korzun, Kimberly Lane, and Melinda Roberts, include 
three students who offer their experiences and perspectives in their own voices, as they 
reflect on how a course can build on their personal backgrounds and interests in ways 
that propel them to heightened levels of leadership around social and political issues of 
their choosing.

“Online Community-Based Learning as the Practice of Freedom: The Online Capstone 
Experience at Portland State University,” by Deborah Smith Arthur and Zapoura 
Newton-Calvert, describes initiatives that have launched online community-based 
courses and which continue to work toward the successes in student learning and 
engagement that mark face-to-face community-based courses. Based on a 
comprehensive review of the literature around online learning, the authors reflect on 
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their teaching practices, lessons learned, and further opportunities for curricular 
development and community engagement in the online realm.

“From Capstones to Strategic Partnerships: The Evolution of Portland State 
University’s Community Engagement and Partnership Agenda” provides the 
framework of a recently developed partnership typology and an administrative 
structure that is being used on campus to systematically understand, organize, and 
manage partnerships within a highly decentralized campus context. Written by Erin 
Flynn, the article includes a case study reflecting how the university is engaging a 
strategic partnership agenda through multiple units, schools, and colleges in 
collaboration with a large public utility.

“Beyond the University: An Initiative for Continuing Engagement among Alumni” 
describes a recently implemented pilot program that harnessed the enthusiasm students 
have for the community work they do in their capstones and moved them into 
supported roles as change agents in their communities in their transition from students 
to alumni. The authors, David Osborn, Jennifer Alkezweeny, and Kevin Kecskes offer 
two theoretical models that ground this program and reflect on insights garnered from 
this of-the-moment effort.

Conclusion
It is our hope that these articles will help the reader understand how the capstone 
program has served as a cornerstone of much of the community engagement work 
PSU has done over the last twenty years. The bold and important decisions that were 
made back in the early 1990s, that resulted in undergraduate general education reform 
and the embedding of community-based learning into the requirements of nearly all 
students receiving an undergraduate degree from PSU, have shaped a host of 
additional engagement activities. The ingenuity and enduring commitment of all those 
who engage in this work allows us to celebrate the sustained changed and continuing 
growth of PSU’s engagement efforts. The lessons learned from this unusually large, 
effective, and sustained model of engaged learning may inform and encourage other 
institutions as they design engaged curriculum in the context of their mission.

We, the guest editors of this issue (Amy Spring, Vicki Reitenauer and Seanna 
Kerrigan), deeply thank the authors included in this publication for their scholarly 
approach to teaching and learning, engaged research, and reciprocal partnership 
practices. Special thanks to public administration graduate student Nora Arevalo-Meier 
for her exceptional research contributions to many parts of this collection. 

We are grateful for this opportunity to reflect on this effective model of engaged learning 
and partnerships, and we hope readers will find applicable elements and ideas that will 
advance the community-university partnership movement on their own campuses.
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Sustaining Change:  
Successes, Challenges, and  

Lessons Learned from Twenty Years 
of Empowering Students through 

Community-Based Learning Capstones
Seanna M. Kerrigan

Abstract
More than four thousand students engage in the community-based learning capstone 
program every year by enrolling in one of 240 senior-level courses that culminate 
their undergraduate education. In this article, the author shares the context and 
history of the program, its foundational principles and processes, and the nuts-and-
bolts details of the ongoing operation of the largest community-based learning 
capstone program in the United States. 

Each year scores of institutions of higher education contact the capstone office at 
Portland State University (PSU) to inquire about our nationally-recognized capstone 
program. Each entity wants to know how Portland State has implemented, sustained, 
funded, and assessed the largest community-based capstone program in the nation for 
two decades. The intent of this article is 1) to answer the most frequently asked 
questions about our model, with the hope of sharing some of our evolving best practices 
and 2) to continue a national dialogue on student community engagement and the value 
of culminating community-based learning experiences for undergraduate students.

What is a Capstone at Portland State University?
At PSU, a capstone course is a required six-credit, culminating, general education course 
situated within University Studies, PSU’s general education program. Each of these 
community-based learning courses typically takes place in an intensive one-quarter 
seminar-style format led by faculty drawn from various ranks within the university and 
from the community as adjunct faculty members. The capstone actively engages 
interdisciplinary teams of students with a community partner, where they collaborate 
within the community to address pressing societal issues and develop a final product 
that serves the community partner. Every capstone is required to address the four 
University Studies learning goals: communication, critical thinking, the appreciation of 
the diversity of the human experience, and social and ethical responsibility. 

One example of a PSU capstone course is Grant Writing for Environmental Advocacy. 
In this course, sixteen students work in a collaborative learning environment with one 
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faculty member (who teaches the course in-load) and one community partner (such as 
the Northwest Outdoor Science School, which engages school-age youth in activities 
to promote environmental awareness and literacy and participate in community 
problem-solving). Students in this course experience lectures, discussions, and hands-
on activities to learn the skills and strategies of grant writing, as well as relevant 
information about the importance of science education, environmental awareness, 
K-12 funding pressures, and equity issues in our schools. Students research viable 
grant opportunities and write a real grant for their community partner. This type of 
partnership models genuine mutuality and reciprocity, as students learn about real-
world issues, develop marketable professional skills, and critically analyze educational 
equity issues, while the community partner benefits directly in receiving a portfolio of 
targeted grant proposals for immediate use with a variety of funding sources. 

While the vast majority of capstone students at PSU engage in richly interdisciplinary 
capstone courses, about 15 percent of our students participate in our largest capstone 
course, which is specific to the School of Business Administration. Students with 
majors in finance, accounting, marketing, human resources, and real estate create 
business or marketing plans for an entrepreneur, company (frequently minority-run 
and/or small start-ups), or nonprofit that could otherwise not afford to hire professional 
consultants. In this capstone, students learn and apply essential business strategies 
content as well as deepen their understanding of complex community issues. 
Community partners have been thoroughly impressed by the quality of work that the 
students complete in this course and confirm that they would not have been able to 
afford to access this expertise for their organizations otherwise.

A growing number of our capstones work with incarcerated persons, partnering with a 
gardening program at a women’s correctional facility, writing programs for 
incarcerated youth, and an Inside-Out course that brings fifteen PSU students together 
with fifteen incarcerated men inside the walls of a minimum-security men’s prison. In 
these settings, all participants interrogate and make meaning around “justice,” the 
possibility of change, and interlocking systems of oppression, and they imagine new 
ways of understanding their lives in the context of the prison industrial complex and 
the incarcerated persons who become invisible there. Participants—whether they are 
capstone students coming in from the outside or persons incarcerated on the inside—
engage deeply with course readings, discussions, and activities, as they deconstruct 
challenging issues of race, class, ability, and gender and how these factors impact the 
administration of justice in the United States.

Currently PSU is fostering the creation of new capstone courses in which the students 
themselves develop the partnership and the project addressed within the capstone. In 
these courses, the goal is not to arrive at an independent study composed of one 
faculty member and one student, but rather a richly interdisciplinary course with 
sixteen engaged students all pursuing their own passions in the community and coming 
together in class sessions to investigate what it means to be an agent of change through 
the lenses of their individual partnerships. In addition to the individual projects that 
students engage in with their own community partners, they also collaboratively 
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decide on a collective project that they work on as a whole class community. Selected 
highlights from this type of class are addressed later in this issue in the article 
“Contagious Co-Motion: Student Voices on Being Change Agents.”

Scale
Portland State engages over 4,300 students in about 240 capstone courses annually 
(http://capstone.unst.pdx.edu), with about fifty-five to sixty capstones offered each of 
the four quarters of the school calendar. The vast majority of capstones are seminar-
size, face-to-face classes that connect directly with a community partner (usually 
located within forty miles of the Portland, Oregon metro region). We offer a handful of 
international capstones each year, in which our students travel internationally to engage 
in a community-based project that is accompanied with academic course work. While 
powerful learning experiences, we have found international capstones to be fraught 
with challenges around how to complete a meaningful senior-level project/final product 
while engaging in truly authentic relationship-building with persons across cultures.

About ten capstones per term are offered fully online. About half of our online 
capstones involve grant writing, because we’ve found that this skill is particularly 
well-suited to being explored within a ten-week period in a virtual format. In doing so, 
we discovered how this course could engage students in deep and meaningful ways 
about social issues (environmental sustainability, youth opportunities, political 
advocacy) while simultaneously addressing our learning goals and meeting a real 
community need. Online capstones courses are extremely popular for the student body 
at our urban university, where a substantial number of our students juggle complicated 
work and life demands. For more information regarding our online courses, see the 
article “Online Community-Based Learning as the Practice of Freedom: The Online 
Capstone Experience at Portland State University” elsewhere in this journal. 

History
In the 1992-93 academic year, PSU’s provost asked a group of faculty to study best 
practices in college general education programs. This faculty working group studied 
the work of Alexander Astin (1992, 1993) on the importance of student and faculty 
contact, peer-to-peer learning, active learning, and community-based learning. These 
faculty members studied critiques of higher education and responses to the criticisms, 
which led to important questions about what PSU graduates should know and be 
capable of doing in the world. Faculty also considered the literature on access and 
retention (Gaff 1991). They held the import of this literature against the reality of the 
politics and budget implications of a distribution model relative to most departments 
on campus. Members of the committee also spoke directly with employers in the 
private and public sectors to better understand what employers needed from our 
graduates. Employers repeatedly praised the skills that our current graduates had 
developed in their particular subject areas, but also noted their weakness in functioning 
in interdisciplinary team contexts where they needed to engage in problem-solving 
across disciplinary lines (White 1994).
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Ultimately, the faculty working group proposed a four-year general education model 
that centered on lifelong learning, interdisciplinary teaching and learning, applied 
learning, and active inquiry. Built into the model was a one-year freshman inquiry 
(FRINQ) experience with a peer mentoring program integrally woven in, in which 
courses of thirty-six students would break into mentored twelve-person discussion 
groups. The model continued with a sophomore year of inquiry (the SINQ), which 
offered a wide range of courses across “clusters” of knowledge domains, followed by 
a junior year of deeper inquiry in one knowledge cluster. The final requirement of the 
model is the interdisciplinary capstone course described above. 

The unique aspects of the PSU capstone (interdisciplinary, collaborative, applied, 
community-based) all made sense both in the context of the four-year curriculum in 
which it is situated and with the “urban university” that was clearly PSU’s mission. 
Judith Ramaley, PSU’s president at the time, saw the urban research university as a 
“distinctive institutional type…characterized by the nature and extent of its 
responsiveness to the research and educational needs of complex metropolitan regions” 
(Ramaley 1996, 139). She envisioned a collaboration among faculty, students, and 
community partners in ways that would “provide a vehicle for the university to 
respond more effectively to societal demands” (Ramaley 1996, 140). 

In addition to her framing of the urban research university, Ramaley also left a legacy 
in the transformation of PSUs general education program with her advocacy of a 
learning organization culture (Ramaley and Holland 2005, 75). She championed 
“intentional change as a scholarly act” (Ramaley and Holland 2005, 75) and outlined 
five key strategies PSU employed in the transformation: an accurate “framing of the 
question...taking the time to assess the current situation...approaching the challenge 
from a scholarly perspective, and learning from experience” (Ramaley and Holland 
2005, 78). Finally, Ramaley practiced the values that she espoused and taught those 
around her “to accept and embrace the risk of not knowing how things will turn out” 
(Ramaley and Holland 2005, 84). In the fall term of 1993, the PSU Faculty Senate 
voted 37 to 9 to implement this newly imagined general education program, dubbed 
University Studies. In the fall term of 1994, the first freshman inquiry courses were 
offered and team-taught by PSU faculty (University Studies 1998).

How did PSU create such a comprehensive capstone program at this large scale?

By fall term 1995, a director of the capstone program had been hired to recruit the 
faculty and build the community partnerships necessary to launch these senior-level 
courses. During the 1995-96 academic year, PSU received a $250,000 donor gift for 
faculty and curriculum development, the majority of which was allocated to fund a 
process by which departments proposed large, long-term partnerships to house 
capstone courses. For example, faculty from PSU’s College of Urban Planning and 
Affairs proposed a partnership with the City of Portland’s Bureau of Environmental 
Services, which has been hosting capstones addressing water stewardship ever since. 
(See the article “Connecting Curriculum to Community Research: Professional 
Services, Research, and Teaching” elsewhere in this issue for details on this long-
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running partnership.) Engineering, which had previously engaged students in hands-on 
projects that were not connected to the community, proposed partnerships with Tri-
Met (a tri-county local public transportation provider). Other schools and departments 
proposed partnerships with local K-12, social service, and organizations in town, and 
the building of community relationships flourished. 

This proposal process created significant buy-in from faculty and departments. Here 
was a process by which faculty and departments were determining exactly what a 
capstone at our institution would entail. The faculty decided whom the university 
should partner with in the community, and how. There were no top-down mandates 
from the administration, except that the definitional requirements of the capstone (i.e., 
that courses must involve interdisciplinary teams of students engaging with the 
University Studies goals while addressing a community issue and completing a 
product of benefit to a community partner) had to be met by every capstone course. 
The flexibility left ample space for creativity, curiosity, imagination, and academic 
freedom regarding what could be built. Geologists imagined capstones focused on the 
wondrous rocks of the Columbia River Gorge and the public education programs that 
encouraged community members to explore them. Historians developed courses that 
gave students access to original source materials from the founding of nonprofits a 
century earlier in order to create public history presentations and installations. Many 
faculty were eager to propose courses that allowed students to delve deeply in applied 
learning settings in which they utilized their academic expertise, others were motivated 
by commitments to social justice, and many were inspired by a multitude of passions 
that could find particular fruition in capstone courses. The capstone program came to 
scale with the speed and strength that it did precisely because of the investment of 
faculty who had been empowered to contribute their experience and their passions to 
guide the development of the capstone curriculum and the partnerships which fuel 
capstone courses.

By winter 1996, a Capstone Review Committee was formed to vet the courses that 
faculty proposed. The proposal asked faculty to report on the strength of the 
partnership, the course learning outcomes and learning activities, and the strategies the 
faculty member would use to engage students around the general education goals 
(communication, critical thinking, the appreciation of the diversity of the human 
experience, and social and ethical responsibility). By spring 1996, five courses had 
been proposed, approved, and implemented, with students taking the courses as 
electives (since none of the first-year students who entered the newly-approved 
University Studies in 1994-95 were yet in need of a senior-level requirement.) Finally, 
in the 1996-97 academic year, twenty-five courses were officially launched and 
rigorously studied. 

Program Assessment
PSU’s faculty development center, then called the Center for Academic Excellence 
(CAE), provided leadership and expertise to implement and assess these capstones for 
the first six years of the program. A case study model was developed to conduct 
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in-depth interviews with faculty and students, focus groups of students and community 
partners, and classroom and community observations. All of the data were collected, 
analyzed, published, and used for continuous improvement, as well as for the creation 
of an assessment model for community-based learning (Driscoll et al. 1996).

There were many lessons learned from these early assessments. Program 
administrators gleaned insights about faculty development, the benefits and challenges 
of community-university partnerships, and indicators and impacts of community-based 
learning on students. The most profound realization related to student learning was the 
recognition that simply immersing students in multicultural settings in and of itself did 
not automatically enhance students’ “appreciation of the diversity of the human 
experience.” Interviews with students indicated that the community engagement 
certainly had the potential to enhance their appreciation for diversity, as many of them 
reported new insights and a feeling of “border crossing” when they entered new 
communities that they had not interacted with before. Many of the learning 
opportunities were indeed framed as positive and mutual, and many students could 
detail the relationships they had built and how they had both learned from and 
contributed to the growth of others. Unfortunately, there were also findings that 
showed that students often had their negative stereotypes reinforced and didn’t build 
their capacities for identifying, navigating, and transforming their fears of persons that 
they perceived to be different from themselves or of neighborhoods where they lacked 
comfort into a source of learning and growth. 

The impact of these data was powerful on the early administrators of the program, and 
it led to strong advocacy for the capstone program to hire an intercultural specialist 
who would work with faculty and students to unpack issues connected to racism, to 
reflect on cultural assumptions, to make meaning of intercultural dialogue throughout 
the capstone, and to provide skills to interrupt oppression in the classroom and in the 
community. This proved to be a huge learning moment for those involved in capstone 
and became the central work of most of the individuals involved in capstones for the 
next two decades. Twenty years later, the program still dedicates funds to buy out the 
time of experienced faculty members to work specifically with faculty and students on 
diversity and cultural issues. Over the years, this work has expanded from mainly 
focusing on race to include ability, class, sexual orientation, and gender identification 
and expression. The capstone program continues to assert that facilitating students’ 
growth around appreciation of diversity is the most fundamental and important work 
that we do. That work does not remain in a silo, but rather strengthens the teaching of 
critical thinking, social and ethical responsibility, and communication.

As administrators gained experience in managing and assessing this program and 
faculty gained expertise in designing and teaching capstone courses and evaluating and 
improving their efforts, a group of practitioners collaborated to produce Learning 
through Serving: A Student Guidebook for Service-Learning and Civic Engagement 
across Academic Disciplines and Cultural Communities, originally published in 2005 
and re-issued in a second edition in 2013 (Cress, Collier, and Reitenauer 2013). In this 
text, the contributors share content, activities, and reflective prompts designed for 
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student participants in a variety of community-based learning experiences developed 
largely through the “laboratory” of the capstone program, along with other 
community-based learning courses at the university. Additionally, see “Cultivating 
Community: Faculty Support for Teaching and Learning” in this issue for more details 
on the capstone program’s twinned assessment and faculty support processes. 

Growth
As other institutions have considered replicating the PSU Senior Capstone, one of the 
greatest concerns that they raise is reaching the scale needed to graduate every student 
with this complex course involving a community partner and interdisciplinary teams in 
the community. PSU had to move fairly aggressively in order to have sufficient courses 
for our graduating seniors under our revised general education plan. With twenty-five 
capstones developed by academic year 1996-97, we had enough viable models of 
capstone implementation to serve as guides throughout the university. The following 
year fifty capstones were offered, and the year after that one hundred capstones were 
available to students. By the 2004-05 academic year, two hundred capstones were 
offered annually. Each large increment of growth included brand new courses and 
partnerships as well as an expansion in the number of sections of existing courses. 
Community partners and faculty became excited by the possibility that we could offer 
an existing course more than once throughout the year. Within the first five years of 
the program, it became the norm to develop a partnership with the expectation that 
PSU would continue to work with the partner in predictable cycles throughout the year. 

Capstone courses became increasingly popular in summer term—a “bonus” term at 
PSU not considered part of the regular academic year—as students realized that 
summer term offered them the flexibility to focus on their capstone and community 
work while taking fewer credits than at other times during the academic year. Summer 
courses that connected students with learning garden programs, environmental 
restoration efforts, and environmental studies of soil and water flourished. Expansion 
of summer programs to community members with disabilities also became possible 
with students’ increased interest in summer capstones. As the program grew in scope 
and scale, it became feasible to schedule a couple dozen capstones that would simply 
take place once a year due to community partner and faculty capacity, alongside scores 
of capstones that recur three to four times per year, some (like grant writing) with 
multiple sections of students every term.

Partnership Formation
Within PSU’s highly decentralized system for the formation of community-university 
partnerships, collaborations with the community come together in a variety of ways. 
There is no one specified office that promotes or manages all of the institution’s 
community partnerships. Instead, partnerships are fostered in dozens of units, such as 
the Child Welfare Partnership, the psychology department, and the Institute for Aging. 
K-12 partnerships are abundant in our School of Education and our Child and Family 
Studies program. The School of Social Work hosts dozens of community partners that 
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serve as sites for its students required internships, while the College of Urban Planning 
and Affairs nurtures a wealth of ongoing partnerships. 

The capstone office serves as a central hub for the development of capstone 
community partnerships, as well as the proposal process and the implementation and 
assessment of capstone partnerships and courses. The capstone office first initiated 
community partnerships by formally partnering with the United Way. The United Way 
was eager to serve as a community convener, organizing a series of roundtable 
discussions during which the capstone director met with eight organizations at a time 
for several weeks. The purpose of the original gatherings was for the director to 
communicate the requirements and definitional components of capstones (particularly 
the structure of these courses, involving interdisciplinary teams of students as opposed 
to individual interns, and the creation of a final product rather than simply the 
provision, on the part of PSU, of volunteer labor), as well as to get genuine feedback 
from the community about the concept. 

Overall, the community representatives were thrilled with the possibility of connecting 
with thousands of students, but also overwhelmed by the potential demands on space 
and staff time for the supervision of the students. We maintained ongoing dialogue and 
came up with many creative solutions, especially around the challenge of space. 
Frequently students would do site visits at the agencies but performed the actual tasks 
of their project on campus. Organizations’ concerns regarding staff time to support 
student engagement remains an ongoing challenge. Ultimately, it does require an 
investment of staff time to guide students, so capstone courses partner with 
organizations that find the partnership mutual and beneficial to both the university and 
the agency. Most agencies discover that engaging students expands their capacity to 
reach their mission and that an investment of time on their part is required to achieve 
this end. (See the articles “Enacting True Partnerships within Community-Based 
Learning: Faculty and Community Partners Reflect on the Challenges of Engagement” 
and “Putting Impact First: Community-University Partnerships to Advance Authentic 
Neighborhood Sustainability” herein for more on the partnership experience.) The 
biggest surprise to most of our original partners was the depth of work that students 
could provide. Instead of using students as typical volunteers who perhaps would 
answer phones or prepare an agency mailing, our students were engaged in oral history 
projects and events, the development of marketing plans, grant writing, and similar 
rigorous projects. 

Each year scores of community organizations and individual community members 
continue to call the capstone office with an idea for a capstone course. All of these 
suggestions are documented and saved electronically. Only a faculty member may 
formally propose a capstone course to the Capstone Review Committee, so a central 
function of the capstone director is to serve as a liaison between the community-
identified ideas and faculty members. For example, the capstone office receives 
multiple calls each year from organizations wishing to partner around some type of 
marketing project. These potential community partners are connected directly with an 
experienced faculty member who serves as point person for the School of Business 
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Administration’s capstone. This faculty member then assesses the project and 
determines if it is more appropriate for a capstone in the school or for a master’s level 
project. The capstone director works extensively with community partners to help 
them navigate the complexity of the university and find the best fit for a partnership, 
even if that takes place outside the context of a capstone. 

Students are also empowered to suggest ideas for community partnerships affiliated 
with capstones. Students frequently come in with their own passions to serve a specific 
agency, neighborhood, or population. The capstone director explores ways to manifest 
the ideas that students promote. Sometimes there is an easy link between the student’s 
idea and a faculty member who can formally propose a new capstone course. Other 
times the capstone director links the student with a faculty member who is teaching a 
similar course to explore expanded opportunities within an existing course. When it is 
not possible to create or modify a course based on student interest, we explore the 
possibility of the student registering for a capstone that allows students to pursue their 
own community partner with other students who are doing the same. The vast majority 
of the time students are able to engage with the partnership that they are most 
interested in pursuing.

Finally, faculty members themselves frequently serve as the initiator of a capstone 
partnership. Many of them come to the capstone office with an idea for a capstone. 
Sometimes they already know exactly whom they would like to partner with in the 
community and simply need support in the proposal process. At other times faculty 
know what topic they want to teach, and the capstone director helps to locate an 
organization that will likely benefit from the idea. 

The PSU Capstone: Nuts and Bolts
Given the frequency with which faculty and administrators from other colleges and 
universities request information about the nuts-and-bolts operation of the capstone at 
PSU, we offer the following as a reflection of our scaffolded programmatic structures 
and processes.

Proposal Process
The process by which faculty propose a capstone is intentionally rigorous, as it is the 
foundation for the high-quality teaching and learning that are the hallmark of these 
complex courses. The course proposal process has evolved into the first faculty 
development tool that we employ. In order for any faculty to teach a capstone course, 
the course must be approved by a faculty review committee. This review ensures that 
the course is intellectually sound, logistically viable, and pedagogically commendable, 
as well as that the course addresses a real community need and has been designed to 
facilitate learning around the University Studies goals (communication, critical 
thinking, appreciation of the diversity of the human experience, and social and ethical 
responsibility). The proposal has two sections: the first addresses various aspects of 
the capstone, including the learning outcomes and the partnership, and the second 
explicitly asks how the faculty member will structure the course to address the 
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University Studies goals. The questions contained in the proposal process are 
identified in the table below:

Table 1: Capstone Proposal Form

Section I: General Questions
 
1.  Title and description of the capstone.

2.  Description of the community issue and/or need that will be addressed by this course.

3.  A list of the main learning outcomes for PSU students. Please explicitly show the 
connection between the appropriate University Studies goals and each of your 
course learning outcomes.

4.  A list of citations for the main course texts and readings that will be assigned. 
(Include detailed publication information, including publication dates, publishers, 
journal volume numbers, page numbers, etc.).

5.  Description of the final product (i.e., presentations, websites, videos, brochures, 
reports, etc.) to be created by capstone students to address the community need.

6.  A list of six academic majors that will benefit from this course and a phrase 
describing what these majors will contribute to the course content and the  
final product.

7.  Description of the relevant aspects of your academic expertise and professional 
background as they relate to the proposed capstone and development of the  
final product.

8.  Description of the steps you have taken to develop the community partnership.

9.  If this is an online or hybrid course, provide a description of the steps you have 
taken to teach a course in this format. Have you taught an online or hybrid course 
in the past? What training have you received in this area? How will you utilize an 
online format to deliver the course content, build group cohesion, and facilitate 
reflection on the service experience and the University Studies goals?

Section Two: University Studies Goals
Below you will find a description of each University Studies goal. Under each goal, 
identify how this proposed capstone will promote student engagement with this goal.

•   Inquiry and critical thinking: Students will learn various modes of inquiry through 
interdisciplinary curricula—problem-posing, investigating, conceptualizing—in 
order to become active, self-motivated, and empowered learners. Typical critical 
thinking objectives include awareness of connections among specialized areas of 
knowledge, integration of a variety of meanings or disciplinary perspectives in 
relation to a community issue or problem, reflection on prior experience in relation 
to new ideas and information, critical examination of the ways individuals perceive 
and respond to particular situations, and so on. Provide a specific description of how 
critical thinking will be facilitated through the course project and learning activities:
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•   Communication: Students will enhance their capacity to communicate in various 
ways (writing, graphics, numeracy, and other visual and oral means), to collaborate 
effectively with others in group work, and to be competent in appropriate 
communication technologies. Capstone classes will provide opportunities for 
students to grow in their ability to communicate in at least one of these forms. 
Capstone projects will provide an example useful for evaluating students’ 
communication abilities. Provide a specific description of how communication skills 
will be developed through the course project and learning activities:

•   Appreciation of the diversity of the human experience: Students will enhance their 
appreciation for and understanding of the rich complexity of the human experience 
through the study of differences in ethnic and cultural perspectives, class, race, 
gender, sexual orientation, and ability. This goal has to do with understanding and 
valuing the role of diverse realities in human experience. This understanding and 
valuing is thought to be enhanced when people examine wider ethnic and cultural 
perspectives within the United States, as well as throughout the world. Provide a 
specific description of how the appreciation of the diversity of the human experience 
will be enhanced through the course project and learning activities:

•   Social and ethical responsibility: Students will expand their understanding of the 
impact and value of individuals and their choices on society, both intellectually and 
socially, through group projects and collaboration in learning. Considerations around 
social and ethical responsibility include creating livable communities, examining ethical 
and organizational challenges of the present era, and exploring the role of diversity in 
achieving social well-being. Provide a specific description of how social and ethical 
responsibility will be catalyzed through the course project and learning activities:

Each proposal is reviewed by the five faculty members who compose the Capstone 
Review Committee. Committee members have all taught ten or more capstone courses 
and have rich expertise in pedagogy, course design, and facilitating diversity 
education. Membership on the committee rotates every few years, so a variety of 
academic disciplines is always represented. Each member of the committee votes on 
every proposal and makes one of three recommendations: acceptance, acceptance with 
minor revisions, or deferral. The chair of the capstone committee works extensively 
with the proposing faculty member to support their progress through the proposal 
process, and this support continues with courses that require minor revisions or that 
have been deferred for more significant redevelopment.

Assessment for Continuous Improvement
The proposal process is one of the most significant elements of the success of the senior 
capstone at PSU. It allows a high degree of flexibility in terms of the topics addressed, 
the faculty expertise involved, and the community partnerships engaged with, while 
also creating substantial quality control and alignment in the degree of reflection and 
other meaning-making pedagogical practices taking place in these courses. 

In our conversations with leaders from other institutions that have culminating 
academic experiences, we are often asked how we manage to keep this number of 
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courses from drifting away from the primary learning goals and intent of the capstone. 
The proposal process serves as that anchor and provides solid footing to then advance 
our assessment and faculty support efforts. A course is approved for six years. After 
that time, a faculty member may be asked to re-propose the course to make sure that it 
hasn’t significantly changed from its original proposal. Throughout that six-year 
period, the course is consistently assessed, as well.

After the proposal has been approved, faculty draft syllabi and consult one-on-one 
with the faculty support coordinator for capstones. Having completed a successful 
proposal, faculty are already well on their way to creating effective syllabi, with clear 
learning outcomes, a defined community partnership, an explicit final product, and an 
articulation of how this course will cap a student’s general education at PSU.

Now the faculty member is ready to teach the capstone. For each new capstone, the 
next step in both the assessment and the faculty development processes is a qualitative 
mid-quarter feedback session, which typically takes place in week three or four of the 
ten-week quarter. The mid-quarter assessment employed by PSU is based on the small 
group instructional feedback technique suggested by Angelo and Cross (1993) and 
Black (1998). This assessment is conducted in every new capstone course and in 20 
percent of all continuing capstones. This process allows us to provide student feedback 
to faculty in a formative way and in a timely manner, so that faculty can actually make 
changes during the term to improve the course in ways that respond directly to 
students’ insights, and plan improvements for future offerings of the course. (For more 
description of the mid-term feedback process, see the article “Cultivating Community: 
Faculty Support for Teaching and Learning.”) 

Over the years this process has been highly successful. It allows faculty to receive 
real-time feedback on their teaching, get an accurate pulse of where the students are in 
the course, and learn the concerns of the students in ways that protect students’ 
anonymity. The process also empowers students as active agents in their education to 
give constructive feedback and provides a safe place to state their fears or insecurities 
as learners in community with each other and with the greater community they are 
serving through their efforts. While the primary purpose of the feedback session is for 
individual course improvement, the data are also shared with the capstone director and 
analyzed in the aggregate to uncover the successes of the program and to document 
overarching challenges. This process also serves as a real-time mechanism to ensure 
that every capstone is indeed addressing the University Studies goals and hasn’t drifted 
away from the intent of the capstone.

Typically, the data show that what is most commonly reported as helping our students 
in the classroom and preparing them for their community work is excellent facilitation 
of discussion related to the course content surrounding a real community issue, 
powerful guest speakers, provocative films and media addressing the community issue 
from new and multiple perspectives, role playing, and the engagement of the 
community partner in the course. 
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The most common changes suggested by students are the inclusion of greater clarity 
around structural elements of the course, more explicit examples of the final product, 
and more information earlier in the course about what is expected of the deliverable at 
the end of the term. During the mid-term feedback process we discover that many 
students are anxious at this point in the term, given that the capstone differs so 
fundamentally from any other course they have taken. By the mid-point of the term, 
students have begun to take in the dynamic and relational nature of the course; deeper 
learning and skill development begins. Here is an experience in which their grade is 
not dependent on a mid-term and a final, but rather the quality of a product that will 
serve a genuine community need and the soundness of their participation that has 
contributed to the development of that product. Students hunger to see prior examples 
of outstanding work produced by their peers. 

PSU has presented about this assessment process at numerous national gatherings and 
received the Council for Higher Education Accreditation (CHEA) national assessment 
award for institution-wide assessment. What surprises most assessment experts about 
our processes is the level of trust that we have developed with our faculty at PSU. 
Frequently, when others in higher education hear of our mid-term feedback process, 
they remark that “our faculty would never allow that!” What we find at PSU is that if 
the program administrators have built genuine relationships with the faculty and include 
faculty fully in our assessment processes, then data can easily be gathered in all courses 
and used for continuous improvement. The data collected in the mid-term review are 
completely available for faculty to use in their promotion and tenure packets, but it is 
never required to appear in the portfolio. Experience at PSU shows that the most 
important element of a strong assessment plan is trust among the faculty that 
administrators will use the data with integrity and not as a means of enforcing high-
stakes judgments or initiating processes to level punitive repercussions against faculty. 

In the last week of the quarter, an end-of-term course evaluation gathers data from 
students about their experiences in the course. Students are asked to state their level of 
agreement on eighteen items, ranging from how strongly they felt that the community 
work helped them understand the course content to how well the course addressed 
issues of diversity. The evaluation form explores how strongly the students believe 
that the capstone benefited the community and the level of responsibility they felt to 
meet the needs of the community partner. The assessment asks students to report on 
how the course enhanced their ability to work on a team, to communicate effectively, 
and to problem-solve. Faculty support and assessment personnel regularly compare the 
data from the mid-term feedback sessions and the end-of-term course evaluations to 
create a comprehensive view of the evolving dynamics of student engagement and 
learning throughout the ten-week term.

Finally, over the last ten years, Portland State has explored a number processes by 
which to assess students’ written work in various forms. Our purpose was to better 
apprehend student learning outcomes through direct assessment of student work 
products. For example, more than 80 percent of students report enhancing their 
communication skills in their capstone, but we didn’t know how and in what ways 
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they had enhanced these skills. The primary focus our first few years was on the final 
products delivered to the community partner. Researchers tried to find evidence in the 
student work of individual student learning regarding communication, critical thinking, 
appreciation of diversity, and social and ethical responsibility, but the task proved to 
be too complex, primarily because most of the products had been produced by groups, 
with no way to isolate individual student contributions. 

Next we tried using a common reflective assignment distributed in 25 percent of all 
capstones, believing that we could assess student learning along one of our goals each 
year, thus developing a complete set of data around our goals every four years. This 
approach was abandoned after a year or two because it was clear that the common 
reflective writing assignment was too generic to reflect the context and depth of 
genuine course-based assignments, which were situated within the real partnership and 
project that students had been engaging in all term. 

Finally, we decided five years ago to have 25 percent of all capstones participate in a 
work sample assessment, whereby the faculty member generates an authentic 
assignment for their course that best addresses one of general education learning goals. 
(All of the courses address the same learning goal during any given year.) The faculty 
then collect student responses for that assignment, along with signed informed consent 
forms. Faculty also submit the syllabus for the course and any contextual information 
regarding the course to best contextualize the course for reviewers of the work. 

Originally, the analysis of these capstone course portfolios was conducted by a small 
team of faculty and assessment staff. The outcome of this assessment strategy was 
sound, and the results of our assessment finally approached the nuance and complexity 
required to understand student learning relative to four core goals across literally 
dozens of distinct courses that, while sharing core definitional and structural features, 
differ dramatically in the kinds of work produced by students. 

Two years ago, in response to a desire on the part of faculty who had submitted 
portfolios for greater feedback on that work, an adaptation to this process was piloted. 
Starting in June 2014, the faculty contributing materials to the assessment process 
become the reviewers of their colleagues’ portfolios in a fully collegial and reciprocal 
process. Now, faculty contributors meet together before they finalize their assignments 
for the course. In these pre-assessment meetings, faculty share with each other about 
their courses and their partnerships, and they learn about the assessment process itself. 
Following the collection of course materials, faculty come together in a full-day 
assessment session, in which they contextualize the materials they have submitted in 
small groups, participate in a group orientation, review the portfolios of their 
colleagues from their small group, and offer each other formative feedback about that 
material. Faculty submit qualitative comments to their colleagues and a mixed 
quantitative/qualitative response directly to the program. This latter document 
indicates the degree to which the faculty member found the course to be reflective of 
the goal under review. 
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In this way, we have fully married a faculty support process to an assessment process 
(Kerrigan and Jhaj 2007), and the results have been galvanizing. An analysis of faculty 
evaluations of the assessment process itself reveals that faculty found their time 
reviewing each other’s work and the giving and receiving of feedback on portfolios to 
be deeply valuable and meaningful, with all participants affirming that the process felt 
both supportive of their work as capstone instructors and inspiring through the fresh 
ideas and approaches that their colleagues’ sharing provided. All of the qualitative 
feedback submitted by faculty confirmed that participants found that the process was 
helpful to them as practitioners, that it inspired them to spend more time relating to 
their colleagues for the purposes of both mutual support and inspiration for course 
improvement, and that many desired to see the process expanded both to include more 
colleagues and to extend this process into the future, so that they might continue to see 
and to reflect collectively on the ongoing course improvement that issues from 
processes such as these. (To view annual assessment reports developed as a result of 
the practices listed above, please see http://www.pdx.edu/unst/capstone-assessment-
and-research.) 

One of the unexpected findings from the assessment of capstone courses in our first 
five years was how effective professionals from the community were at teaching 
capstones. Students clearly articulated that the faculty outside the academy helped 
them bridge the theoretical knowledge in the classroom to real issues in the 
community, managed group projects and group dynamics skillfully, brought pressing 
social concerns in the community into the center of the classroom discussions, made 
the learning relevant in these culminating courses, and had scores of personal and 
professional linkages in the community that helped students network for the future 
(including contacts that led to informational interviews and job offers). 

As PSU celebrates its twenty-year capstone anniversary, we recognize the 
contributions of all faculty, including the large number of non-tenure-track faculty, 
who have contributed to the student experience and our institutional community 
engagement efforts. Within University Studies in general and the capstone program in 
particular, a rich diversity of faculty from a variety of institutional and extra-
institutional standpoints are fully welcomed to contribute in program- and curriculum-
building ways and, in fact, have been a source of much of the success of the program 
throughout its existence. We have experienced it to be a positive change at our 
institution to have senior-level courses taught by faculty who are well positioned to 
prepare students for a wide variety of activities taken on by successful graduates (such 
as continuing community activism, community problem-solving, employment, and 
graduate school), regardless of faculty rank. For the capstone program at PSU, it has 
been ideal to welcome a healthy mix of community practitioners actively engaged in 
this culminating educational course. While institutional mechanisms for rewarding 
these efforts through the promotion and tenure process continue to lag, our program 
and the committed faculty who actively build it every day find ways to encourage and 
support each other with meaning, care, and mutual respect.
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Funding, Infrastructure, and Staffing
The task of funding this scale of community-based capstone courses is daunting to 
most visitors who study our program. Due to the multiple-year phase-in of the 
University Studies general education program following its approval by the Faculty 
Senate, we had time to plan and prepare for the costs. The good news—and the bad 
news—is that the capstone program is not only self-supporting but is actually a revenue 
generator for the University. For every dollar the capstone program generates from 
student tuition, it only spends approximately 90 cents (even factoring in the cost of 
space, energy usage, and institutional infrastructure); these surplus funds are absorbed 
by the university to cover more costly programs. The capstone is among the most cost-
effective programs at PSU, as determined by Finance and Administration calculations. 

The good news is that this means there is little fiscal rationale to eliminate this high-
impact practice. The challenge is effectively advocating for more of the faculty to gain 
employment over half-time in order to earn benefits. In many ways this staffing 
structure is a win-win, as professionals with full-time positions in the community 
(such as the education director of an environmental education program, the director of 
a community health program, and the director of community development program) 
can share their expertise in the university, engage their passion for teaching, give 
students real-world experience that it would be nearly impossible to replicate without 
their involvement, and keep overall cost for the institution low due to the absence of 
benefits provided in their compensation. In some cases, though, we find it ethically 
questionable to refuse to provide benefits to other faculty of practice who do not have 
full-time employment outside of the university.

In general, the capstone program is run with very little overhead. Our small 
infrastructure consists of a capstone program director, minimal clerical support to list 
the courses and answer basic student questions, and release time for faculty support 
specialists. We have found over the life of the program that committed resources for 
faculty support are essential. Many faculty of all ranks state that they have received 
more support through the capstone program than from any other place at the 
university. For many, it has been the first time they have been genuinely invited to be 
part of a faculty learning community in which they have the opportunity to talk about 
their teaching, receive real assessment data that they experience to be useful to their 
teaching, and get consultation to support the development of their own best 
pedagogical practices. The capstone program provides course releases for three 
seasoned faculty members, and their cumulative release time is equivalent to about 1.2 
FTE of a non-tenure-track position. The necessity of faculty support to ensure high-
quality teaching and learning in these community-based learning courses cannot be 
overstated, as “Cultivating Community: Faculty Support for Teaching and Learning” 
in this journal illustrates. 

Legal and Liability Issues 
One of the first tasks that the capstone director needed to address in 1995 was the 
issue of risk management. The capstone office and the Oregon attorney general’s 
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office worked extensively to think through the issues involved and develop a plan to 
manage foreseeable risks. The issue of risk management is too complex to address in 
detail in this article, but a few of the lessons we learned were that handbooks for 
students, faculty, and community partners are a helpful means to name and address 
risks; a community partner agreement form is a useful tool to articulate the terms of a 
partnership and the plan going forward, in order to prevent challenges before a 
partnership begins; and group insurance coverage can be secured for students as one 
option to limit a university’s risk. 

PSU provides a capstone handbook to every capstone student, faculty member, and 
community partner. The handbook defines a capstone and its goals and identifies best 
practices of service learning (such as the importance of high-quality orientation to the 
community, reciprocity, reflection, service, diversity, and feedback). Tips are also 
provided to enhance healthy group processes and students’ capacity for navigating 
difference. The handbook reviews the roles of faculty, students, and community 
partners. Basic legal concepts are addressed, as are suggestions for working effectively 
with a community partner. All participants are reminded of the Student Code of 
Conduct and consequences of violations to that code. The faculty and community 
partner handbooks address issues pertinent to each of these roles, in turn.

The capstone office promotes the use of a community partner agreement form for 
every capstone course. The purpose of the form is to clarify a multitude of elements of 
the partnership, such as who will orient the students to the community-based learning 
project at hand, who is supervising the students on site, and who will provide direct 
feedback to the students on their performance. It also addresses issues of authorship 
and rights to ownership of work products. 

Finally, for more than a decade, Portland State charged students $17 for group liability 
insurance in case any student did harm in the community and was sued. Due to 
changes in the Oregon university system, legal counsel determined that students no 
longer needed to purchase this insurance and that the risk could be managed without 
the insurance. All decisions for managing risk and liability at an institution of PSU’s 
scale (and at our scale of community engagement) are handled by university legal 
counsel and risk management specialists. 

Challenges
Over the last two decades, the rewards of implementing the senior capstone have far 
outweighed the difficulties, but in order to empower other institutions to implement 
meaningful culminating experiences, naming the challenges is essential. At PSU there 
are four primary challenges that we grapple with continually, almost entirely related to 
budget: effectively advocating for funding in an era of performance-based budgeting, 
which includes the challenge of maintaining seminar-sized capstones; effectively 
advocating for hiring faculty of practice above .49 FTE (so that they are benefits-
eligible); implementing and assessing online capstones to meet the demand for online 
degrees; and effectively funding an alumni engagement program.
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Despite its incredible efficiency, the capstone program is frequently threatened with 
budget cuts. The primary threat is to our seminar-style format. In the 1994 planning 
documents for capstones approved by the PSU Faculty Senate, capstones were 
described as seminars with ten students per section. Today most of our capstones are 
asked to enroll sixteen students per course. As real concerns mount regarding the cost of 
higher education and student debt, raising class size is one strategy frequently employed 
to cut costs. Successfully advocating for the relational learning facilitated by these 
seminar-style classes is becoming increasingly difficult within the capstone program. 

The second challenge is advocating in lean budget times for an increase in the hiring 
of faculty of practice above .49 FTE. University Studies is not funded at a level 
whereby more of our faculty teaching capstones can apply for benefits-eligible 
positions. Capstone administrators are perplexed that one of the most recognized 
capstone programs in the nation cannot secure the funds to pay the faculty teaching 
these transformational courses a livable wage with benefits. The capstone office will 
continue to work with new and veteran administrators at PSU to explore the possibility 
of hiring existing adjunct faculty into more stable full-time non-tenure-track positions.

The third challenge is effectively assessing online capstones to see if they are capable 
of creating similar transformational learning outcomes experienced by our face-to-face 
courses, and, if not, learning how to improve the design or, alternatively, how to 
engage online students in some type of hybrid capstone that still meets their needs for 
flexibility. PSU is fortunate to have faculty deeply committed to effective online 
community-based education. These issues are more thoroughly discussed in the article 
“Online Community-Based Learning as the Practice of Freedom: The Online Capstone 
Experience at Portland State University” later in this issue. 

The final struggle is the aspirational challenge to fund an alumni engagement program 
that will facilitate the continued active participation of our graduates in the community 
post-graduation. PSU is perfectly positioned to launch an alumni engagement program 
that could serve as a national model for post-graduation activism, as discussed in 
“Beyond the University: An Initiative for Creating Community-Wide Civic Agency.”

Lessons Learned
After two decades of implementing thousands of capstone courses and engaging tens 
of thousands of students in the community, we have learned scores of lessons along 
the way. The top five that I encourage each institution to consider are the following:

1.  Community-based capstones are fundamentally transformational to students. When 
done well they change students’ lives and understandings. Engage students and 
listen to their experiences.

2.  Community partners are the best co-educators that we could ever have imagined. 
They convey to students powerful knowledge in a context through which the 
students are most likely to remember the content for a lifetime.
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3.  Faculty with experience in practice are tremendous human resources to create 
transformational learning courses that connect students with the community. Seek 
out relationships with these unique faculty and create structures to promote them 
and honor their work.

4.  Faculty support and faculty learning communities are the most effective way to 
continuously improve the teaching and learning in capstones. These are essential to 
the implementation of this high-impact practice.

5.  Relational learning is at the heart of the transformational power of capstones. The 
most significant learnings that students report are those they experienced in 
relational ways. Small classes that engage in collaborative learning are essential in 
culminating educational experiences.

 

Conclusion
As the title of this article suggests, there is a tension involved in “sustaining change”—
that is, in creating and maintaining the infrastructure to run a community-based 
learning program of this scope, founded on the very principles of change-making 
(within an institution of higher education, in the communities in which that institution 
is situated, and within the field of higher education itself), while remaining flexible 
enough to allow the program to adapt to the evolving needs of its constituents. The 
twentieth anniversary of PSU’s capstone has afforded us an invaluable opportunity to 
look back at our founding, revisit our principles and processes, and recognize our debt 
to the literally countless numbers of students, community partners, faculty, staff, and 
administrators whose efforts have continuously constituted this program over the past 
two decades. Sustaining change is a living process and an ongoing work in progress, 
and the remaining articles in this issue will offer additional views of the current state 
of that work at PSU.

More information about the Portland State senior capstone program can be found online:
•   General capstone website: http://capstone.unst.pdx.edu/
•   Capstone course proposal, with an example: http://capstone.unst.pdx.edu/resources/

file/capstone-proposal-document
•   Faculty support resources: http://capstone.unst.pdx.edu/resources
•   Assessment reports: http://www.pdx.edu/unst/university-studies-assessment-reports
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Connecting Curriculum to  
Community Research: Professional 

Services, Research, and Teaching
W. Barry Messer and Peter J. Collier

Abstract
Portland State University’s Community Environmental Services (CES) has helped 
shape the Portland metropolitan region’s sustainable materials management practices 
for more than twenty-five years. CES’s research and program development services 
have benefitted community partners that in turn have provided hundreds of students 
with rich educational experiences. PSU faculty members also advance their 
pedagogical and research agendas through the development of CES-affiliated 
capstone courses. This article explores the CES co-production model from the 
perspectives of students, faculty members, and community partners.

Community Environmental Services (CES) at Portland State University is a unique 
twenty-five-year-old university-based service unit that has helped shape the Portland 
metropolitan region’s ethic and practice as it relates to sustainable materials 
management. Over that time, CES has engaged in co-production activities with dozens 
of community partners to provide research and program development and management 
services in materials management and waste reduction. This work has involved 
hundreds of students, both undergraduate and graduate, and supported their education 
in numerous ways. 

One of the most important benefits of this unique organization has been the role CES 
plays in providing a vital programmatic infrastructure that allows numerous faculty the 
opportunity to engage this work within the body of their teaching and research. One of 
the prominent ways this work has been done was through the development of capstone 
courses, as well as numerous other community-based learning courses. This article will 
explore the factors that allowed the two frequently separated functions in 
universities—research and teaching—to find common ground, and the ways both 
research and teaching contributed to and were enriched by this mutual relationship. 
The article includes an examination of the foundational roots of the work of both CES 
and the capstone program as a model of co-production by recounting the experiences 
of students, faculty, and community partners who were engaged with CES and 
capstone partnership work.

CES History
Twenty-five years ago, two colleagues from the School of Urban and Public Affairs 
organized a small-scale demonstration project to engage students in developing a 
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community recycling initiative. This project was inspired by the then-recent attempts 
of the City of Portland to begin a city-wide recycling collection program involving all 
single-family residences in the city. It was curious to us at the time that nearly half of 
the city’s residents, namely those living in multi-family residences, were not included 
in the “city-wide” program. Inquiring into the reason for this, we were informed by 
city officials that trying to involve tenants who live in apartment complexes was too 
“risky” because of fear that their lack of interest and participation in recycling would 
compromise the program’s effectiveness. This appeared at best an oversight of the 
potential gains in recycling that could be accomplished by the substantial population 
living in multi-family residences and at worst a blatant discriminatory bias embedded 
in city policies and the practices of city planners. 

To raise the issue, we decided to test how multi-family residents would engage in a 
recycling program if given the support and a chance to participate. The faculty 
colleagues and students from a class examining urban environmental practices 
organized the first student-led recycling project at one of the Housing Authority of 
Portland’s low-income, multi-family apartment complexes. The high volume of 
appropriately prepared materials from the initial pilot effort not only proved to the city 
that recycling efforts in multi-family complexes can be successful, but also that these 
residents and residential complexes were actually a strong community asset in helping 
the city reach its environmental goals. The City of Portland then expanded the “city-
wide” program to include all residents, regardless of the classification of their 
residence, largely as a result of that pilot demonstration project. The city also decided 
to engage the services of PSU students in those expanded efforts as a result of the 
quality of the work done in the pilot project. In so doing, the City of Portland became 
the first city in the nation to have a city-wide multi-family recycling program. These 
actions were clearly instrumental in vaulting Portland into the role of national leader in 
municipal waste reduction and recovery, a position that continues to this day.

We were not aware that in that initial project we were modeling an initiative that has 
now, over twenty-five years later, become an organization that would engage hundreds 
of students in scores of long-term projects with countless public, nonprofit, and private 
entities as partners to reduce waste and implement sustainable practices. What is 
possibly most notable is how the groundwork that was laid twenty-five years ago 
became the foundation for on-going, transformative, student-centered research 
experiences. Nowhere is this more evident than in the contribution that CES has made 
to the university’s capstone program.

Institutional Context
CES’s efforts to build a programmatic unit for student engagement with community 
partners fit into a larger institutional context. Community-based learning and a broader 
focus on civic engagement fit well within an institutional transformation that began in 
the early 1990s. An historic agenda of comprehensive reform was set forth at PSU to 
align general education, curriculum, undergraduate and graduate academic programs, 
scholarship, and research with community outreach and partnership development. 
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PSU’s location downtown enhances its possibilities to be in and of the city and the 
metropolitan region. 

A major component of this institutional transformation is grounded in University 
Studies, PSU’s general education program, which emerged as a model for integration 
of student learning with service in the community. In the University Studies program 
four primary goals are explicitly integrated into the curriculum during the 
undergraduate experience: inquiry and critical thinking, communication, appreciation 
of the diversity of the human experience, and social and ethical responsibility. In their 
final undergraduate year, PSU students take a six-credit senior capstone designed to 
integrate the four goals. A capstone that stemmed from the partnership work initiated 
by CES was among the first five capstone courses piloted in 1995. (For more details 
on the capstone program see “Sustaining Change: Successes, Challenges, and Lessons 
Learned from Twenty Years of Empowering Students through Community-Based 
Learning Capstones” elsewhere in this issue.)

Over the past two decades, the number of capstones has grown, including many 
courses that have been developed from the partnership and program infrastructure built 
by CES. CES provides empirical evidence in direct support of the claim that well-
conceived and executed community-university partnerships are actionable examples of 
how one can both teach about and bring to life an active social sustainability agenda. 
Also, university partnerships in the community can provide a solid base and multiple 
opportunities to shape research and teaching. In the next section, we discuss in more 
detail the program structure of CES and how it has created a valuable infrastructure 
through which numerous capstones as well as other community-based learning courses 
have materialized. 

CES Organization and Structure
The mission statement for CES states that “CES provides community partners in 
Portland, the region, and beyond with research data and technical assistance on urban 
environmental issues and resource sustainability, while giving PSU students the 
opportunity to develop leadership capacity and practical job skills through education, 
service, and research.” CES is a student-centered organization founded on the belief 
that students not only have passion and energy, but also that they have abilities. When 
these attributes are supported and applied to work in the community that addresses 
important matters of public interest, students are prepared to become future change 
agents as well as change agents of today.

As a research institute, CES provides high quality research and technical expertise to 
local community partners through contracts and intergovernmental agreements. CES 
operates similarly to a consulting firm, simultaneously managing multiple contracts 
with unique timelines and budgets. At the same time, CES is distinctive among 
consulting firms and many other university research centers because the mission and 
structure of CES is centered on student development. Students not only provide CES 
services to local communities, they also are given opportunities and support to shape 
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their educational programs around the work they perform. Teaching and non-teaching 
faculty members, as well as graduate research assistants with advanced CES experience, 
provide support for students in both their education and CES work. The organization 
fluctuates in the number of students working at CES depending on the amount of 
contracted work. At any given time there are between twenty and thirty undergraduate 
and graduate student employees who earn an hourly wage, along with a half dozen 
graduate research assistants supported with monthly stipends and tuition remissions. 

Support staff positions are ideal starting points for students, providing them with 
industry-specific knowledge and experiences that they can build upon. Support staff 
work on a variety of CES projects, typically during the “boots-on-the-ground” phase. 
Typically this direct data collection could include conducting waste stream 
observations, hand sorting garbage, and collecting material weight data. Support staff 
also provide educational outreach by speaking with local residents and businesses 
about their recycling systems and making suggestions for improvements. Training and 
supervision of support staff is provided by project leads comprised of graduate 
research assistants and CES support staff who have advanced experience. 

Key to CES’s mission of service and student development is the opportunity for 
advancement and growth within the organization. As students gain knowledge and 
skills, CES promotes experienced support staff to the role of project leads. Lead 
positions have more responsibility, including supporting other student workers and 
taking responsibility for elements of project management. This includes providing 
on-going communication and project updates with community partners; staff training, 
scheduling, and supervising of support staff; analyzing and interpreting data; writing 
reports on project findings; and providing recommendations for further research or 
program implementation strategies. Graduate research assistant positions are similar to 
project leads but require students to be enrolled in a graduate program. A limited 
number of non-tenure track research faculty positions are supported by CES contracts 
to provide ongoing support for the students and overall program management.

The different types of student employee positions allows for advancement as students 
become more experienced. Because the scope of work varies for each project, students 
may work on multiple projects, in which they may be providing support on some 
projects and serving as a project lead on others. This approach, which offers students 
multiple access points for project and program skill development, as well as multiple 
opportunities to shape their educational and career development interests, has been one 
of the defining elements of CES’s success. Not only has this approach been 
instrumental in CES’s ability to provide quality services, but it has led to numerous 
graduates of the program being placed in senior positions in public and private sector 
jobs in the fields of sustainability, waste and materials management, and public and 
private sector program management and implementation – all directly related to the 
field experiences gained through their work and study at CES.
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Partnerships
Over its twenty-five-year history, CES has engaged with over forty community partners, 
including public organization, nonprofits, and for-profit businesses (Figure 1). Many of 
the partners have long histories of collaborating with CES. These legacy partners have 
both worked with CES on multiple arenas of service and research, and provided support 
for student development. The City of Portland continues to be a key legacy partner. To 
date, CES has worked with the city in providing pilot project research and 
implementation of Portland’s multi-faceted recycling program; extending recycling 
services in both residential and commercial sectors; and advancing protocols for 
assessing and managing the collection of a broad array of materials. The CES-City of 
Portland partnership over the last twenty-five years has helped to build the city’s widely 
recognized reputation for preeminence in waste reduction innovation and success. 

Figure 1: Community Environmental Services
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Other key legacy partners include Metro (a four-county regional government body) 
and the Port of Portland. The CES-Metro partnership has been the basis of ambitious 
efforts to achieve regional waste reduction goals. The work with Metro has also led to 
numerous partnerships with smaller cities in the region, many of which have lasted ten 
or more years. The CES-Port of Portland partnership supports an innovative project 
that provides operational assistance and support for all Port of Portland properties, 
with a focus on Portland International Airport (PDX). A team of CES student 
employees, based at the Port of Portland headquarters at PDX, works directly with port 
employees to oversee, design, and implement waste and materials management 
programs at the airport, marine terminals, and headquarters buildings. This project 
provides students with opportunities to develop innovative pilot programs and 
initiatives while encouraging waste reduction efforts in ways that have contributed to 
the port’s role as a leader in sustainability. 

CES’s partnerships are not limited to public agencies. Numerous business and 
commercial entities have partnered with CES over the years. These partnerships often 
include building and implementing comprehensive materials management and waste 
minimization strategies. For example, CES worked with a leading locally-owned 
commercial food chain to design and implement a set of management protocols and 
practices that would net zero waste. 

CES: a Model of Co-Production
CES has been built on the fundamentals of co-production from the inception of the 
program to its current day operation. Co-production puts the emphasis on the 
contribution made by the service beneficiary in the service delivery process (Bouvaird 
2007, 846). This approach has been key to CES’s success in building robust and long-
term relationships with community partners. The co-production approach to 
partnership work from public services is potentially transferable to higher education.

Higher education has always been about the development rather than the transmission of 
knowledge (Neary, Bell, and Stevenson 2012, 126). When students are engaged in applied 
learning with community partners, they are confronted with unstructured problems and 
are exposed to a diversity of concepts and practices. These experiences greatly increase 
their capacity to develop knowledge and engage in the co-production of learning. In roles 
students perform within CES, they are not just “consumers” of education, but their 
community-based work puts them in roles as “producers” as well. Examples of this 
increased capacity has been demonstrated in multiple CES projects in which students who 
had direct experience working with a community partner developed a sense of 
empowerment, in that not only did their work make a difference, but it also helped them 
acquire knowledge that could not have been gained through classroom lessons. 

CES students have compelling and unique opportunities to engage and further their 
education while providing important services within the community. Similarly, faculty 
members have the opportunity to directly engage students in the co-production of 
learning by building a platform of experience and reflection that furthers and enriches 
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students’ learning. Both student and faculty member capabilities and benefits are 
enabled through the active engagement of community partners who provide the arenas 
for service and support for both teaching faculty members and student learners.
 
In much the same manner, CES actively seeks to expand students’ and faculty 
members’ capacities to learn and teach at the same time they are engaging in the work 
of community partners. Thus, the student, faculty member, and community partner 
become co-producers of learning, teaching, and service. Each one benefits from the 
others’ efforts, while at the same time contributing to the development of the agenda, 
process, and outcomes that meet the shared interests of the partnership.

Challenges Building Citizenship 
Above all things, co-production is a partnership strategy. This is both its potential 
strength and possibly its biggest liability in considering its continued application in 
higher education. Partnerships between different entities hold the promise of combining 
resources and broadening both participation and ownership in addressing social 
problems, but partnerships between parties of dissimilar interest and disparate resources 
can be ineffective at best and even counter-productive at worst. Harry Boyte (2015) 
makes the observation that what we have in American society are, on the one hand, 
citizens who are in tune with private matters but who know little of what is needed to 
involve themselves with matters of public consequence and, on the other hand, a public 
sector which for the most part is preoccupied with purveying goods to citizen “clients” 
while remaining out of touch with their own citizenship and citizen-building processes 
(Boyte 2015, 8). Thus it follows that partnerships comprised of “private citizens” and 
“public servants” who are coming from such fundamentally different interests and 
perspectives are ill-situated to meaningfully address matters of public interest. 

CES provides programmatic infrastructure that seeks to empower student learners by 
providing them with a structured way to be agents of social change and community 
betterment. As a result, students gain experience and build capacity for public 
citizenship. There have been countless examples of CES students taking on community 
improvement initiatives outside of their work at CES but building from the 
professional, organizational, and community engagement skills practiced through their 
work at CES. Both faculty members and community partners engage in citizenship 
building through their engagement in supporting student learners with experience and 
insights. Together, students, faculty members, and community partners increase their 
capacity to meaningfully address matters of public interest.

Curriculum Connection
From its very beginning to the current day, CES has been both a product of and a 
contributor to the university’s curriculum. The intersection between the work that CES 
performs and PSU’s curriculum produces an ever-expanding and deepening source of 
partnerships for teaching, learning, and working to produce social change. This 
intersection has led to many innovative curricular components that were both 
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conceived of and tested as parts of multiple CES projects. For example, CES and the 
Portland Public School District worked together to build an action-based high-school 
curriculum as part of a pilot for PSU’s capstone program. This project modeled the 
power of engaged learning and demonstrated that high quality service can be delivered 
to high school students when supported and orchestrated within a curriculum. CES 
also was the organizational home for an AmeriCorps pilot program in which 
participants combined community service with their university educational programs. 
CES’s reach has extended to multiple PSU schools and colleges including business, 
education, environmental sciences, fine arts, and urban planning. Although the 
curricular content of these programs is shaped by their individual disciplines, these 
initiatives all share a common focus of engaged action research and community 
partner participation, structured and made accessible by CES’s established partnerships 
through their contracting relationships. Thus, the organizational structure of CES 
provides support to faculty and students to engage their educational and research 
interests within a continuum of established partnerships and program work. 

The curricula of various PSU colleges and schools provide rich opportunities to shape 
CES’s work as well. Many CES community connections emerge from classwork, as 
well as individual students’ efforts as part of completing research theses or performing 
internships. In 2004 a team of students began a volunteer project to attempt special 
events recycling with a local special events organizer responsible for a twelve 
thousand-participant fundraising walk. This initial work inspired the development of a 
long-term contracted program between CES and the City of Portland to expand 
recycling to all special events held in the city. CES maintains a network of 
communications that made it possible to mine this and many other curricular 
collaborations for continuing inquiry and partnership development by actively 
engaging with faculty and students across the campus. 

Throughout CES history, community partners who have contracted with CES for 
service have also benefitted from courses and research supported by CES. While 
benefits accrue to community partners from the extra services provided through 
curricular connections, partners also frequently benefit from the process of working 
with students and faculty members to help integrate important work and partners’ 
issues into the curriculum. As community partners engage in the teaching and research 
being conducted, they expand and deepen their own capacities to address their 
important issues while developing new and innovative ways to conduct their work. 

Another key element that enhances curriculum provided by the CES infrastructure is the 
opportunity provided for CES student staff and project leads to gain experience with 
teaching and research through the curricular connections. Not only do the faculty 
members and students in community-based learning classes benefit from having access 
to CES’s program and partner infrastructure, but also students who are working at CES 
gain rich experience in mentoring and teaching. Frequently staff at CES are given roles 
as teaching assistants in a class and take on major responsibilities for assisting faculty 
members and students to connect their coursework to the work of CES and the 
community partner. These experiences can be important additions to students’ resumes. 
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Recently, one CES project lead was able to lace together her experience at CES with her 
teaching assistantship in a capstone, allowing her master’s thesis to reflect these 
experiences and showcase her impressive array of qualifications. This led to her being 
hired for a managerial position with one of CES’s legacy partners, largely because of 
her set of unique qualifications. This is only one example of many similar stories from 
dozens of CES alumni who have been placed in key industry and public sector positions.

Throughout CES’s twenty-five-year history, a rich exchange of both services and 
benefits have existed between CES and multiple dimensions of the PSU curricula. In 
this exchange, we see a continuum of co-production involving faculty members, 
students, and community partners, in which beneficiaries of service have active 
participatory roles in the delivery of the service. CES infrastructure serves as the 
essential hub of intersections between the production of education and service within 
the curriculum and within the community (Figure 2). The next section will take a more 
in-depth look at one of those curricular intersections with CES, the University Studies 
capstone, examining CES’s capstone-related courses as recounted by student, faculty 
members, and community partner participants.

Figure 2: CES Curriculum and Research Examples

CES-assisted Capstones Course Projects (partial list):
•   Design and implementation of a compost program at the Oregon Zoo, run by Metro 

regional government 
•   Assessment of waste stream materials and design of re-use processes for major 

shopping mall
•   Sponsorship of re-use and material swap fair with neighborhood association
•   Development of field-based recycling education curriculum for a school district
•   Assessment markets and business opportunities for waste stream material recovery
•   Assessment of opportunities for recycling of greywater in university housing 

facilities
•   Design and installation of demonstration compost systems at community garden 

locations

CES-assisted Projects with Community-Based Learning Courses (partial list)
•   Survey of public participation rates in curbside recycling
•   Exploration around homelessness and public recycling
•   Conducting of numerous surveys of waste stream audits at public facilities and 

multi-family residences
•   Marketing 

Graduate Theses and Dissertations (partial list)
•   Developing Key Sustainability Competencies through Real-World Learning 

Experiences: Evaluating CES
•   Sustainable Operations at Portland State University: Relevant Organizational Issues 

and a Path Forward
•   Portland’s Multifamily Recycling Program: A Study of Co-Production Policy and 

Citizen Involvement
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CES and Capstones
Capstones occupy an important and foundational place in the general education 
program at PSU. Capstones provide students with a curricular structure that positions 
them as participants in performing important community work, but also aims to help 
students acquire essential skills for being active citizens and meaningful members of 
society. Capstones also provide faculty members with in-load courses that allow them 
to embed their teaching and research within community contexts. The key to the 
capstone structure is the community partner. Capstones are built around the work and 
goals of engaged community partners and, as such, offer community partners ways to 
broaden their organizational resource base, allowing them to address the important 
challenges they face. This section will explore ways that students, faculty members, 
and community partners have benefitted from the opportunities that capstones provide, 
as well as how they have addressed challenges experienced in the unique and 
symbiotic relationship enjoyed by CES and capstones.

The Student Experience
Capstones are, by design, community-based. As such, the discourse as well as the 
outcomes for learning transcends the disciplines of the academy. In this learning 
environment there are shared consequences between the students and the communities 
in which they work. This is reinforced with partnership agreements in which both 
community partner and the students assume responsibility and are accountable for 
work performed within the capstone. This level of accountability for work performed 
outside of the classroom and within the community presents additional challenges and 
can be daunting. The degree to which students are supported to meet these challenges 
within the classroom and within the community greatly determines both the learning 
and the outcomes that are experienced in the capstone. In this regard, the community 
partner’s role becomes essential to a successful capstone experience. This role is not 
just defined in terms of being a service recipient, but also in terms of providing 
support to the students’ experiences. 

In addition to the community partner, there are other avenues of support available to 
the capstone student. For capstones that work with a CES partner, CES provides a 
number of resources to support student work and learning. One of the most important 
supports is CES students and professional staff. CES staff many times work alongside 
capstone students as both peers and guides, as they have had previous experience 
working with the community partner. As one student who was engaged with a 
neighborhood in helping design and implement a large-scale material swap fair with 
commercial and residential complexes recalled, there would have been no way they 
would have thought at the beginning of the term that this task could be done in a short 
eight-week summer class. But once the diverse skills and multidisciplinary knowledge 
of the classmates as well as the experience of the CES student project leads working 
with the class were known, the student not only perceived the project to be doable but 
felt “empowered” by the team she was working with.
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For a student to make the most of what might be very new and challenging 
experiential and educational terrain, faculty members and community partners must be 
prepared to address the challenges in order to maximize the opportunities for students 
to have a successful experience. CES has demonstrated a unique capacity in this 
regard. Because of CES’s history of developing and maintaining successful community 
partnerships, capstone students who work with a CES project partner have access to 
established relationships and successful past experiences that add richness and depth to 
students’ current work. This point is illustrated by a CES-supported capstone student 
who worked with students from a neighborhood school, first to conduct a waste audit 
and then to prepare an action plan for how the students could help the school reduce 
their waste. The capstone student noted that she felt like she was “part of a legacy” by 
coming into this class and working on this project—and that was an empowering 
experience. It made her feel like the work she was doing really did matter and had 
importance because of the project’s history. In addition, the continuity of this work 
and the breadth of experience of CES not only made the project doable but also one 
that would make a difference. The capstone experience put this student on a pathway 
that led her to take a position in CES after completing the capstone, where she will 
continue this work and become a peer mentor to other students in community-based 
learning courses.

CES helps students both to further their education as well as to prepare for future 
employment by providing those who complete CES-affiliated capstones with 
opportunities to continue working on the issues their capstones addressed. Both the 
student’s capstone experiences and the opportunities to continue this work in CES can 
be life-changing. As a student who participated in a pilot capstone partnering CES 
with a local high schools recalled:

The small and personal structure of the class, the challenges of engaging with 
other learners in the class and students with the community partner, the 
introduction to reflective learning around applied practice, all made possible 
by the faculty working with CES and the community partners in the capstone, 
set me on an altered course for my own education and ultimately my career 
(A. Spring, personal communication).

This student chose to continue to work at CES following the capstone class. She 
acknowledges that her time at CES helped her develop the advanced research skills 
and tools of community-based learning and engagement that led to her acceptance to 
and completion of graduate school and, ultimately, to her present position within PSU. 
She credits these formative CES and capstone experiences for a now nearly twenty-
year career in which she continues to create applied experiences, similar to those she 
had, for current students. 

The real-world-based methods of inquiry typically employed in CES-affiliated 
capstones are also important in enhancing students’ educational experiences. Much of 
the work that students do in these capstones involves documenting what is in the waste 
stream and exploring ways that the amount of generated waste can be reduced. Many 
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times this work is tedious and unpleasant, but, in almost all cases, also very revealing 
and a source of curiosity and creativity. As one student who completed a CES-
affiliated capstone project that partnered with a large multi-family residence, stated, “I 
never knew you could learn so much from a dumpster full of garbage” (L. Bruschi, 
personal communication). This capstone student said that she appreciated this 
opportunity even further after she heard that CES student-workers routinely did this 
same work. Capstone students come to realize that what can be learned in investigating 
the waste stream provides them with opportunities for creative problem-solving. This 
points to two very important attributes of CES-partnered capstones: first, waste stream 
reduction efforts are replete with learning opportunities, and second, efforts to reduce 
waste streams can be readily and easily measured. The omnipresent and tactile nature 
of the materials people use and turn into waste are important data sources that serve as 
a very strong reminder to students that much of what we can learn about our world and 
ways to improve it can come from everyday observations of the most common sort. 
 

The Faculty Member Experience 
One of the greatest challenges faculty members face in designing and offering capstone 
courses is locating a suitable community partner. From a faculty member perspective, 
requisite qualities that community partners must bring to any capstone are a willingness 
and capacity to support the work students will be performing, as well as the education 
in which they will be engaging. Since CES has an on-going roster of projects with 
community partners that have already been built around student staff, working with 
CES turns out to be an enormous asset for faculty members. An experienced faculty 
member, who developed a capstone course that engaged students in building a network 
of potential local manufacturers that could re-purpose materials recovered from a large 
commercial shopping center’s waste stream, noted that working with CES projects and 
partners allowed her the opportunity to not have to work from scratch on building a 
relationship with a community partner but to focus on aligning the community work 
the students would be doing with her course (C. North, personal communication).

Faculty members discover that teaching a capstone involves taking on a number of 
supervisory and project management functions of community work and aligning these 
with the learning objectives of the course, in addition to the traditional faculty member 
expectations of organizing and delivering course material and assessing learning 
objectives. These varied responsibilities can seem overwhelming, not only with regard 
to the time required but also in terms of the on-the-ground knowledge to support 
students in their learning and to assure that sufficient time and resources are available 
to monitor students’ community work and provide “quality control.” Faculty members 
who work with CES on their capstones have access to a roster of community partners, 
all of which have past experience working with students. This provides an important 
resource to faculty members both in terms of initially offering a capstone and for 
aligning future courses that can take advantage of the continuity of work that CES 
provides. In almost all CES-affiliated capstones, faculty members also have access to 
an array of CES student support staff and project leads who are available to assist in 
project organization and management. A faculty member who offered a capstone on 
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developing a branding and marketing campaign for a large waste reduction initiative 
being launched by a neighborhood association acknowledged the value of these assets. 
She noted that working with CES student staff was like having a ready-made support 
system to help with the more managerial parts of the project. The faculty member was 
able then to put more time and energy into assuring that the learning goals were being 
addressed in the course. 

Faculty members can also access new content elements to build their own teaching and 
research by working with CES in the design of their capstone courses. A non-tenure-
track faculty member who co-produced, with the Portland Public School District, a 
capstone involving a recycling curriculum linking college, high school, and local 
elementary school students, discovered that partnering with CES not only provided 
course delivery support but also created opportunities to further a new research agenda 
on the positive effects of mentoring on student success. The success of the initial 
capstone led to it being replicated at multiple Portland area high schools. Partnering 
with CES opened an entire field of inquiry on the positive effects of mentoring for this 
faculty member that not only led to the completion of his doctoral dissertation but also 
to his promotion to a tenured position in his department. The capstone-based 
introduction to the positive effects of mentoring continued to contribute to his research 
and teaching over his entire career at PSU. This faculty member emphasized that the 
importance of the role the community partner and the students themselves had in 
opening this pathway “cannot be overstated.” He attributes the collaborative way in 
which students and partners worked, and the diversity of the experiences and 
capacities each brought to the capstone, as key elements that drew him to this new area 
of inquiry that ultimately transformed his whole body of scholarship and teaching. 

This pathway of research and teaching is not uncommon with faculty who have 
engaged with CES in teaching a capstone. This approach has been instrumental in 
furthering faculty members’ scholarship and teaching, as well as ultimately leading to 
advancement in fields as diverse as psychology, fine arts, and urban planning.

The Community Partner Experience 
As has been repeatedly emphasized in this issue, community partners are essential and 
foundational to successful capstones. But the role community partners play in 
capstones is unique. Unlike a typical client/consultant relationship, students are not 
presented to the community partner as the experts but rather as learners. In no way 
should this unique quality of capstones be taken as a lowering of expectations or 
under-valuing of the high quality work performance that students can and regularly do 
produce. Students are critical in the process of adding value to what would otherwise 
be realized in a more traditional client/consultant relationship. 

Community partners in capstones benefit in unexpected ways from this unique 
relationship with students and faculty members. Partners frequently discover the 
advantages of not being limited to the role of “client” or consumer of service, but 
rather having opportunities to participate within the educational process – as both 
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teachers and learners themselves. The manager of the department overseeing 
Portland’s city-wide recycling program explained the value derived from these non-
traditional roles. He stated that “one of the most gratifying parts of the partnership 
with a capstone was working with students as learners.” By interacting with the 
students about the work the city was doing, he was given new opportunities to learn 
about ways to perceive and address the challenges he faced in his work. He noted, 

I had no idea how much more I could learn about the very work I manage with 
the city until I [was given the occasion], within the many capstones that we 
have partnered with CES, to share my work with the students in a class. The 
diversity of the students’ backgrounds and interests, as well as their passion 
for wanting to make a difference, not only provided fresh new perspectives on 
how to approach my work but also re-energized me in my work (B. Walker, 
personal communication).

Another of the CES partners who manages a large business district’s sustainability 
programs reports a similar experience. She recalls that her experiences in 
implementing a CES-affiliated capstone, especially going through the process of 
finding appropriate work for the students to complete to help with the problem their 
organization was addressing, made her realize “just how many different ways one can 
perceive of the work we are doing and the many different avenues that can be 
followed in achieving the results we hope for in that work.” For these community 
partners, stepping out of a more traditional role of a “client” seeking “consultant” 
services into a multi-faceted role that involves being an active participant in the 
learning process itself, had many additional values that went beyond the services that 
students provided in the project. As one community partner remarked, referring to the 
experience of working with CES and capstones, “It’s like getting two for one. [When 
you contract with CES] you get an added bonus of work and knowledge [from] 
students and faculty…” (S. Heinicke, personal communication).

It may seem like a tall order for the community partner to be a participant in a learning 
process while also working to manage projects they are responsible for in their jobs. 
Although students in a capstone do not represent a trained workforce ready-made to 
engage in the challenging and important work the partner performs in the community, 
this does not mean their work will be somehow less valuable or that the community 
partner will be forced to lower its standards. For capstones to be able to sustain 
relationships with community partners, there must be quality products that provide a 
return on partners’ investments. CES supports both capstone students and the 
community partners in ways that provide partners with a return of very valuable work 
done by students, and students with value-added experiences that are powerful aspects 
of their learning. In addition, by having a community partner with a past history of 
working with CES, faculty members and students have the benefit of engaging with a 
community partner who has experience in working with capstone classes and already 
sees the value in student-centered work partnerships. A CES-facilitated partnership 
considerably raises the chances of both a successful learning experience and a successful 
body of work being completed within any given capstone. As one community partner 
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recalls, “There was a seamless transition for [us] in partnering with a capstone class due 
to [our] previous experience with CES” (E. Hormann, personal communication).
 

Lessons from Students,  
Faculty and Community Partners
There are several common themes that emerge in the wide array of diverse experiences 
recounted by students, faculty, and community partners that have worked with CES-
affiliated capstones. These experiences provide insights that can help guide a larger 
understanding of the value of community-based learning and inform those who wish to 
build a curricular connection to a student research institute or some organization with 
the hallmarks of CES.

Co-produced service learning. Some of the most valuable and productive experiences 
for those engaged in CES-affiliated capstones come from situations where participants 
share in the work and even the exchange of roles in the production of the educational 
and service experience. The structure of the capstone class, especially when the course 
partners with an established consulting and contracting service organization like CES, 
extends valuable opportunities to all parties within the partnership to participate in the 
delivery of both education and service. Students, at the time they are learning CES-
provided content in their capstone courses, are also getting to share this information 
with the community. Faculty members have the opportunity to enact both their teacher 
and service provider role. Community partners actively participate in the teaching and 
learning process while still receiving valuable service as the result of students’ 
capstone class projects. The opportunity to share in the processes as well as the 
benefits of work and learning can become powerful, even transforming, experiences.

Longevity and continuity in service and education. The established network of CES-
affiliated community partners and projects provides an invaluable reservoir of 
opportunities for community-based educational experiences like capstones. Faculty 
members and students who engage in community-based courses, in most cases, do not 
have either the community networks or the time to develop the relationships with 
community partners necessary for these courses to be successful. CES provides access 
to a network of service providers and allows the work that students engage in to be 
part of larger and longer term community efforts. The durability of CES partnerships 
and the ongoing nature of CES projects provide students and faculty members with 
opportunities for the continuity of the work and access to partners that otherwise 
would not be available to them.

Connection of research centers and the curriculum. As has been demonstrated in the 
experiences of those that have participated in the CES-partnered capstones, the body 
of work that is done within CES as a research center is an enormous asset in the 
delivery of the curriculum, especially the curriculum built around community-based 
learning. Frequently in institutions of higher education, research capacity in 
universities’ centers and institutes are removed, physically and functionally, from the 
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departments and schools delivering the curriculum. Such a separation is a huge loss for 
both teachers and researchers. CES and CES-affiliated capstones have demonstrated 
that more actively engaging the activity of teaching and research centers together can 
clearly be a win-win situation for both.

The community “textbook.” The range of experiences within the community that are 
opened by capstones exposes an enormous array of potential learning opportunities. 
CES projects that investigate and track materials in the waste stream provide learners 
with access to a very tangible and “material” body of knowledge about how our 
society functions. In essence, the waste stream writes daily texts that reveal the 
business of living in the cities on our planet. This text for learning is tactile and 
observable and can be accessed through the simple act of opening the lid of a 
dumpster and examining the contents. In addition, the results of efforts to change the 
amount in the waste stream are similarly accessible. The knowledge to be gained from 
these physical artifacts of our waste and our society do more than teach us about the 
subjects that frequently are the focus of the CES-affiliated capstone classes; they 
represent a rich opportunity to expand our knowledge and to improve our humanity by 
opening our eyes and accessing the knowledge that the many “textbooks,” like the 
dumpsters, in our communities can potentially give us. 

This last point was strongly reinforced to a group of students in a CES-affiliated 
capstone who were working to assess and document tenant participation in a new CES-
installed recycling system at a multi-family residence. In sharing the results of the 
study with the manager, the students were surprised that the manager was not pleased 
with evidence that showed that tenants were correctly using the recycling facilities at 
the complex. Rather, he was upset by the number of empty cat food containers the 
students identified in the recycling bins because the tenants were not supposed to have 
pets. Upon further inquiry into the matter, the students discovered that the tenants did 
not have pets but were buying cat food for their own use. This, as they discovered, was 
because the tenants were largely non-English speaking and bought the cheaper food 
with the picture of a fish on the label, unaware that it was pet food. When this 
information was shared with the manager, his indignation instantly turned to 
compassion and concern for their welfare. This new awareness of what the tenants 
must be dealing with in a world that is very foreign to them led to increased efforts on 
the part of the manager to better understand and appreciate his tenants’ circumstances.

Continuing onto a Path Forward
Along with its many successes, CES has faced a number challenges in sustaining this 
robust learning and research endeavor. Efforts to support and maintain the 
infrastructure essential to on-going community-university partnerships can be 
demanding, but doing so can be richly rewarding to both the institutions of higher 
learning and the community. These challenges and efforts to address them as CES 
moves forward are discussed below.
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Co-Production and Maintaining Accountability
One of the biggest challenges faced by CES is to maintain accountability by delivering 
quality service that meets external community partners’ expectations, while also 
supporting student development. Since students are largely responsible for meeting the 
requirements of contracts with community partners, it is essential to have oversight of 
their work in order to assure quality control. The use of senior-level students, project 
leads, and faculty members in these oversight roles is a necessity. In meeting the 
student development goal of CES, close attention must also be paid to the level and 
quality of support that is provided to students in order to enable them to perform 
successfully. Meeting the challenge of fulfilling the two goals for high-quality work 
performance and student development requires close communication with community 
partners to assure that there is mutual understanding and joint participation. Frequently 
this means making adjustments and negotiating necessary revisions to work 
performance areas and methods so that both goals can be reached. 

For example, in the beginning of a major work agreement with the City of Portland to 
conduct a weight study of recycling and waste containers of single-family residences, 
it was discovered that the original methods designed for collecting these weights were 
not feasible for the work if it were to be done by students because there were 
difficulties securing the weights of containers at the curbside in a timely way in 
advance of the hauler arriving to empty the containers. As a result, not all the 
containers that had to be weighed were weighed, leaving an incomplete database. This 
was unacceptable in terms of the standards the City had set. It was also frustrating to 
the students not to be able to complete the work in the high-quality manner they 
anticipated. To address this, there was a negotiation between CES and the city to find 
a way that the work could be done at a level of quality that met the city’s standards but 
also in a manner that would allow the students to be successful. 

This negotiation resulted in some major changes to the project, which included the 
following: developing a brand-new design for a portable scale that could be more 
easily moved from house to house, designing and developing a communication process 
to allow students and the hauler to more closely coordinate timing, and changing the 
data collection system to allow for weights and location data to be more quickly 
identified and entered. Each of the implemented changes was the result of student 
initiatives, from the engineering needed in the design of the new scale to the 
methodology for communication and data entry used in the study. The City of Portland 
provided support for these changes by adjusting the timelines for the completion of the 
projects and by regularly meeting with students to review the ongoing student work 
and recommendations for adjustments. The result was a vastly improved system that 
met the city’s needs, as well as a set of new opportunities and experiences for student 
development that was supported by both CES and the city. This mutual effort not only 
turned a potential failure in work performance into compliance, but also produced 
value-added benefits of new and innovative equipment and research methods that 
served as opportunities for students to expand their knowledge and experience. These 
successful outcomes were the direct result of a true partnership initially founded on the 
shared interests of both parties and maintained through active participation of each 
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partner to assist the other in meeting their goals. Developing such partnerships with 
mutual understanding of the respective goals of each and identifying a process to make 
necessary accommodations with respect to those goals remain an on-going challenge, 
one that when met secures the basis for the long-term relationships and multiple 
benefits that frequently surpass the expectations of each partner.

Adaptive Management
Long-term community-based programming and the infrastructure needed to support 
this work in the university requires management that is adaptive and flexible to ever-
changing community and university landscapes. Externally-funded university 
programs are subject to many challenges. Funding can be uncertain, and information 
on funding amounts and availability many times is only available on short notice. 
Maintaining continuity among funder, university, and partner timetables and adjusting 
for different workforce needs based on contract requirements that may change in size 
and scope because of funding are routine challenges faced when supporting university 
programs on external funds. These challenges become even more daunting when 
efforts must be made to integrate work with community partners and contractors 
around the academic schedule and to accommodate funding requirements for projects 
to meet university fiscal and programming standards. 

Student Turnover
There is constant student staff turnover in an organization of this kind, largely because 
student tenure at the university is temporary. Established mechanisms for recruiting 
and training student staff, and an adaptive and flexible structure are required in order 
to exist within the university and to meet workforce requirements and scheduling 
challenges. CES representatives conduct extensive outreach by making regular class 
presentations to inform and recruit students to this work. It is also essential to establish 
and maintain relations with faculty members and student organizations in order recruit 
potential student workers. 

Unique Faculty Member Requirements
The nature of the work requires attention to matters not frequently required of faculty 
members in higher education. The combination of supporting students in a work 
performance environment while also advancing their educational programs is demanding 
and frequently incongruent. Matters of program performance accountability and varying 
expectations of community partners and funding sponsors don’t always align with what 
is needed to provide a learning environment. Having the ability to juggle the two roles 
and to find paths where there can be congruence between potentially conflicting agendas 
is a unique and rare quality within the academic community. Supporting faculty 
members in these roles necessitates a rigorous commitment and continuous support of 
the academic unit hosting these faculty positions.

Research Center Outreach
One of the biggest challenges universities face is to cross boundaries of research and 
teaching. Frequently research centers within the university operate on timelines and 
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technical requirements that restrict the degree to which the two functions can be 
mutually supportive. The experiences with CES-affiliated capstones demonstrate the 
potential value of finding common ground between the two distinctly different 
domains. Though this has been done in many cases over the last twenty-five years of 
CES’s existence, there remains an ongoing challenge to find further ways to bring the 
two functions together.

Conclusion
On a sky bridge at the university, students inscribed PSU’s motto: “Let Knowledge 
Serve the City.” This symbolically captures the institutional commitment that PSU has 
made to be engaged with the communities of which it is a part. CES has been a robust 
and enduring expression of that commitment over the twenty-five years of its existence, 
providing a rich array of beneficial services to public and community organizations as 
well as business partners. As important a contribution as these services have been to 
the region, just as important is the method by which these services are delivered and 
the programmatic infrastructure which has been created to support this work. As a 
student-centered organization, CES structures its work around the principles of engaged 
learning, leadership development, and citizen participation. Faculty and community 
partners who share these interests work together in supporting students in co-producing 
results that further public interest and community betterment. Capstone courses and the 
curriculum of the University Studies program have provided a regular platform of 
opportunity, as well as a means by which students can formalize this rich learning and 
experiences within their educational programs. Judith Ramaley, former PSU president 
who presided over the general education curriculum reform and creation of University 
Studies, refers to community-based learning as a shared process between community 
and the educational institution, a process by which there are both mutual respect and 
“shared consequences” (Ramaley 1997, 19). This blending of participant and 
beneficiary in both the process and the outcomes of education is what makes these 
learning environments unique and of special value. The history of CES and capstones 
is a product of the institution’s effort to build and sustain such a platform of shared 
experience between community and university. This has not only benefitted each 
partner through the shared consequences of that endeavor, but has extended the reach 
of those benefits far into the communities they have together touched.
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Cultivating Community: Faculty 
Support for Teaching and Learning

Celine Fitzmaurice

Abstract
Emerging approaches to faculty support are moving away from a “fixing” model to a 
“relational” model. In this article, the author describes a program of faculty support 
that places trust and community-building at the center of its efforts. The result is a 
program in which faculty members engage in a peer-to-peer approach to mentoring, 
professional exchange, assessment, and reflection. 

On a recent spring morning I found myself conversing with a Portland State University 
(PSU) capstone faculty member over tea. We had met at a popular coffee shop at the 
edge of campus with large windows looking out on tree-lined park blocks. The cafe 
has become a favorite meeting place for students, staff, and faculty at PSU. It has a 
relaxed yet vibrant feel to it—the kind of place where faculty and students meet to 
catch up on each other’s lives or work on a project together.

My meeting with this particular faculty member marks a typical scene for faculty 
support in the capstone program. A new faculty member comes into the program, and a 
relationship of trust and collegiality is gradually built with faculty support facilitators. 
Over time, the faculty member feels comfortable enough to request a coffee date or 
meeting to check in about her course. Inevitably, the conversation winds toward the 
peculiar challenges and rewards of teaching, an exchange of ideas about new classroom 
resources or techniques, or the intersection of one’s personal and professional life. By 
the end of the meeting, plans are made to meet again, and each person departs with a 
short list of items to send the other—a group learning assessment, a community partner 
evaluation form, or even a list of wildflower hikes to recommend.

This is the nature of faculty support for teaching and learning in the capstone program 
at PSU. While the work is ultimately about supporting transformative teaching and 
learning, the process by which we accomplish this is an unprescribed mix of 
community building, attention to each instructorʼs individual gifts, mutual support in 
the face of challenges, peer training, and a healthy dose of reflection and celebration.

Faculty Support Structure
The faculty support structure within the capstone program is an ever-evolving 
organism designed to meet the emerging needs of faculty in the face of educational 
change. This flexible approach relies on the willingness of seasoned faculty members 
to step into faculty support roles as the need arises. In the early years of the capstone 
program, its director recognized the need for a particular brand of faculty support for 
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capstones. In addition to the services provided by our universityʼs central teaching and 
learning center, she envisioned an “embedded” approach for capstone faculty that 
provided a range of support options which would address the specific needs of 
educators teaching community-based learning courses.

With the support of the director of University Studies (PSU’s general education 
program, the senior level of which is the capstone), the capstone program secured 
initial funds for a half-time faculty support position to be held by an experienced 
capstone faculty member. Over time, the staffing structure has expanded to include 
three part-time faculty support coordinators who carry paid contracts, and an additional 
group of seasoned faculty members who assist with faculty support in fulfillment of 
their service obligations to the university. The paid support team recently saw an 
increase in FTE with the introduction of online capstones. As of this writing, one of our 
faculty support facilitators focuses all of her efforts on assisting faculty in the 
development and implementation of online capstones. Together, this faculty support 
team reviews course proposals, visits capstone classes to conduct student feedback 
sessions, plans and facilitates workshops and retreats, and meets one-on-one with 
faculty members to provide targeted support or simply reflect on their teaching practice.

A key characteristic of the faculty support team is that all members are actively 
teaching in the classroom. This allows them to serve as both colleagues and mentors in 
the faculty support process. Currently, this structure supports the instructors in over 
240 capstone courses offered each year. The courses span a wide range of topics and 
teaching approaches, including face-to-face, hybrid, and online course designs. 
Capstone faculty represent a range of disciplines and are made up of tenured faculty 
members, non-tenure-track instructors, and adjunct instructors.

The “Flow” of Faculty Support
Proposal Development and Review
Faculty support in our program takes many forms. An often overlooked but particularly 
effective component of our overall faculty support structure is the course proposal 
process. Our director often says that faculty support begins when a person walks 
through her door to share an idea for a new capstone course. In the capstone program, 
faculty have the opportunity to propose their own capstone courses based on their 
particular interests and awareness of community needs. A committee of five capstone 
faculty members reviews proposals on a quarterly basis with an eye to what will make 
for a successful course. Before the proposal even reaches the committee, however, 
individuals are encouraged to meet with the chair of the committee to review the 
proposal draft. The chair works with the faculty member to develop a strong proposal 
and shares feedback from the committee once the review process has taken place. More 
often than not, the committee recommends that the proposer revise portions of the 
proposal before receiving full approval for the course. Suggested revisions reflect the 
committee members’ collective knowledge of the common pitfalls associated with 
teaching capstones. By requiring proposal revisions, the committee members use their 
expertise to support the proposer in designing and delivering a successful course.
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Pre-course Preparation
Once a course has been approved, the committee chair meets with the instructor to 
orient them to the capstone program and the many resources available to instructors. 
This orientation includes a new hire checklist, an overview of various support services 
on campus, an introduction to PSU’s learning management system, syllabus 
construction techniques, and a review of best practices for community-based learning. 
Faculty members are also introduced to the capstone faculty handbook and the 
capstone website at this time. As the first offering of the course approaches, the 
committee chair again offers to meet with the new instructor to review the initial 
syllabus for the course. 

Mid-Term Feedback Sessions
Each new course is scheduled to receive a mid-term feedback session halfway through 
the first offering of the capstone. This is also conducted by the committee chair to 
provide continuity in the support process. The mid-term feedback session is a central 
component of our faculty support program. Each year, every new course and a random 
sample of our ongoing capstones receives a mid-term feedback session. The approach 
we use for these class visits is based on the small-group instructional diagnosis process 
or SGID (Angelo and Cross 1993; Black 1998). The SGID is a formative assessment 
strategy that allows faculty members to gain teaching insights from students’ 
comments and to make mid-course adjustments as needed.

At the start of this process, the facilitator of the SGID meets with the faculty person to 
hear about the dynamics of the course from the faculty member’s perspective. The 
facilitator then schedules a thirty-minute visit to the class to invite students into 
dialogue about what is going well and what could be changed to improve the course. 
This session takes place while the faculty member is out of the room. At the end of the 
session, the facilitator compiles the students’ comments and again meets with the 
faculty member. In this meeting, the facilitator shares the students’ aggregated 
responses and offers assistance to the faculty member in making sense of the results 
and initiating changes to the course. In this way, faculty are invited to get useful 
information about students’ experiences in their course while it is operating, which 
also models for students what it looks like to ask for, receive, and implement 
formative feedback.

Faculty often report deeply meaningful experiences with the SGID. In one memorable 
example, the seasoned facilitator scheduled to conduct a feedback session had a very 
difficult time connecting with the faculty member for their pre-session conversation. 
Finally, after a number of failed attempts to set up a meeting with the instructor, the 
facilitator went to his office hours, and the two discussed his course and how he was 
experiencing it. The facilitator described the feedback process in detail to the instructor 
and asked if he had any suggestions to make for how she might best facilitate the 
process with his students. During their fruitful post-session conversation, the professor 
apologized for having made himself difficult to reach initially, saying that he had 
never experienced a positive interaction with a colleague relative to assessment, nor 
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had he ever before felt seen as an instructor, let alone encouraged to open himself up 
to formative feedback and collegial support for the purposes of improving his teaching 
(about which he cared very much).

Ongoing Faculty Support:  
Workshops, Retreats, and Brown Bag Sessions
Each year, one of our faculty support professionals gathers a team of capstone 
instructors to plan and facilitate a one-day fall workshop that focuses on skill-building. 
Themes for past events have ranged from syllabus development to fostering dialogue 
in the classroom to teaching for hope and change. At this event, all participants are 
invited to share their ideas for upcoming faculty development events, including any 
sessions they would like to lead. 

In the spring, we host an annual retreat that combines reflection and celebration with a 
service project to support us in “walking our talk.” Last yearʼs event found us cleaning 
and sorting books for a local childrenʼs literacy campaign. Our host for the day was a 
community partner who shared with us the challenges of providing summer reading 
resources to bilingual students at the neighborhood elementary school. The day opened 
with a poem and ended with a lunch reflection in which faculty exchanged successful 
teaching strategies from the past year. 

Between these two events, we offer monthly brown bag sessions focused on relevant 
teaching topics. These sessions are often led by instructors in the program who have a 
particular strategy, tool, or body of research to share. Finally, with the rise of hybrid 
and online courses, we have worked with our universityʼs central teaching and learning 
center to develop a series of workshops to foster best practices for community-based 
learning in the online format. (See “Online Community-Based Learning as the Practice 
of Freedom: The Online Capstone Experience at Portland State University” in this 
issue for more information about online capstones.)
 
Sample brown bag topics include the following:
•  “Working with Multilingual Students”
•  “Experiential Activities for Use in the Classroom”
•  “Content and Process: How We Teach is What We Teach”
•  “Supporting Final Project Teams”
•  “Designing Powerful Reflective Writing Prompts”
•  “A Framework for Anti-Oppression Training in the Classroom” 
•  “The Instructor’s Role in Surfacing Intersecting Identities” 
•  “Anytime One-on-Ones: A Responsive Approach to Faculty Support”

Sometimes, despite everyone’s best efforts to prepare for success in the classroom, a 
crisis arises. In our program, faculty are encouraged to reach out for support at the first 
sign of trouble in the classroom. This support usually takes the form of an impromptu 
meeting. Over the years, many faculty members have knocked on the office door of a 
faculty support facilitator without an appointment to request a few minutes of support. 
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Together, we review the issue, think collaboratively about how to respond, and plan 
for next steps. If the issue calls for additional support from another office on campus, 
we use this time to reach out to the appropriate individuals. In some cases, this has 
involved a longer-term strategy of hiring an outside expert to advise our faculty on a 
particular challenge that many faculty are facing. Faculty often come back to report on 
the resolution of the issues or to ask for continuing support. Above all, faculty 
members are assured that a challenge in the classroom does not reflect negatively on 
their teaching performance. In fact, addressing issues as they arise in capstone courses 
is viewed positively within the program, indicating an instructor’s commitment to 
effective teaching in the dynamic environment of a community-based learning class. 
Therefore, it is far better to reach out for help early than to endure the challenges of an 
unmanaged crisis over the course of the term.

Faculty Support through Course Evaluation and Program Assessment
The SGID sessions described earlier are just one component of a larger evaluation and 
assessment framework within the capstone program. This framework includes 
formative and summative approaches designed for one purpose—to improve teaching 
and learning. At every step, the program reminds faculty that this is not a punitive 
process. Rather, the program strives to implement an assessment and evaluation 
approach that first establishes the trust of faculty and then allows the evaluation and 
assessment approaches to serve as a continuous improvement strategy. 

At the end of each academic year, members of the faculty support team engage in a 
robust analysis of program data to evaluate the capstone program and inform faculty 
support efforts moving forward. The data we draw on include a large sample of 
student comments from final course evaluations, as well as all of the mid-term 
feedback session summaries. Two members of our team work together analyzing each 
set of data. Separately, they analyze the data for themes and then come together to 
generate a written summary of their findings. This summary often serves as a roadmap 
for faculty support offerings in the following year. For example, if the data suggests 
that students find many syllabi to be confusing, the program might offer a fall 
workshop session focusing on syllabus design.

Recently, we have experimented with a new approach to assessment that involves 
faculty members engaging directly in the assessment process in small learning 
communities. A central component of our program is a set of four learning goals that 
are common to each University Studies course: communication, critical thinking, 
appreciation of the diversity of the human experience, and social and ethical 
responsibility. Faculty members from a variety of courses are recruited, and sometimes 
compensated, when funding allows, to develop a portfolio that examines the presence of 
that goal in their course. The portfolio includes a copy of the course syllabus, a sample 
assignment that addresses the goal, and examples of student work related to the goal.

Once the portfolios have been submitted, the faculty members meet to review each 
other’s materials, to share feedback, and to engage in dialogue about what they have 
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learned from each other’s approach to the goal. Since the purpose of this assessment 
process is not to critique each other’s work, but rather to learn from each other, and 
because the facilitator of these sessions stresses the constructive, even generative, goals 
of this work, faculty have offered praise for what they have experienced and are taking 
away from these processes. In the anonymous written feedback on the assessment 
process that participating faculty completed at the end of this year’s session, for 
example, one instructor indicated that the process had “re-affirmed a sense of value in 
sharing with colleagues.” Another reported that they had gained an “appreciation for 
[the] assessment process.” One participant, in response to the question “How will you 
use your takeaway(s) in future settings?” wrote, “I’m heading to my office right now 
to note changes to my syllabus and assignments,” with a second indicating that they 
would “continue to come to gatherings such as this to share, analyze, review, and learn 
from each other.” A powerful effect of this process has been the relational ties that are 
emerging from bringing together faculty who might not otherwise interact.

Faculty Development from the Inside Out
A unique aspect of our faculty support program is the integration of reflective 
approaches that help instructors explore and nurture their individual gifts as educators. 
We began down this path with a series of faculty book groups focused less on the 
mechanics of teaching and more on the nurturing of a set of values that provide the 
foundation for our practice. The books we have used include The Courage to Teach: 
Exploring the Inner Landscape of a Teacher’s Life (Palmer 2007); Teaching with Fire: 
Poetry That Sustains the Courage to Teach (Intrator and Scribner 2003); and Walk Out 
Walk On: A Learning Journey into Communities Daring to Live the Future Now 
(Wheatley and Frieze 2011). (For more on this last text and its use in the “Effective 
Change Agent” capstone, see “Contagious Co-Motion: Student Voices on Being 
Change Agents” elsewhere in this issue.) 

While these book groups center on reading a particular text, the gatherings often serve 
as a springboard for innovative teaching and programming which transcends the 
book’s themes. For example, a conversation that took place in one of the Teaching 
with Fire sessions spurred one faculty member to develop a new program to support 
students in their continued engagement with social change work beyond graduation. 
This unique program (expanded upon in the article “Beyond the University: An 
Initiative for Creating Community-Wide Civic Agency” in this issue) drew on a 
website, a group of peer mentors, a series of mini-courses, and the passion and 
expertise of community change agents to support students to continue their social 
change work following the completion of the capstone. The Walk Out Walk On book 
group created a space where faculty could consider ways to courageously transform 
teaching and learning. An interest in further empowering students to take charge of 
their learning led some of the book group participants to form an affinity group that 
has explored various approaches in participatory pedagogy, including self-grading.

Our work with The Courage to Teach led to the development of a faculty retreat series 
based on this text and other writings by Parker Palmer. Two decades ago, Palmer 
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developed a retreat method based on The Courage to Teach which he piloted with 
K-12 teachers. The retreats proved successful in supporting the vocational vitality of 
these teachers, and a nonprofit was established to formalize the “Circle of Trust” 
retreat approach. Today, the Center for Courage and Renewal (http://www.
couragerenewal.org/) supports facilitator training in this approach and sponsors 
hundreds of retreat series designed for individuals in a variety of professions each 
year. Since his initial work with K-12 teachers, Palmer and a network of trained 
facilitators have adapted this retreat approach to support university educators and a 
variety of service-oriented fields.

Two years ago, our program enlisted the help of a trained “Circle of Trust” facilitator 
to launch a retreat series for our faculty members. The series was titled “The Art of 
Teaching: Working from the Inside Out.” In each of the past two years, approximately 
fifteen faculty members have gathered for a series of four day-long retreats over the 
course of the academic year. The retreats are held off-campus and provide a space for 
faculty to slow down and reflect on their professional roles. The overall focus of the 
retreat is to help our instructors nurture authenticity, integrity, and a sense of vitality in 
their professional roles. Each retreat session explores a particular theme in depth and 
includes time for individual reflection and collegial conversations. Sample retreat 
themes have included “Balancing Our Gifts and Limits,” “Paradoxes of Teaching and 
Learning,” and “Planting Seeds for Professional Growth.”

Lessons Learned
In the capstone program, we’ve learned many lessons from experimenting with 
relational approaches to faculty support and engaging with the challenges in teaching 
intensive community-based learning courses as they arise. While many of these 
challenges have pushed us to improve on our approaches, other challenges have 
remained “sticky” problems. In the conclusion to this article, we will address the gifts 
that have emerged from this relational approach to faculty support. In the meantime, 
here are some of the challenges with which we continue to grapple.

The capstone program’s faculty support efforts are constantly evolving as we adjust 
for mistakes and respond to the shifting educational climate in higher education. An 
ongoing challenge that we face is robust attendance at all of our faculty support events. 
Given that university educators teach at different times of the day, it is difficult to find 
a time for a faculty development session that matches everyoneʼs calendar. To respond 
to this, we constantly rotate the day and time for faculty support events such as our 
brown bag sessions. We also post handouts from these sessions on our capstone 
website so all can access them. Over the years, this website has grown to host a large 
number of resources shared by capstone faculty for the benefit of their colleagues. The 
website allows for peer-to-peer training to continue outside of the confines of a 
scheduled faculty support event. The website also hosts useful forms and a set of 
capstone handbooks (for faculty, students, and community partners) which serve as 
official guides to the program.
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Since our instructor pool represents a mix of tenure-line, non-tenure-track, and adjunct 
instructors, we find varying degrees of participation in faculty support events based on 
the professional demands faced by each rank. For example, a tenure-track faculty 
member who is preparing for her promotion and tenure process may not be able to 
make time for additional meetings, no matter how helpful. Similarly, adjunct 
instructors frequently juggle positions at multiple institutions, so they may be less 
likely to find themselves on campus on the day of a particular faculty support event. 
To address these challenges, our paid faculty support professionals work hard to 
nurture relationships with individual instructors and to extend personal invitations to 
events when appropriate. Despite our best efforts, we will never reach everyone, but at 
least we can ensure that everyone is warmly welcomed into our community.

Finally, the very nature of capstone courses requires that faculty facilitate deep 
engagement with some of the most critical issues facing our communities and our 
society today. As a result, faculty must develop the skills to help students engage with 
each other around extremely complex issues. Unlike a traditional lecture course, 
capstones invite students to take the driver’s seat in their learning process by sharing 
their own lived experiences and individual perspectives as they relate to course 
themes. As one might imagine, this can get messy at times. Much of our faculty 
support effort focuses on helping faculty members develop the skills to support diverse 
teams of students, to gently but effectively interrupt various forms of oppression, and 
to create a “brave space” (Arao and Clemens 2013) where a variety of perspectives 
can be aired with safety and integrity. 

As our student body grows and diversifies, we face new challenges that influence the 
design of our faculty support efforts. In recent years, faculty have asked the capstone 
program for support in learning more about the range of students we serve. For 
example, faculty have requested programming related to supporting transgender 
students, responding to behavioral outbursts in the classroom, engaging effectively with 
students experiencing mental health issues, and navigating difference in the formation 
of student project teams. In these cases, one faculty member’s request benefits our 
entire faculty community by generating an event in which an outside expert shares 
information with us and faculty members have an opportunity to learn from each 
other’s experiences. As the context for teaching and learning shifts, the program must 
be flexible enough to respond to emerging topics, needs, and concerns as they arise.

Conclusion
Over the past twenty years that the capstone program has been in operation, a 
relational approach to faculty support has yielded a variety of positive outcomes for 
faculty. Rather than speak for them, we would like to leave you with the voices of our 
faculty members as they speak to the impact of our faculty support efforts on their 
professional practice. The following quotes, received through confidential personal 
communications on our faculty support approaches, address some of the main themes 
in the feedback we have received from faculty and the outcomes generated by our 
community-centered faculty support processes.
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•   Faculty express a very real sense of camaraderie as a result of the program’s focus 
on community building:

  I am very grateful for the spirit of camaraderie and openness established in the seminars.

  What I didn’t expect, and what I have greatly come to appreciate, is that my 
capstone colleagues and mentors have created a work culture in which this kind of 
engagement and compassion extends to faculty as well.

•   A collaborative approach to faculty support allows faculty to play an active role in 
their own professional development.

  [The program] has created opportunities for faculty to come together and share 
ideas and provides avenues for furthering our own education and strengthening our 
teaching skills. 

•   Continuous input from faculty allows the program to provide “just in time” support 
that is responsive to faculty needs and desires.

  The professional development workshops, after an attentive ear to participant 
requests, provide relevant and valuable assistance on several levels. In these 
workshops I have learned and then utilized practical strategies for serving and 
challenging a diverse student population, meeting the University Studies goals, 
building community in my classroom, and enlivening my curriculum. 

•   Faculty support efforts inspire faculty members to take risks and to grow as educators.

  I can count on [the program] to create a welcoming, professional space that allows 
me to identify and work toward my latest growing edge.

•   The program’s efforts to develop trust with faculty pay off in their willingness to 
seek help when challenges arise.

  In general, I am accustomed to working very independently and shy away from too 
much input into what I do. Those barriers have fallen significantly....The leadership 
and direction have allowed me to feel comfortable enough to ask for help when needed. 

At the end of the tea date with the faculty member I described at the beginning of this 
article, I casually mentioned that I was working on a draft of this article. This faculty 
member had participated in various forms of faculty development in her two years with 
the program and was eager to share her reflections on our approach to faculty support. 
When I asked her how she felt the faculty support program had impacted her professional 
practice, she shared the following: “I have never experienced this level of faculty support 
at other institutions. This program is based on sharing ideas, on mentorship, and includes 
many opportunities to reflect on our work. The atmosphere is so encouraging and is 
rooted in personal connections” (N. Kono, personal communication).
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For every faculty member who shares a comment like this, there are surely others who 
fall through the cracks of the program’s faculty support efforts. But the work 
continues, with an ongoing commitment to building individual relationships with each 
faculty member, to cultivating a strong sense of community among our faculty, and to 
honoring the unique gifts and challenges that each of us bring to this work.
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Enacting True Partnerships  
within Community-Based Learning: 

Faculty and Community Partners 
Reflect on the Challenges of Engagement

Seanna M. Kerrigan, Vicki L. Reitenauer, and Nora Arevalo-Meier

Abstract
In the past two decades, the literature on campus-community partnerships as core 
components of pedagogies of engagement has grown exponentially. In this article, the 
director and a longtime faculty member of Portland State University’s capstone 
program report on interviews conducted with ten faculty-community partner pairs, 
gleaning insights on both the challenges of and lessons learned through partnering. 
This research adds to the literature through its use of relational methods that bring the 
voices of interviewees to readers, revealing a depth of connection across the 
institutional divide. 

Portland State University (PSU) has developed the largest capstone community-based 
learning program in the nation, engaging more than 4,300 students in 240 capstone 
courses annually. At the heart of these community-based learning courses are campus-
community partnerships and the engagement among students, faculty, and community 
partner stakeholders that results from these partnerships. The premise of partnerships 
in community-based pedagogical approaches rests in the belief that partnerships 
benefit the community, enhance learning for students, and deepen the teaching and 
scholarship of faculty. 

Campus-community partnerships have been explicitly promoted since the 1990s, and 
since that time, much research has been conducted on the impacts to students of 
community-based learning. Relatively little literature, however, details the lived 
experiences of the faculty and community members who create and sustain these 
partnerships. Given the capstone program’s fundamental commitment to relationality 
in all of its operations (as detailed in previous articles in this issue, including those 
focused on capstone nuts-and-bolts and the ethos and practices of capstone faculty 
support efforts), we desired to learn from our faculty and community partners in ways 
that both reflected and deepened the relational processes by which we seek to operate. 

Review of the Literature
As we began this work, we reviewed the literature on the principles and techniques 
recommended in the field (Driscoll et al. 1998), incorporated the wisdom of scholars 
who have documented their insights on campus-community partnerships (Bringle and 
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Hatcher 2002), consulted existing frameworks for conceptualizing this work (Cox 
2000), and examined critical elements and characteristics of partnerships (Leiderman 
et al. 2003; Sandy and Holland 2006). Blouin and Perry (2009) conducted interviews 
with leaders of community-based organizations, identifying several common obstacles 
to successful community-based learning from the community partners’ perspectives, 
including lack of preparation for students’ encounters with the community partners’ 
clients, communication breakdowns (or a complete lack of communication) with 
faculty, and drains on organizational resources to support student learners. More 
recently, Morell, Sorenson, and Howarth (2015); Littlepage, Gazley, and Bennett 
(2012); and Curwood et al. (2011) have researched the impact of community-based 
learning on community partners, suggested models for mutually beneficial partnership, 
and offered correctives to university-dominated discourse on the value of community-
based learning through a variety of methods. 

Given the PSU capstone program’s fundamental commitment to centering relationality, 
reciprocity, and mutuality in its community-based courses, we chose to ground this 
research in qualitative interviews with both faculty and community partners, so that the 
insights shared in this article may be deeply informed by their voices. This current 
article extends a previous piece published by the authors (Kerrigan and Reitenauer 2012) 
which offers interviewees’ rich descriptions of the gifts in their partnership experiences. 
The contribution made by this article is the braiding of insights about challenges, lessons 
learned, and advice issuing from those lessons offered by educators on both the 
university and the community sides of the community-based learning equation. 

Research Methods
In this section, we describe the methods used to gather and analyze data in this study. 
(The description here effectively reproduces the description that appears in Kerrigan 
and Reitenauer 2012, 131-132). Since our primary interest was to learn about the lived 
experiences of our faculty and community partners as they engaged in campus-
community partnerships, the authors of this study conducted in-depth interviews with 
ten capstone community partners and ten capstone faculty. Our intention was to 
investigate the effects that capstone partnerships have on community partners and 
faculty members, as well as to gain insight into the qualities and characteristics of both 
exemplary partnership practices between postsecondary institutions and community 
organizations and the roadblocks that get in the way of high-quality partnering.

The authors recruited fifteen randomly selected capstone courses for participation in 
the study. In order to recruit a randomized sample, the titles of all of the capstone 
courses listed in the student bulletin were entered into an Excel file, then randomized 
within that program. The authors contacted the faculty member and corresponding 
community partner of the first fifteen courses selected through randomized sampling, 
inviting them to participate in the study. This letter was followed up with a phone call. 
Out of the fifteen randomly selected courses, ten courses were included in the study, as 
this number of faculty-community partner duos agreed to complete individual in-depth 
interviews. There was no difference in the course pairings that chose to participate and 
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those that declined, outside of their availability and agreement to participate. Both 
groups included capstones from a variety of topical areas, including courses focusing 
on K-12 public education, the environment, and services to persons experiencing 
homelessness. Those that declined reported that their schedules did not permit their 
participation. The researchers chose not to go back to recruit additional participants, 
because the data analysis showed that the themes were consistent within these ten 
faculty-community partner pairings, thus saturating the themes. 

The two researchers engaged in separate analyses of the data so that themes could be 
confirmed and verified. The researchers employed Creswell’s (1994) and Patton’s 
(2001) protocols for data collection and coding and engaged in the process of data 
analysis as suggested by Creswell (1994). The researchers first read through all of the 
interview transcriptions carefully to get a sense of the whole and to note initial ideas 
about the data. Second, each researcher looked through the data one interview at a 
time and answered the question, “What is the underlying meaning of this interview?” 
Next, the researcher made a list of the core underlying topics and clustered similar 
ones into topical themes. Patton describes these initial stages of analysis as a process 
of identifying, coding, and categorizing the primary patterns in the data.

The researchers then tested these themes by looking at the data to see if they could be 
organized according to these themes. Patton (2001) identifies this as a process of 
content analysis, in which topics are defined and labeled. After organizing the data, the 
researchers categorized the data accordingly and looked for relationships between the 
themes in order to make final decisions about the themes and their coding. The data 
were analyzed and recoded until a coherent and comprehensive thematic analysis had 
taken place. The two researchers compared and contrasted their thematic findings and 
confirmed the results. 

In gathering data about the nature of these partnerships, the roles involved in them, 
and the positive and negative impacts, we hoped to capture the stories, the lessons 
learned, and the best practices informed by those lessons. As other articles in this issue 
address quite thoroughly the successes of various partnerships, this article will focus 
solely on the challenges identified by seasoned faculty and community partners, as 
they give voice to the hidden challenges of partnerships, which are often overlooked in 
the institutional promotion of community engagement.

Results
Throughout the interviews, participants spoke freely and with great interest about the 
ways their partnerships had begun, their thoughts and feelings about partnering, and 
the meaning contained within their collaborations. They shared their joys, successes, 
challenges, frustrations, and insights. Through our analysis of the rich material 
provided by our interviewees, we identified that they offered insights regarding both 
stumbling blocks and advice for faculty, community partners, and students engaged in 
this work. For the purposes of discussion, we have organized the themes that emerged 
from the data in this way: 
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1. Common Stumbling Blocks in Partnerships 
  •   Scheduling 
  •   Aligning Organizational Timelines
  •   Communication Breakdowns
  •   Focusing the Partnership on High Priority Projects: “Does the Community Really 

Need Glasses?”

2. Advice for Future Partnerships
  •   Advice for Faculty: Be engaged, listen, and act with humility
  •   Advice for Community Partners: Be aware of the time commitment and  

clarify priorities
  •   Advice for Students: Do the homework to be “in choice” about engaging in 

community-based learning, be flexible, and be reliable

Each of these themes is discussed below. 

Common Stumbling Blocks in Partnerships
Scheduling. The first and most prominent difficulty documented through the 
interviews was scheduling. Participants’ comments about scheduling usually referred 
to the enormous task of matching the schedules of students at a large urban university 
with the schedules and needs of community partners. Most students at our institution 
work at least one part-time job, many are juggling childcare and family obligations, 
and almost all have multiple demands on their time, including their other coursework. 
Faculty and community partners were unanimous that this was the primary challenge 
in their partnerships, as evidenced by the following quotes, the first from a community 
partner and the second from a faculty member:

The challenge is getting the scheduling done. It’s getting the students, the 
tutors, placed. It’s very hard. We try to get it done at the beginning of the year. 
We wait about a month so the [public] schools can settle down…The hardest 
thing is getting their placement[s] done because they have these very, very 
different schedules…We get university students who have part-time jobs, who 
don’t necessarily live near the schools where they are tutoring…We work 
really hard at the beginning of each term when we have to place the tutors.

The challenges come with scheduling and calendaring. [The community 
partner is] in the field four days a week, so I have [four] groups of capstone 
[students], each one dedicated to one day of the week. [The community 
partner is] out every day…coordinating a huge number of teachers and classes 
and volunteers, and they’re very good at it. In fact, sometimes I am amazed at 
how good they are at [it], but it always means that things are slightly bordering 
on chaos. The main difficulty is…scheduling.

Aligning organizational timelines. One component of the challenges related to 
scheduling is aligning the organizational timelines of the campus and the community. 
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The university’s course scheduling process is generally completed nine months before 
the course offering. Most community partners simply don’t work that far in advance, 
don’t know the exact nature of their programming at that time, and can’t predict 
changes in staffing that far into the future. Faculty and community partners seemed to 
accept this as an ongoing challenge and simply do their best to estimate the schedule 
that will work most effectively for all parties. As one community partner stated,

I wish we didn’t have to set it up for the catalog so far in advance. It’s really 
hard when [the faculty] has to [plan] it almost a year in advance. We are not 
sure what we’re going to be doing a year from now. I mean we have a really 
good idea, but that’s a little bit difficult.

Of all of the challenges identified by both faculty and community partners, these two 
(scheduling in general and navigating the differences in the flow of organizational 
timelines) were far and away the most frequently cited obstacle in campus-community 
partnerships in capstone courses, which echoes a common theme throughout the 
research on partnerships. This connects directly to “the problem of time” (Wallace 
2000, 133) between university calendars and organizational experiences of time. This 
incompatibility is cited repeatedly as a major source of challenge to campus-
community collaborations.

Communication breakdowns. A third concern in some of the partnerships was 
communication, often due to a change in staffing at the agency. When the primary 
contact person at an organization left, it was difficult to establish the same level of 
communication with the new community representative. Frequently, the new hire 
didn’t know the norms, routines, and schedules that had been established for the 
partnerships. Sometimes this was due to a lack of communication, and sometimes it 
became apparent that the new hire didn’t value the partnership as a high priority. 
Faculty revealed that, from their perspective, the primary contact at the agency is the 
key to a successful student experience. When this person leaves the organization, 
faculty reported experiencing many unforeseen challenges:

What ends up happening…is that you have your main contact and that main 
contact doesn’t communicate to the rest of the organization what’s going on. 
It’s remarkably changed since [my main contact] was replaced. The 
community partner wasn’t fully communicating and keeping other people in 
the loop…so my students felt like…outsiders when they were coming in and 
tutoring…They [have been] over there for two terms and some of them still 
feel like…outsiders….I’m working with the current contact on ways to remedy 
that. I think that the communication aspect is really important.

Working on high priority projects: “Does the community really need glasses?” A 
fourth concern was expressed in terms of the effort it took for faculty and community 
partners to develop and sustain community partnerships. Both faculty and community 
members detailed the amount of time it took to communicate in-person, over the 
phone, and via e-mail. At a deeper level, faculty and community partners documented 
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that the real underlying issue was making sure that the partnership was addressing the 
most pressing issues facing a community organization while furthering genuine and 
meaningful student learning. The time and effort allocated to partnerships was seen as 
deeply valuable when faculty, community partners, and students knew that the work in 
the community was real and was considered a priority for the community partner. 
Faculty and community partners alike were passionate that the investment of time and 
effort made by community partners be acknowledged, recognized, and honored. Both 
groups knew that the community partners’ time was incredibly valuable and, as a 
result, that faculty needed to be keenly aware that community-based projects must be 
deeply valuable to the community partner, as well as to students. Interviewees from 
each perspective affirmed their beliefs that the processes used to determine what 
students did at the placement site had to demonstrate respect for the mission, values, 
resources, and needs of the organization. Nearly every community partner and faculty 
interviewed stressed this point. 

The following quote illustrates the care with which one faculty member discussed this 
issue of valuing the community partner with her students:

The three criteria [for the student’s final project] are that…[it] furthers the 
mission of the agency, [it is]…supported by the staff and folks of the agency, 
and…[it is]…something about which the PSU students are really excited….It 
needs to be integrated with what [the community partner] believe[s] is a 
priority right now. I use this…funny example; students get it when I share the 
story. If you came to our house for dinner, you would see that [my partner and 
I] have lots of different kinds of glasses…handmade blown glasses, pottery 
glasses…that kind of thing…When my…sister came to visit…the second time, 
she…pulled me aside with the equivalent of a Nordstrom bag [and] showed us 
that she bought us matching glasses, and she made a point to say “I know the 
last time that we were here, you didn’t have glasses that match, and I just 
wanted you to have these.” It sort of typifies that my sister missed the boat 
and that she was perhaps coming out of a loving place, but nevertheless is 
giving us something that we didn’t really need or want….I tell that story to 
students so that they can get the idea that you may think [the community 
partner] needs new chairs, but if they don’t think they need new chairs, then 
they don’t need new chairs….Whatever ideas you were coming up with when 
you think about [whether] this idea furthers the mission of the agency, that is 
why our second criterion is in there, that it needs to be supported by the folks 
and the staff of the agency. I want the students to be doing something that is, 
in fact, meaningful and appropriate and desired by the agency.

Advice for Future Partnerships
In sharing about the challenges they had experienced in partnerships, interviewees also 
easily related lessons learned through the ways they had addressed those challenges, 
and they offered advice out of those lessons to faculty, community partners, and 
students. In fact, interviewees were most keen to share these lessons learned in their 
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interviews, evidencing a clear sense that communicating these lessons could and 
would lead to improved partnering in their own and in others’ partnerships.

Advice for faculty. The first piece of advice for faculty, shared by both groups of 
interviewees, was for faculty to be engaged in the process of facilitating the connection 
between the students and the agency. Community representatives had deep respect for 
faculty who were actively involved in the work of the agency before students were 
placed there. Community partners reported that some faculty had previously 
volunteered, participated on the board of directors or other committee(s), or spent 
ample time at the agency before requiring their students to perform service at the site. 
This was seen as a tremendous asset to the partnership because of the deep 
understanding the faculty had regarding the mission, goals, and inner workings of the 
organization. Agencies reported having had negative experiences with other 
institutions of higher education that had simply assigned students to volunteer for a set 
number of hours in the community but did not facilitate the connection, the logistics, 
or, especially, the relationship building necessary for a true partnership. One 
community partner strongly advised faculty in this way:

Be engaged yourself. Know exactly what the students are doing. [My faculty 
partner] has even come and worked as a volunteer one summer to see what the 
experience was like to tutor. Introduce yourself personally….It hasn’t 
happened with PSU students, but…I’ve had people call me and say, “Gee, my 
intercultural communication teacher wants me to interview some people about 
African refugees,” or they want us to set up a conversation partner thing, 
[and], “Could you introduce us to someone from another culture?” That 
infuriates me….That’s a very hard thing for us to be able to do. You know you 
have to be able to create a relationship with the people with whom you are 
going to interact….So I find that…having this really good one-on-one 
relationship between the supervisor who is managing the program and the 
agency and the [faculty] is always a very good idea. 

This sub-theme of faculty engagement also included advice for faculty in building 
effective relationships with community partners. Faculty suggested the benefit of 
occasional face-to-face meetings or lunches to develop the partnership and to “check 
in.” Faculty usually tried to meet with the community partner in person to plan for the 
course and to debrief after the course was over. Ongoing communication with the 
community partner via telephone and e-mail was advised throughout the term. 
Experienced faculty frequently stated that it was essential to create systems for regular 
check-ins with the community partner. 

Community partners concurred, saying that their number one piece of advice was for 
faculty to truly listen to what the community partners’ needs are and to balance that with 
student learning and curricular needs. This feels much better to community partners, in 
contrast to situations in which a faculty member or administrator goes directly to an 
agency with a concrete project already established seeking transactional access to the 
agency and its partners rather than true partnership. As one community partner stated:
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I think the faculty has a really good handle on what he wants done. And I 
think he knows he’s working partially for us, and he’s willing to listen to 
exactly what we need and tailor his class to both our needs [and his], and 
that’s really helpful. We’ve had classes come in the past who’ve said, “This is 
what we are doing. Can we do it for you?” And, well, we’re like, “Well, you 
can, but it’s not that useful for us.” So it’s nice to have [the faculty] say…right 
up front, “What will be useful to you? 

Finally, community partners suggested, in varying language, that faculty enter 
community partnerships with humility. There was a keen sense in many of the 
interviews that postsecondary educational institutions have a tendency to enter 
partnerships from a place of privilege, expecting that community partners will enter 
from a place of gratitude. Community partners vastly articulated a preference for 
actual collaboration infused with a spirit of humility and reciprocity. As one 
community representative remarked:

It definitely relates to other faculty that I’ve interacted with: at times they are a 
little presumptive. There is this [sense of], “Oh, you should be happy that we 
are going to have students do things [for] your agency.” The difficulty in 
running a social service agency is that there is so much going on, [that] to 
absorb some projects can be difficult….There are some faculty that need to 
approach the organizations with a little more humility. Not just assume that 
the social service agencies are going to be so grateful that they are going to 
bend over backwards for you. 

Advice for community partners. Experienced community partners and faculty also had 
suggestions for organizations considering partnerships with postsecondary educational 
institutions. The first piece of advice was to acknowledge that campus-community 
partnerships are time-consuming. Most community partners were surprised how much 
time their partnerships required in order to plan the project, set up viable schedules 
with students, visit classes for guest lectures, maintain communication throughout the 
term with faculty, provide feedback to students and faculty, and plan for future 
collaborations. Faculty and community partners believed it was essential to 
acknowledge that time commitment up front so that community partners can 
thoughtfully discern if they want to enter into partnership in the first place. Several 
participants stated explicitly that community partners need to weigh the benefits the 
partnership might yield with the time it takes to work thoughtfully with students 
through community-based learning. 

The second piece of advice was to make sure the project has intrinsic value to the 
community partner. This emerged out of the first acknowledgement of the time 
involved in these partnerships; community partners must ensure that there is a value-
added return on their investment of time, energy, and other resources. Partners were 
advised to be clear in defining their needs and expectations, as well as flexible and 
open to hearing innovative ideas for collaboration. As one experienced community 
partner suggested,
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I think it’s important that it be useful for [the community partner]. Make sure 
you state your case right up front…not the other way around. Not the 
university coming to [the community partner], saying, “This is the project we 
are doing; will you be our client?” I think that’s probably the most useful thing 
for a community [partner]: be flexible, but it needs to be useful for you.

Third, if a community partner determines that a partnership seems valuable, they were 
advised to make sure they had mechanisms in place to manage student volunteers. 
This included having established structures to orient, train, supervise, and give 
feedback to students. These processes were described as essential components of 
effective campus-community partnerships. Both faculty and community partners 
suggested that agencies most benefit from community-based learners when the agency 
is organized and has clear expectations for students. 

Faculty and community partners both remarked on the unique nature of having college 
students serve in the community. Community partners urged community organizations 
not to see students as simply “worker bees” or free labor, but rather to recognize students 
as learners and agencies as co-educators who have the power to inform their learners 
about important social and political issues. Faculty encouraged community partners to 
understand the complex lives of and competing demands on the typical urban college 
student, including the many roles they play in juggling work and family commitments, 
which frequently require special considerations in the scheduling of their time.

Finally, faculty and seasoned community partners consistently advised new community 
partners to effectively communicate within their agencies, and with students and 
faculty. This advice paralleled the suggestion for faculty to be actively engaged in 
partnerships and to communicate effectively and regularly with their collaborating 
agencies. Participants suggested that community partners communicate frequently and 
consistently within their organizations about the role of the students; communicate 
with students regarding their work and the community partner’s expectations around it; 
and communicate with faculty to keep all parties informed about logistics, insights, 
and potential changes in the partnership.

Advice for students. Community partners and faculty had four essential pieces of 
advice for students: discern if this specific community-based project is a good fit in the 
student’s life at this time, be flexible, be reliable, and be open to different ways of 
learning and contributing to the world. Faculty and community partners wanted 
students to take greater initiative in learning about the various community-based 
learning courses offered each term and to be “in choice” regarding how they wanted to 
spend their time rather than simply defaulting to a schedule-fitting course. This 
included taking stock of their interests, passions, desired careers, and schedules before 
registering for a course and beginning community work.

The second suggestion was to be flexible and acknowledge that this is a real-world 
project rather than a lecture-based course or even a controlled case study in a 
laboratory. Students need to know that in a true partnership, plans, staffing, funding, 
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and other elements may well change—and that all of these shifts require a high level 
of flexibility and adaptability on the part of students. One faculty member illuminated 
this need for flexibility as she described two different capstone course experiences:

This is the real world. You cannot expect things to go according to a schedule. 
I just recently finished a capstone class where it became evident after the third 
week that everything that I had planned had to go totally out the window 
because of factors that I could not control with the community partner. And 
[the students] were really, really, very flexible about going with it. And it 
became the most [Paulo] Freire[-like] class I’d ever taught, because I had to 
stand up there and go, “Okay, we were just confronted with this new problem. 
What do you want to do?” And we [had] a huge brainstorming session…and 
they…[came] up with solutions, and we…[came] up with a plan. I was…
basically the facilitator of a staff meeting half the time. That’s what it felt like. 
My students were doing all of this really thoughtful work. [In] another class 
that I was teaching [with] the same community partner…the students expected 
me…to fix a lot of these problems they were experiencing….They didn’t 
understand….They kept on blaming the community partner for all these 
problems….You can’t change their nonprofit structure. [It’s vital] to really 
understand what you can control and what you can’t control and be flexible.

 
The third request was for students to be reliable and professional. Community partners 
were desperate to communicate to students how much they depend on students’ 
showing up and acting professionally. Community partners talked about the importance 
of “real people,” “real issues,” and “real money at stake.” They were clear that they 
rely on students to serve clients, to teach children, to assist owners with their small 
businesses, and to register voters. Each of these tasks requires students to take initiative 
while acting in mature, responsible, and reliable ways. In the words of one community 
partner, “Be reliable. We really, really do depend on them. Try to be as reliable and 
cooperative as possible….Try to understand that the agency is not a university, that 
we’re not a school, that we’re not always available for them the way a teacher is.” 

Finally, community partners and faculty simply asked students to be open to new ways 
of being of service in the world. They saw great potential for students to contribute 
their skills, serve as activists, become great teachers, get engaged, and make a 
difference in the community—but all of these hopes can be achieved only if students 
are open to moving beyond seeing the capstone as simply a requirement, to 
understanding it as an opportunity to learn, grow, and contribute. One community 
member encouraged students in this way:

Just be open. And recognize that there are different ways of learning. Having the 
opportunity to learn experientially or learn via relationships can be very powerful, 
but in that you have to be very open to people who are different than yourself 
and not be too quick to judge even when you have some initial [difficulty]…. 
Really take the time to reflect, to question, and [to] challenge yourself.
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Discussion
We found the results of the study—the thoughtful and earnest comments of faculty and 
community partners who have, in some cases, been engaged in community-based 
learning for many years – to be revealing on several counts. First, in terms of both the 
tone and the content of the interviews, there was a deep sense of the human element in 
partnering, in the best possible way. Interviewees spoke about the stakes involved in 
the partnership equation not only in organizational or institutional terms, but as 
individuals with their own interests and commitments invested in their partnerships. 
As reported in the earlier article focused on these data:

When faculty and community partners were asked to describe their 
partnerships in a word or phrase, they used language such as “real,” “earthy,” 
“organic,” “a dance,” “good friends,” “a positive learning experience,” “a 
tandem,” “progressive,” “harmonious,” “inspiring,” “very stimulating,” 
“incredibly rewarding,” and “illuminating.” One participant said that his 
community partnership is “a give-give; I always learn and they always learn.” 
(Kerrigan and Reitenauer 2012)

Even in interviews directing participants to share the challenges and difficulties they 
had experienced in collaboration, there was a genuine sense of mutuality that emerged, 
which we might hope to find but which practitioners in the field know is not a 
foregone conclusion.

Indeed, participants offered examples of how avoidable breakdowns in partnerships 
had occurred because and when relationships had not been sufficiently established, and 
because and when communication patterns in the partnerships appeared to be merely 
transactional rather than intended to allow each participant to grow in knowledge and 
mutual respect for the other. This insight arose in interesting ways when participants 
discussed their advice for capstone students, as they endorsed the idea that capstone 
students would be well served to investigate their capstone options and understand 
their own personal and professional capacities, desires, and growth areas when 
choosing a course. In so many words, participants understood and articulated that 
community-based learning courses work best when all parties in them understand that 
they are engaging in an inter- and intrapersonal dynamic, a course full of moving parts 
(which is to say, human beings) that finds its fullest expression in an awareness of that 
relational dynamic and an intentional focus on it.

A powerful expression of the fundamentally relational dynamic of capstones echoed 
through the interviews when both faculty and community partners discussed the 
implications to collaborating organizations when the university, for any reason, 
changes its commitment to an organization, whether through shifts in university 
priorities, low enrollment in or cancellation of courses, or other factors. Community 
partners repeatedly voiced how much they come to rely on the presence of students 
who are fulfilling the mission of the organization and serving clients in both direct and 
indirect ways. Both the community and the university need to be aware of this 
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dynamic of impact on capacity and be in constant communication in order to prepare 
for any fluctuation in the partnership.

In their advice to other potential community partners, organizational representatives 
who participated in this study firmly communicated the need for agencies to insist that 
campus-community partnerships benefit them in ways that they self-define as 
beneficial, and they suggested that faculty (as representatives of their institutions) 
operate with humility and a true desire for mutuality. They also spoke movingly of 
their commitment to students and understanding that student learning can and must sit 
at the center of the community-based learning endeavor. In fact, even while discussing 
the structural difficulties of partnerships and the ways they reflect the structural 
inequities built into the institutional systems (resulting in the need for the services 
those organizations provide in the first place), community partners in this study 
revealed great enthusiasm for the community-based learning proposition and belief in 
the possibility of ever more-functional partnerships to emerge from genuinely 
relational practices.

Conclusion
We find it quite notable that throughout the interviews faculty and community partners 
regularly spoke to the vital nature of supporting each other’s interests in the 
community-based learning paradigm. Missing from these interviews was a sense of an 
unbridgeable chasm between campus and community. Instead, even while giving voice 
to the challenges of partnership, both faculty and community partners expressed 
personal and organizational desires to work through those challenges, for the benefit of 
students, faculty members, community partners, and their constituents alike.

Throughout these interviews, both faculty and organizational participants chose 
anecdotes and used language that supported the idea that true partnership—a situation 
in which all parties freely choose to come together with mutually-understood needs 
and goals and communicate sufficiently to support the structures and processes 
developed to address those needs and goals—has been the form they have aspired to 
and which has best served all of the stakeholders in the process. Further research into 
the tensions and challenges involved in building true partnerships—particularly in an 
unstable economic and political climate in which there is both much competition for 
funding and other resources and an increased urgency for community problem-
solving—will help practitioners and students recognize and share ideas for how we, 
community members all, might come together with common purpose to co-create the 
world we want to inhabit.
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Putting Impact First: Community-
University Partnerships to Advance 

Authentic Neighborhood Sustainability 
Michelle L. Holliday, Tony DeFalco, and Jacob D. B. Sherman

Abstract
This article profiles a partnership between the Living Cully ecodistrict and Portland 
State University’s Sustainable Neighborhoods Initiative. The case studies presented in 
this article explore how Living Cully leveraged PSU assets to advance their goals, 
highlighting successes and lessons learned. This article also addresses how the 
partnership was formed, what makes the partnership innovative, the role of 
interdisciplinary/intercommunity organizational strategies, and how the community 
partner commits to urban sustainability and social justice. 

Recently acknowledged by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development 
for its commitment to community health, economic development, and urban 
sustainability, the Sustainable Neighborhoods Initiative (SNI) at Portland State 
University (PSU) collaborates with Living Cully, an environmentally marginalized 
neighborhood, to create multiple sustainable community engagement projects with 
students across the university (U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development 
[HUD] 2015). Ranging from small-scale projects that have short-term objectives to 
larger projects carried out over several years, the diversity of community-university 
partnerships reinforces the need to develop an understanding of the nuances associated 
with forming authentic relationships between communities and institutes of higher 
learning. Often the subject of scrutiny, previous community-university partnerships 
teach us that top-down approaches and power imbalances leave community partners 
with negative perceptions of the university system (Strier 2010; Suarez-Balcazar, 
Harper, and Lewis 2005; Maurrasse 2002). However, there are remarkable examples 
of successful community-university partnerships, employing a bottom-up strategy in 
which the community and university work together to develop shared goals (Cooper et 
al. 2014; Sandy and Holland 2006). 

This article examines an example of a community organization utilizing the resources 
of a university to achieve its objectives and is co-authored by a university, community, 
and student representative who have all been engaged in the partnership. We will 
outline the development of this partnership and the main elements allowing it to 
strengthen over the past four years. Specifically, this article will do the following:  
1) provide a description of how two coordinating bodies (community partners and 
university institute) created an interdisciplinary and multi-level community 
organization approach to a partnership, 2) discuss how both parties developed a strong 
commitment to one another’s success, and 3) illustrate the depth with which the 
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community partner strives to achieve equity and social justice within its northeast 
Portland neighborhood. 

Key Elements and Benefits of a  
Community-University Partnership
Although varied in duration, location, and scope, there are several key aspects to every 
community-university partnership. Since each partnership must effectively engage 
university personnel (i.e., students, faculty, and staff) as well as the community (i.e., 
organizations and residents), both the approach to and execution of the partnership are 
critical elements of the partnership’s success. Previous research highlights mutuality as 
primary to the foundation of a good community-university partnership (Jacoby 2003, 
14; Enos and Morton 2003, 20-31). When applied in the partnership setting, the 
concept of mutuality extends beyond respect to include reciprocity in developing 
shared goals and objectives, and understanding the needs of both the university and the 
community (Jacoby 2003, 14). In order to accomplish this, every stage of the 
partnership must rely on interpersonal factors such as mutual respect, communication, 
and trust (Sargent and Waters 2004, 311-313). With such a dynamic structure, 
including the initiation of the partnership, clarification of the nature of the project(s), 
and implementation and completion of the collaboration, creating and maintaining 
mutuality can be rather challenging (Sargent and Waters 2004, 311). Given the 
propensity toward asymmetrical partnerships in which the university is presumed the 
expert, building trust and mutual dependence on one another can help foster a 
transformative relationship (Strier 2010, 86-88; Enos and Morton 2003, 24-28). 

In a transformative relationship, partnerships move beyond instrumental and 
potentially limited project-based commitments toward engaging experiences with a 
broader scope beyond what may have been the initial focus of the partnership (Jacoby 
2003, 24-25). In this environment, both the university and the community partner are 
leaders within the partnership (Jacoby 2003, 25). McDonald and Dominguez (2015) 
suggest that service-learning projects focus on defining the community and 
establishing a framework for the partnership. Developing strategies for communication 
between faculty, students, and the community partner is one part of this process 
(McDonald and Dominguez 2015). To ensure that the overall success of the 
partnership and that community partner goals are ultimately met, it is vital to create 
clearly defined roles and responsibilities at the onset of the partnership and to 
understand the needs and perspectives of the community and its agencies (Buys and 
Bursnall 2007, 78-79; McDonald and Dominguez 2015). 

Engaging in a partnership that evolves into a transformative, rather than transactional, 
relationship is a significant advantage to any community-university partnership. In 
addition to the potential to develop a long-term relationship, successful partnerships 
result in marked benefits to both the community partner and the university. Focus 
groups with community partners and service-learning coordinators emphasize the 
direct impact that students are able to have in the community as a result of their 
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involvement in the partnership, the ability of nonprofit organizations to strengthen 
their capacity for service in the community, and the garnering of resources for 
organizational development (Sandy and Holland 2006, 35-36). In many cases, effective 
partnerships can lead to financial investments in the community (Cooper et al. 2014). 
An enhanced and transformative learning experience is a noteworthy benefit of a 
fruitful partnership; analyses of the impact of service-learning on students indicates 
positive effects on student attitudes toward learning, sense of responsibility to the 
community, and leadership skills (Fitzgerald et al. 2012; Sandy and Holland 2006; 
Celio, Durlak, and Dymnicki 2011). 

The partnership described in this paper is the result of a longstanding relationship 
between Living Cully and Portland State University. The nature of this partnership is 
outlined in the following text, through a description of both the partner and the 
university, and through discussions of previous and existing projects within the 
partnership. Central to this partnership are the unique strategies employed by Living 
Cully to build assets within its organization and community through the utilization of 
the resources available at PSU. 

The Partnership: Living Cully and the  
Institute for Sustainable Solutions at PSU 
The following section outlines how the relationship, illustrated in Figure 1 below, 
developed. Chronologically, the article describes the formation of Living Cully and 
PSU’s Institute for Sustainable Solutions (ISS) and then brings these two groups together 
in creating the formal partnership that exists today. With regard to the community, the 
Cully neighborhood is located in northeast Portland, Oregon. One of Portland’s largest 
neighborhoods (4.5 square miles and 13,300 residents), Cully has clear environmental, 
economic, and racial disparities when compared to the city as a whole. Residents in the 
Cully neighborhood are more racially diverse than the city average and are significantly 
affected by a lack of environmental resources (i.e., parks and greenspaces), in addition to 
experiencing disparities in transportation and income. For example, households in some 
census tracts spend the majority of their household income on transportation and 
housing, contributing to high levels of food insecurity. Children and families within the 
community often walk along busy, unsafe roads, and Cully’s poor transportation 
infrastructure also has negative environmental impacts such as limited access to safe 
roads and walkways for pedestrian and bicyclists in the neighborhood. 

Getting to Know the Community  
Partner: Living Cully: A Cully Ecodistrict 
In response to northeast Portland’s lack of environmental infrastructure and 
communities’ evident health needs, Living Cully was developed. “Living Cully: A 
Cully Ecodistrict” is a coordinated effort by Habitat for Humanity Portland/Metro 
East, Hacienda Community Development Corporation, the Native American Youth 
and Family Center, and Verde to drive environmental investments into the Cully 
neighborhood in response to existing community needs like jobs, education, housing, 
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and an improved quality of life. Living Cully uses an anti-poverty strategy, focusing 
on the needs of low-income people and people of color. Living Cully believes that 
sustainable development efforts focused on neighborhoods (i.e., ecodistricts) can be 
reconceived as anti-poverty strategies, a means to address disparities in wealth, 
income, health, and natural resources by concentrating environmental investments at 
the neighborhood scale, and as a means to prevent displacement of low-income people 
and people of color. Similar to many cities, Portland has a history of redevelopment 
that has displaced low-income people and people of color. Living Cully is working to 
write a new story by building wealth by, and for, low-income people and people of 
color without displacement. Unlike efforts focused solely on fostering economic 
development, Living Cully can meet social service and community development goals 
by building environmental wealth, and can support greater cross-organizational 
collaborations by combining community engagement, environmental improvements, 
and economic development under one concept and in one single geographic area. 

Living Cully is made up of organizations that provide housing support for families in 
the community and educational support for the youth in Cully. Hacienda Community 
Development Corporation (HCDC) develops affordable housing and builds thriving 
communities in support of working Latino families and others in Oregon by promoting 
healthy living and economic advancement. Most HCDC residents earn 30-60 percent 
of median family income, below the poverty line. Another Living Cully partner, the 
Native Youth and Family Center (NAYA), provides comprehensive wrap-around 
services to the Native American community: after school tutoring, youth development, 
emergency housing, energy assistance, employment services, domestic violence 
prevention, homeownership support, and community economic development. An 
additional partner is Habitat for Humanity Portland/Metro East (Habitat). With more 
than thirty years of experience in home construction, Habitat is one of the only 
organizations consistently building and selling affordable homes, and has chosen Cully 
for its Neighborhood Revitalization Initiative, which is a block-by-block approach to 
building stronger neighborhoods. As the lead organization to Living Cully, Verde has 
developed social enterprise programs and outreach-advocacy programs to ensure that 
low-income people and people of color benefit from sustainability investments. 
Collectively, these four organizations have more than five decades of experience 
serving low-income people and people of color in Portland. Additionally, the 
organizations themselves have developed high-levels of trust among one another 
which has been facilitated by mission alignment around serving low-income people 
and people of color, their years of collaboration, and because the organizations are also 
primarily run by staff and boards composed of people of color. 

It is important to note that Living Cully is a collective impact initiative (Kania and 
Kramer 2011; Hanleybrown, Kania, and Kramer 2012), which is a shared commitment 
of a group of important actors from different sectors (affordable housing, cultural 
identity, environmental wealth, home ownership) to a common agenda (sustainability) 
for solving a specific social problem (poverty) through collaborative, programmatic, 
and signature project activities. In this collective impact initiative, Verde functions as 
the “backbone organization” (Turner et al. 2012) helping to coordinate across different 
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stakeholders in order to execute on the following collaborative, programmatic, and 
signature project activities: 

Collaborative Activities: Through collaborative activities, the Living Cully partners 
secure long-term resources to sustain and replicate Living Cully. Examples include the 
Living Cully Performance Indicators, seventeen economic, social, and environmental 
metrics that measure collaborative outcomes and support scale and replication.

Programmatic Activities: Through programmatic activities, Cully residents gain 
economic security and build capacity to design, build, and access new sustainable 
assets in the Cully neighborhood. Policy activities allow for driving anti-poverty 
investments into the neighborhood, mitigating gentrification impacts through a 
cohesive anti-displacement agenda, and reforming public agency practices toward 
explicit equity outcomes and partnerships. 

Signature Projects: Signature projects is a growing series of leveraged investments in 
Cully that combine economic, social, and environmental justice goals; examples 
include creating new parkland, green affordable housing, culturally-based habitat 
restoration, and alternative energy.

Getting to Know the University:  
PSU and the Institute for Sustainable Solutions
As noted elsewhere in this journal issue, over the past two decades PSU has developed 
a strong reputation for excellence in community engagement and faculty-led programs 
across campus that bring to life the university’s motto, “Let Knowledge Serve the 
City.” From launching one of the nation’s first senior interdisciplinary capstone 
service-learning requirements at a large public institution in 1996 to implementing 
graduate-level curricula that actively connect students with municipalities to advance 
regional planning projects, there are countless examples that demonstrate how PSU is 
an engaged university. Students, faculty, and staff take the motto at PSU seriously. 
This is best reflected by our “Community Engagement” classification” in 2005—and 
re-classification in 2015—from the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of 
Teaching Community Engagement (Portland State University 2015). At the same time, 
both the City of Portland and PSU have garnered a reputation for sustainability 
excellence that continues to shine on the national stage. Portland was heralded as the 
first US city to create a local plan for reducing carbon emissions in 1993, and as a site 
for communities that have literally shaped the city through a legacy of neighborhood 
engagement and effective organizational advocacy on livability issues (Putnam, 
Feldstein, and Cohen 2003; Bureau of Planning and Sustainability 2015).

Given the university’s connections with the city of Portland, as described above, it is 
not surprising that over the past two decades PSU has also developed a national 
reputation for excellence in sustainability. The Institute for Sustainable Solutions (ISS) 
plays a critical role in advancing sustainability at PSU. ISS is a hub for sustainability, 
supporting interdisciplinary research, curriculum development, student leadership, and 
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meaningful community partnerships that contribute to a just, prosperous, and vibrant 
future for our region and the world. ISS administers the ten-year, $25 million challenge 
grant made to the university by the James F. and Marion L. Miller Foundation in 
September 2008 which provides funding for ISS-led programs and catalytic resources 
to other colleges and departments to integrate sustainability across the campus. By 
using sustainability as a driver for institutional innovation and excellence (Sharp 
2015a, 2015b), ISS seeks to unleash the ability of higher education to better address 
some of the world’s most complex challenges in the region and beyond. 

In the context of community-university partnerships, ISS has seen the tremendous 
opportunity to capitalize upon the interests and strengths of the university, city, and 
local nonprofit organizations to provide rich opportunities for research and teaching 
while rapidly advancing the sustainability of our region. To date, the primary approach 
for advancing partnerships across the university has been for each college, its different 
departments, and its individual faculty members to independently negotiate and sustain 
a variety of partnerships with public, private, and nonprofit organizations including 
teaching, research, or internship/practicum-based partnerships (Portland State 
University 2015). While this approach has allowed myriad partnerships to flourish and 
for PSU to grow a national reputation for its work, as a result, the university also faces 
challenges in understanding and communicating the impact and value of these 
relationships (see the article “From Capstones to Strategic Partnerships: The Evolution 
of Portland State University’s Community Engagement and Partnership Agenda” 
elsewhere in this issue for more information.) Additionally, the university’s dispersed 
approach to partnerships has presented barriers to the creation of opportunities in 
which PSU faculty and programs from across different academic and administrative 
units can better coordinate and organize partnerships in order to more effectively 
collaborate with one another—and the community—for greater cumulative impact 
(Portland State University 2014). 

The PSU Sustainable Neighborhoods Initiative
Recognizing the opportunity for using the Miller gift to address these institutional 
challenges, in 2013 ISS developed and launched the Sustainable Neighborhoods 
Initiative (SNI) to test a new model for how long-term, collaborative, place-based 
community-university partnerships could be leveraged for increased community impact 
while enhancing student learning by grounding oftentimes abstract discussions about 
“sustainability” in local sustainability issues. At its heart, the SNI honors PSU’s legacy 
of engagement and the region’s strength in sustainability by facilitating applied teaching, 
learning, and research opportunities that advance sustainability goals in Portland’s 
neighborhoods. Through the SNI, the Institute for Sustainable Solutions functions as a 
key piece of infrastructure that systematically focuses a portion of the university’s 
community engagement efforts into long-term, place-based strategic partnerships with 
different organizations working to advance neighborhood-scale sustainability efforts 
around the city. Figure 1 illustrates the different components that entail the Living 
Cully-PSU partnership and highlights how Living Cully and the Institute for Sustainable 
Solutions serve as entities that organize and coordinate the partnership.
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Figure 1. Mapping Out the Living Cully-PSU Partnership

Institute for Sustainable Solutions-Living Cully Partnership

As administrators of the SNI, ISS works closely with these partners to identify important 
neighborhood challenges that the university might be able to support and then 
systematically connects faculty experts and motivated students with partners to co-develop 
research and applied projects that enhance the student experience and increase community 
capacity to strengthen economic resilience, promote social equity, and restore and enhance 
ecological systems. To ensure these partnerships benefit both the community and faculty 
and students at the university, ISS staff function as a broker (Brundiers, Wiek, and Kay 
2013) between all parties, working closely with SNI partners to first identify important 
neighborhood challenges that the university might be able to support through research and 
applied projects. After understanding local priorities, ISS staff then return to the university 
and approach faculty who may have research interests that align with community questions 
or will be teaching courses that could serve as a platform for community-based learning 
projects. Increasingly, ISS staff also seek out opportunities to deliver on community-
identified needs by connecting with PSU staff who administer student leadership programs, 
pitching projects directly to student groups, or creating internships or fellowships where 
students can work one-on-one or in small groups with SNI partners outside the classroom.

How the Partnership Was Formed
In launching the Sustainable Neighborhoods Initiative, ISS knew early on that it had 
significant work to do to develop new ways to engage stakeholders, both within the 
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university and the community. To better understand the community context, ISS 
conducted informal research on neighborhood-based sustainability efforts, interviewing 
more than two dozen community activists, nonprofit leaders, and City of Portland staff 
on the challenges and opportunities to working collaboratively across different 
organizations at the neighborhood scale. At the same time, ISS felt it was important to 
quickly establish a working relationship with potential partners. To do so, for example, 
ISS connected Living Cully with a PSU course to explore some community-based 
learning projects and funded a graduate student in a paid internship with the 
community partner as early as September 2013 (Table 1). The ability to financially 
support a student through an internship helped demonstrate the university’s value to a 
potential partner by increasing their capacity to advance their goals.

To cultivate support within the university, ISS convened an internal advisory board to 
provide governance and help launch the SNI. This body consisted of supportive faculty 
and senior leadership with wisdom and experience in community-university 
partnerships, and it advised ISS and helped refine the concept, connect with key 
stakeholders, and navigate institutional dynamics. Based on findings from community 
interviews and guidance from the advisory board, staff and advisors were acutely aware 
of real and perceived imbalances of power that could exist between the university and 
community organizations, so ISS determined that extending invitations to organizations 
to partner with PSU would be a better approach to developing long-term, place-based 
partnerships than issuing a request for proposals. One reason for this was that an 
invitation helped balance the uneven power relationship that is naturally present between 
the university and community, particularly inasmuch as a community organization could 
readily decline our invitation to partner, or accept but on its own terms. 

Before issuing these invitations, though, ISS developed a list of attributes that it felt 
would be important for organizations to already possess and which would ideally 
already exist between the university and the community in order to collaboratively 
developing a unique type of community-university partnership. Criteria included 
elements such as the pre-existing level of collaboration between organizations, their 
prior success, capacity to partner with the university, and previous level of experience 
working with the university, as well as whether or not their project ideas and research 
questions were ideal for student and faculty engagement. In November 2013, ISS met 
with seven potential partners to let them know the institute was embarking on a new 
partnership agenda, seek their feedback, and obtain information about their 
organization on the aforementioned criteria, as well as their interest in working with 
the university. After reviewing this information and openly communicating with 
potential partners, ISS officially launched the Sustainable Neighborhoods Initiative in 
May 2014. Noteworthy aspects of developing this initiative are listed below.

Critical elements for PSU:
•   The existing level of collaboration between different organizations focused on 

neighborhood sustainability issues aligned well with PSU’s desire to create 
partnerships with the community.

•   Staff at ISS conducted community research and some PSU organizational leadership 
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research to come to understand how to effectively construct a partnership.
•   Partnership criteria were developed, organizations were vetted, and potential partners 

were asked to submit letters of interest regarding a partnership with PSU.
•   Organizations submitted letters of interest, but took the opportunity to vet a potential 

partnership with the university.
•   The total timeline to develop and fully launch SNI took approximately nine months.

From the outset, it was clear that Living Cully was interested in partnering with PSU 
but was also skeptical about the demonstrated commitment on the part of PSU and 
ISS, specifically, to equity and the requisite ability to work effectively with 
traditionally underserved communities. In their letter of interest, Living Cully insisted 
that they did not want the partnership to develop into a research project, one in which 
Living Cully became a subject for study by the university. Living Cully members 
reinforced the importance of being able to advance their agenda. In addressing their 
criteria for the partnership, Living Cully laid out the following expectations:
 
Critical elements for Living Cully:
•   ISS would need to be receptive to community needs.
•   Increasing the cultural competence of ISS staff was paramount.
•   Overall, partnerships with the university should help Living Cully stakeholders 

acquire additional resources to address poverty, gentrification, and displacement in 
their neighborhood. 

These conversations were important because they laid a foundation for trust and clear 
communication. While these high-level discussions were occurring between ISS staff, 
internal advisory board members, and potential partners, on-the-ground collaboration 
continued through community-based learning projects and the ISS-supported intern.

Focusing on the Impacts:  
Living Cully and ISS Over the Years

Table 1. Summary of Projects through  
the Living Cully-PSU Partnership, 2008-2015. 

Department/Course  
Title/Project Format

Project Focus Project Description(s)

Masters of Urban 
Planning; ISS paid 
internships; Health 
and Social Inequalities 
course

Anti-
Displacement

Development of a “Not in Cully” report 
that offers strategies for preventing 
displacement; evaluation of the mental and 
physical health effects of displacement.
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ISS paid internships; 
Urban Planning and 
Environmental Issues 
courses, Business 
Strategy capstone 
course

Land banking Students on these projects conducted 
research on best practices in promoting 
affordable housing through public-sector 
“land banking.” Additional research 
included policy analysis, financial 
modeling, and real estate identification.

Business Strategy 
capstone course; 
Urban Planning and 
Environmental Issues 
course; Environmental 
and Ecological 
Literacy course

Affordable  
housing

In this project students developed a 
business/economic model in order to 
identify and prioritize properties that could 
be purchased to preserve low-income 
housing and/or redevelop to create 
additional affordable housing. Additional 
projects included faculty and students 
engaged with the Cully Weatherization 2.0 
project, which is an effort to braid local 
resources from community-based 
organizations and government agencies to 
weatherize homes in the Cully 
neighborhood so that residents may not 
only enjoy a healthier place to live but also 
avoid displacement.

Business Strategy 
capstone course

Economic  
development

Project in which undergraduate students 
conducted a feasibility analysis on a 
commercial aquaculture venture with 
Living Cully at the Columbia Biogas site. 
After reviewing market demand, talking 
with suppliers/buyers, exploring the legal 
and financial implications, as well as 
technical specifications about the facility, 
students advised Verde that the return-on-
investment was low and wouldn’t be a 
financial success. Findings have informed 
other efforts to launch new social 
enterprises.
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Public Affairs 
Program evaluation 
course; ISS paid 
student sustainability 
fellows; ISS-supported 
student research

Health A group of graduate students worked 
closely with Living Cully partners to 
evaluate how their delivery of community-
based services under the collective impact 
model can positively impact the health of 
local Cully residents. A graduate student 
team reviewed the possible health benefits 
of Living Cully programs, as well as 
developed a process to evaluate any health-
related performance indicators that Living 
Cully might track across their many 
programs. Additional projects included 
submitting a grant proposal to Kaiser 
Permanente’s “Healthy Eating Active 
Living” request for proposals (funding 
TBD as of this publication).

University Studies 
senior capstone 
course; ISS-supported 
student research

Youth and  
community  
education

Projects included facilitating work parties 
to maintain the tree canopy at the Cully 
International Grove, coordinating a 
bilingual book drive, tutoring youth, and 
organizing a cleanup of the grounds at 
Rigler Elementary School. In addition, 
students in the community health 
department conducted a Photovoice 
research project with Cully youth to 
identify safe/unsafe and healthy/unhealthy 
places in the Cully neighborhood.

Urban Studies and 
Planning course; 
community-based 
participatory GIS 
mapping research 
project

Transportation Project engaged graduate students in 
modeling transit flow in order to inform 
community-led efforts to purchase and 
revitalize a strip club that was a blight on 
the neighborhood. ISS-supported 
researchers have also worked with Living 
Cully to visualize community-collected 
perceptions on transportation and 
pedestrian safety issues in the 
neighborhood.

ISS-paid internship; 
ISS-paid Student 
Sustainability Fellow

Financial  
investments

Projects included extensive searches for 
additional funding for health and 
environmental infrastructure projects in 
Cully.
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Student Leaders for 
Service paid 
internship; 
Entomology Club; 
University Studies 
course; Urban Studies 
and Planning

Environmental Projects included support for the Cully 
Critter Cruise project that included an 
interactive naturalist tour of four Cully 
neighborhood gardens. Participants were 
primarily local elementary-aged children 
and their families, and the volunteer teams 
were composed of various Portland-area 
experts and enthusiasts of birding, 
entomology, native plants, mycology, and 
urban ecosystem sustainability.

Highlighting Exemplary Projects within the Partnership
In the past five years, the extensive partnership between PSU and Living Cully has 
evolved to produce dozens of projects impacting numerous students, departments, and 
community organizations throughout Portland. Table 1 effectively, though briefly, 
captures these intricate relationships by giving an account of several projects that have 
been conducted since 2008. In the following section, three projects are highlighted as 
prime examples of service-learning projects in support of a community-driven agenda. 
The projects included here are divided based on whether or not the project was 
conducted by undergraduate or graduate students. In each description, we hope to 
capture the nuances in the project that would make the project replicable in a similar 
community-university partnership. Each project speaks to the mission of Living Cully 
to enhance the existing environmental infrastructure in Cully, provide avenues to 
mitigate the effects of displacement, and ultimately understand the needs of the Cully 
neighborhood as described by its residents. 

In spring 2013, when the SNI was still in early planning stages, Living Cully worked 
with a group of master’s students in urban and regional planning to create a roadmap of 
strategies to prevent displacement in the Cully neighborhood. The students worked 
extremely hard over two academic terms in the community, conducting focus groups 
and one-on-one interviews and co-hosting town halls. In total, the students conducted 
thirty-seven interviews with community leaders and community engagement 
practitioners, three walking tours, four discussion groups, and two community 
workshops, and they received over one hundred survey responses from community 
members (Banuelos et al. 2013, 37). The result was a comprehensive report, titled “Not 
in Cully: Anti-Displacement Strategies for the Cully Neighborhood.” The depth with 
which graduate students were able to develop a report and connect to the community 
reflects the course faculty member’s ability to design their class in a way that met the 
needs of the community. They also did extensive research into the strategies and tactics 
that worked to prevent displacement in other communities around the nation. The 
extensive engagement and detailed analysis that the students provided was a resource 
the Living Cully organization did not have the time to research and produce, and this 
has proven invaluable to Living Cully’s ongoing effort to prevent displacement. Any 
potential partnership would benefit from taking a similar approach to designing a course.
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In 2014 and 2015, several projects worth noting were conducted in courses with both 
undergraduate and graduate students. In the spring of 2014, PSU and Living Cully 
created the Cully Neighborhood Youth Project. The project was implemented under 
the supervision of faculty in PSU’s community health department, PSU graduate and 
undergraduate students, and Hacienda Community Development Corporation (HCDC). 
The primary purpose of the project was to collect and analyze visual and spatial data 
on how youth perceive their neighborhood. PSU students led Cully youth in walks 
around Cully while the youth took photographs of places where they felt safe or unsafe 
and places that they felt were healthy or unhealthy. GIS mapping was used to cross 
reference photos to specific locations in the neighborhood. As a whole, the project 
provided several lasting benefits to the community, partner, and PSU students. 
(Additional details regarding impacts are described in a subsequent section of this 
article.) This project is a great example of how university resources (i.e., GIS 
mapping) can be used to enhance a community’s ability to inform its residents about 
important community needs. Additionally, in 2015 Living Cully worked with a group 
of master’s students in public health to identify the health impacts of displacement. 
Over the ten-week term, an interdisciplinary group of graduate and undergraduate 
students performed a literature review on the mental and physical health consequences 
of gentrification and displacement, while another student team identified potential 
funding sources for projects that could help to prevent displacement. 

Subsequent to the completion of the project in 2015, ISS provided a stipend for one of the 
students to work with Living Cully partner Verde in writing a grant to improve health 
outcomes. Having a student on this project was very valuable to Verde, as securing 
additional funding allows for the ability to enhance the existing infrastructure in Cully and 
continue to promote the health and well-being of its residents. Subsequent to the 
completion of the project, ISS provided a paid fellowship for one of the graduate students 
to continue to collaborate with Verde over the next two academic terms in grant-related 
work to improve health outcomes. This provided value to the community by enabling 
Living Cully to extend their fundraising capacity, while offering the students real-world 
experience in a community setting. The graduate student worked closely with Verde’s 
executive director to pursue two funding opportunities, and Verde’s letter of intent was 
recently accepted, with the organization being invited to submit a full application, which is 
currently pending. As a whole, the initial commitment to a ten-week course evolved into a 
paid position for a student, offsetting costs for the community partner and accomplishing 
valuable work for the community as well as applying for additional funding. 

Creating a Cumulative Impact:  
Negotiating Community and University Needs
While many community-university partnerships have exemplary projects to 
demonstrate as outcomes, ISS plays a particular role in fostering cumulative impact 
with partners like Living Cully. The following section outlines how ISS staff and 
graduate assistants function as brokers to intentionally connect the university and 
community, and details how—and why—projects were selected for an SNI partnership.
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As a broker, ISS works with partners like Living Cully to develop and understand their 
priorities, which is rooted in the work that they are advancing to meet community needs. 
Through a series of face-to-face conversations, partner priorities are defined, and university 
staff are left with a clearer sense of what may, or may not, make sense for an applied 
teaching or research project. With this understanding in place, ISS staff engage faculty 
through several means, providing modest incentives to faculty who agree to work with ISS 
partners. In some instances, ISS facilitates faculty support workshops where faculty can 
meet with partners to hear about their needs, and in other cases ISS staff independently 
seek out faculty with expertise or research interests in an area that aligns with a partner’s 
needs and pitch them on the potential project idea. In both of these cases, ISS initially 
seeks to identify mutual interest and enthusiasm around a project, as it demonstrates 
possible alignment between university assets and community needs. If alignment does not 
exist, the lack of fit is acknowledged and the opportunity is shelved until a future date 
when circumstances might prove different. Importantly, since the relationship between the 
university and community is grounded in a larger, long-term partnership (the Sustainable 
Neighborhoods Initiative), organizations like Living Cully feel less pressure to work on 
each and every project idea that presents itself because they are not faced with scarcity, 
knowing there will be additional opportunities to work with the university in the future. 

In determining whether or not a project might make sense, a particular emphasis is 
placed on the following design elements. First, it is important to balance the need for 
student learning with a desire to provide use-inspired research (Stokes 1997; Crow and 
Dabars 2015) or action projects that advance community impact. While the outcomes of 
research, an internship, or a course project are always uncertain, putting an emphasis on 
community impact at the genesis of a project helps ensure outcomes are useful to 
partners at project close. Faculty are particularly adept at finding opportunities to deepen 
student learning no matter what the project; ISS puts a particular emphasis on utility in 
order to ensure that partners may also benefit from the collaborative experience. Second, 
in considering project utility, it is crucial to understand the resources necessary to 
support a successful project in relationship to its potential impacts. 

Table 2. Strategy Screen for Evaluating  
Potential Community-University Partnerships

Potential 
Impacts  
for the 
Partner

High
1.  

High impacts, Low resources
3.  

High impacts, High resources

Low
2.  

Low impacts, Low resources
4.  

Low impacts, High resources

Low High

            Potential Resources Required by the Partner (human, financial, etc.)

Beyond mutual interest and enthusiasm around a project idea, Table 2 presents a 
framework that is used to help determine if a project makes sense to pursue and helps 
identify barriers that it might be necessary to reduce in order to make a project more 
viable. Ideal projects are well aligned with partner priorities, and they present 
opportunities for high impact while requiring a relatively low amount of resources (time 
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or otherwise) from the partner organization (Table 2, Cell 1). Viable projects are those 
where there is still alignment with partner priorities, but the risks and rewards are less 
clear (Table 2, Cells 2 and 3). Impractical projects are those where alignment with partner 
priorities is not clear, or it is present, but the risks clearly outweigh the potential rewards. 

ISS staff talk with partners like Living Cully to explore how a project fits within this 
framework, screening projects based on factors like potential deliverables; how deliverables 
align with partner needs; the skills, experience, and capabilities of the students that will 
work on the project; the faculty member’s previous experience with community-university 
partnerships; and the level of resources that might be required from the partner, such as the 
number of in-class meetings or frequency of communication with students. These factors 
are determined through preliminary conversations with faculty and partners and are also 
informed by the experience of staff that have supported faculty in community-university 
partnerships. Together, these two criteria play a critical role in rethinking the nature of 
partnerships to privilege community outcomes—in short, to put community impact first.

If there is relatively clear alignment between community needs and faculty expertise/
interest and the project makes sense to pursue, ISS organizes a meeting between both 
parties to explore project ideas in greater depth. ISS staff facilitate these conversations, 
asking probing questions to help stakeholders answer the following: 

•   What are the final project deliverables (physical products like reports, videos, etc., or 
processes like community engagement, design charettes, etc.)?

•   What does each partner need to get out of this collaboration (i.e., how does the project 
relate to the bottom line of what partners and faculty are hoping to accomplish)?

•   What are the learning outcomes for students involved in this project?
•   What key resources or background information should students have early on in 

order to be best informed about the partner and their project?
•   Why is this project important (i.e., how does this project help the community 

organization advance its larger goals, and how does this project contribute to those 
larger outcomes)?

Through conversations, these questions are answered and both stakeholders (faculty 
and community partners) play a key role in refining and co-developing the projects, 
determining scope, and settling on mutually agreed-upon goals or outcomes. ISS staff 
and graduate assistants then work to formalize answers to these questions in a project 
scoping document, which faculty typically provide to students early in the term to help 
them understand the context and expectations around the applied teaching or research 
project. Once the project is in the hands of PSU faculty, ISS staff typically step into 
the background, supporting faculty and partners on logistics as needed (e.g., 
scheduling final presentations, troubleshooting miscommunication, and so on), while 
starting to cultivate the next round of projects that will begin the following academic 
term (in approximately two to three months). Near the end of the term, ISS lets 
students know about the opportunity to highlight their project on the institute’s blog, 
and works with partners and faculty to assess whether or not there might be options to 
continue to support the project after the term ends.
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As a cross-university hub for sustainability, the institute has proven well-situated at 
working with a partner like Living Cully to start a project in the School of Business 
Administration, for example, and continue it in other schools, like the Toulan School of 
Urban Studies and Planning, as the project’s focus became clearer, the community context 
changed, and/or additional questions emerged that other disciplines could readily address. 
Additionally, ISS has leveraged the Miller gift to create opportunities to enrich the student 
experience and add capacity to community organizations by supporting students in paid 
fellowships where they continue working on their project after the ten-week term ends. 
Furthermore, aside from facilitating projects, ISS has also deployed staff with expertise in 
communications, development, and assessment to work with partners, like Living Cully, 
to help tell the story of our collaborative work, fundraise around joint opportunities, and 
assess impacts on the university and community. In short, the Institute for Sustainable 
Solutions plays a key role in advancing impact-oriented community-university 
partnerships, shepherding projects across the university, and leveraging assets and 
engaging new stakeholders in important community work, like making sure the university 
is an active and productive partner in collective impact efforts to alleviate poverty.

Impacts 
Community Impacts: Partner  
Organizations and the Cully Neighborhood
The primary impact to Living Cully has been added capacity to deliver on community-
identified priorities. The community needs are great, and being able to add student 
capacity to support neighborhood projects has had real benefits. Students engaged in 
community projects and research have helped Living Cully partner organizations 
execute programs, enhance projects, and thoughtfully approach the work in front of 
them. A consistent challenge has been Living Cully’s capacity to supervise projects. 
With help from ISS staff, Living Cully has been able to learn what types of projects 
work best and share responsibility for supervision of student and faculty projects. 

Regarding the community more generally, there have been a number of impacts. The 
Photovoice project created significant effects for the community: the use of Photovoice 
and GIS mapping allowed the research team at PSU to provide Living Cully with an 
idea of the youth perspective on the neighborhood, in addition to locating areas within 
the neighborhood that needed improvement to increase health and safety benefits for 
the community. In addition to the Photovoice project, a group of students helped plan 
for and assist day-of with the Cully Critter Cruise, a neighborhood event to educate 
young people about the biodiversity in the neighborhood. In a small but important 
way, the students helped make the project a success, enabling dozens of residents and 
forty youth to engage in an environmental education opportunity. The work on the 
“Not in Cully” report discussed in the previous section highlights a larger impact, 
where the road map that was developed with PSU students is now being deployed 
through community efforts to prevent displacement. While Living Cully’s efforts are 
ongoing and there is no guarantee of success, the partnership with PSU provided a key 
piece of analysis to inform the organization’s efforts.
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Specifically there have been two distinct types of impacts from partnering with PSU. 
Direct impacts refer to impacts that are explicitly related to the community partner 
(e.g., improving capacity or ability). Indirect impacts refer to impacts that benefit the 
partner, but are more distal to the actual community partner’s structure, organization, 
or functioning. 

Direct impacts. Direct impacts of the partnership include the following:
•   Increased research capability (e.g., answering questions or researching issues that 

Living Cully does not have the capacity to address);
•   Increased capacity to directly engage the community in surveys or community 

events (e.g., students to assist with planning and day-of logistics for Cully Critter 
Cruise); 

•   Creation of a report entitled “Not in Cully: Strategies for Preventing Displacement,” 
a community-based set of anti-displacement strategies for the Cully neighborhood, 
such as increasing community members’ knowledge of sustainable home ownership 
practices (such as energy efficiency) and increasing financial investments in the 
neighborhood to bring in job opportunities;

•   Market research and analysis to identify urban agriculture market opportunities for a 
new social enterprise;

•   Providing paid interns to Living Cully to work on Living Cully projects (e.g., 
graduate students to help engage the community in anti-displacement strategies) and 
providing unpaid students to work on Living Cully projects; and 

•   Graduate student helped to write a grant to apply for multi-year funding to develop 
and implement the second phase of a Living Cully program to improve health in  
the community.

Indirect impacts. Indirect impacts of the partnership include the following:
•   Increased capacity to apply for grants and secure additional investments in the Cully 

neighborhood; and
•   Increased competitiveness when applying for grants to bring in additional 

investments in the Cully neighborhood (as proposals are more deeply grounded in 
the research and literature).

Impact on the University
Impact on Students. In an end-of-term evaluation, the value of one PSU student’s 
community-based work was reported this way: “I think part of what Living Cully and 
the PSU research team are trying to achieve is getting the community to work together 
and supporting them as they keep moving forward on the changes they want to see in 
their neighborhood.”

In the 2014-15 academic year, PSU faculty in eighteen departments collaborated with 
the four SNI community partners through over forty courses that involved more than 
one thousand students. Of all the students who responded to our evaluation surveys 
last year, 80 percent felt that the community partner project deepened their 
understanding of their course content, and 90 percent agreed that working with 
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community partners enhanced their understanding of local community issues. In its 
first year, the SNI supported ten students in paid sustainability fellowships, 
collectively providing two thousand hours of service to their community partner 
organizations. In addition to supporting students in their partnership with Living Cully, 
fellows also support organizations such as Green Lents, a grassroots organization in 
southeast Portland, which share a similar commitment to community sustainability as 
Living Cully. These fellows worked to maximize the ease of communication between 
all of the stakeholders involved, and also compiled data collected by the students in 
the classes, planned and implemented community events, and presented their work at 
PSU and in the community. These fellowships provide students with substantive real-
world experience to develop and expand their skills and an opportunity to build their 
professional networks. Anecdotally, faculty also report that students have increased 
motivation when working on SNI projects. They work harder and are more focused 
because they are motivated by the community partner’s mission and want to provide 
meaningful work that assists the partner in advancing their mission.

The Student Sustainability Fellows Program emerged out of SNI course collaborations 
with partners like Living Cully, stemming from the realization that ten weeks is not 
often long enough to create a lot of value for a partner and to make measureable 
progress on a community project. Similar to an internship or independent study, this 
program provides opportunities for select students from SNI courses to continue their 
work with SNI partners following their original class, picking up where the class left 
off and extending these projects for an additional ten to twenty weeks. 

In the words of an ISS student sustainability fellow, “The fact that students can get 
involved with a project like this through PSU is phenomenal. Opportunity is 
everywhere as long as you are willing to accept it. Starting out in [an SNI partner] 
class last fall, I would have never expected to have the chance to be so involved with 
my community while also developing professional experience and skills.” 

Impact on Faculty. One PSU faculty member noted that “ISS was instrumental in 
connecting the students to the community partners. Without the SNI we would have 
had several challenges, some as simple as coordinating a meeting time and location, 
and others as challenging as integrating coursework into ongoing projects. The SNI 
model is something that can have broad appeal to faculty, students, and community 
members alike.” 

PSU faculty also agree on the value and success of collaborating with ISS and the SNI 
partners. Newly launched efforts to programmatically understand faculty perspectives 
show that 100 percent of the faculty respondents agreed that students learned skills 
through the project that they might not have learned in the classroom, and 91 percent 
of faculty agreed that partnering through the Sustainable Neighborhoods Initiative 
provides more benefits compared to traditional partnerships at PSU. Typically, in these 
partnerships faculty are solely responsible for identifying partners and managing 
projects, and the community partnership often ends once the term is over. Notable 
ways that the ISS and SNI collaboration has enhanced faculty experiences include:
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•   Increased access to community partners as a result of ISS playing a brokering role, 
stewarding the relationship to the community partner and helping to manage the 
project;

•   Increased ability to integrate social justice issues into the course curriculum;
•   Increased relevance and ability to use a hands-on approach to the classroom; and
•   Increased use of place-based pedagogies and diverse perspectives in the classroom.

Aside from larger program impacts, faculty who have worked with Living Cully on 
applied teaching and research projects have reported they valued the partnerships 
insomuch as they have created strong opportunities to integrate issues like race, class, 
and economic inequality into their courses in a real and meaningful way, contributing 
to student learning about important topics that otherwise might be overlooked entirely 
or only addressed through an academic case study.

Impact on the Institute for Sustainable Solutions. Through SNI, ISS has become an 
increasingly valuable resource to faculty and administration due to its role as a broker. 
SNI has enhanced the university’s ability to demonstrate commitment to its motto. 
Furthermore, the partnership with Living Cully demonstrates how sustainability is 
more than the dominant discourse of recycling, green infrastructure, and biking, and is 
instead multifaceted and fundamentally includes social and economic issues (i.e., race, 
class, privilege, discrimination, equity, etc.), which are areas where Living Cully 
provides significant leadership. While partners have yet to capitalize on extramural 
funding, the partnership also provides competitive opportunities to pursue 
collaborative funding and research since ISS already has a strong relationship with the 
community partner in place. Rather than seeking out a community partner, attempting 
to develop a relationship, and potentially forcing a partnership in pursuit of funding, 
with a mature partnership like this one, ISS and Living Cully simply need to have a 
conversation about whether or not pursuing an opportunity makes sense for both 
parties as well as for the partnership as a whole. Additional impacts to the university 
include fostering a shared commitment to reducing barriers to partnership work for 
faculty and fostering value in the Sustainable Neighborhoods Initiative to further 
expand as an intellectual community of practice where faculty can gather around 
shared work, common practices, and a felt sense of belonging in an often siloed and 
disconnected institution.

Perhaps the most significant impact to the university has been the ability to create 
tangible impacts through the SNI partnership with Living Cully and other 
neighborhood partners. Together, the SNI partnerships have served as a platform to 
develop and test a model for how a cross-university unit, like ISS, can function as an 
effective broker between the university and community at large in order to better 
facilitate innovative city-university partnerships. Through these efforts, staff and 
partners have realized firsthand the level of cumulative impact that is possible when 
university-community projects are curated and supported by a third party. Recently, 
PSU was named one of the most innovative universities in the United States; ISS was 
listed as a contributing factor in PSU’s innovation (Pardington 2015). As the central 
portal and leadership hub for sustainability at PSU, the Institute for Sustainable 
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Solutions also seeks to maintain PSU’s nationally competitive edge, which means staff 
must be thinking about how to continually improve upon the work at PSU. As noted 
above, the SNI partnerships have served as a platform for staff to test and learn about 
assessment and continual improvement, strengthening both SNI and other ISS-
supported programs, which enhances our reputation as a university and has a lasting 
effect on student and faculty recruitment and retention.

Finally, ISS staff members find it personally rewarding to support local sustainability 
efforts and organizations like Living Cully. Supporting local sustainability efforts by 
working with organizations like Living Cully is important because these partnerships 
help redefine how academia conceptualizes sustainability and ensures that issues like 
race, class, privilege, discrimination, equity, etc. are not only prevalently 
acknowledged and discussed in the classroom, but that they also remain central to the 
larger discourse on sustainability. ISS staff have learned that it is critical to maintain 
an emphasis on the social aspects of sustainability, particularly since ample research 
shows how people from underrepresented backgrounds are most likely to suffer from 
poverty, lower educational attainment, and the disproportionate impacts of climate 
change, among other things.

Discussion: Lessons Learned and Moving Forward
Considering the partnership between PSU and Living Cully, we believe the positive 
attributes of the partnership are the following: increased development of resources, 
clear communication between community and university partners, and increased 
involvement of students in real-world projects. The challenges, however, are more 
subtle at times and crucial to our success in the future as we seek to improve the 
partnership. Worth discussing are challenges around establishing trust, remaining 
sensitive to the wisdom and agency of the community, honoring a commitment to 
support community leadership, and communication. In the initial stages of developing 
the partnership, there were evident barriers to building trust because the university was 
viewed as an outsider that did not represent the Living Cully community. As a 
predominantly white and middle-class organization, ISS initially struggled to build 
trust with Living Cully. ISS had to develop trust with Living Cully and show that the 
university would not enter the community without permission, nor leave in a year 
when administrators’ priorities shifted. Common ground was eventually created in a 
shared commitment to equity and sustainability for low-income people and people of 
color, as well as an ISS desire to support sustainability efforts as the community 
defined it. Importantly, during this time ISS remained sensitive to the wisdom and 
agency of the community, recognizing the limited experience of ISS staff, as well as 
the larger university, in working with these populations. During these early 
conversations, it was also important for ISS to make the commitment that the 
community would define the priorities and the projects, as opposed to students or 
faculty with a specific question in mind. Throughout the partnership, communication 
has remained a critical element of the collaboration, as facilitating good projects 
between Living Cully and university students and faculty can prove to be difficult. The 
following summarizes significant lessons learned from the partnership:
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•   The importance of the university’s recognition of the inherent power imbalance between 
the more well-resourced university and less-resourced community organizations;

•   The utility of having a strong community partner that has a clear agenda, 
understands its needs, and sets boundaries in order to prevent the power imbalance 
between themselves and the university. For example, to help keep the partnership 
focused, Living Cully and ISS staff talk frequently and reaffirm the community’s 
needs in light of new interest from faculty researchers or instructors looking for a 
project to supplement their courses, constantly vetting potential project ideas against 
community needs. Living Cully is not afraid to say “no” to an expert’s idea if it does 
not have a clear line of sight to their goals, in part because they know they will have 
a continued relationship with the university through ISS;

•   That said, there may be instances where it makes sense to pursue opportunities that 
arise for students and faculty that do not provide direct benefits to the community, 
but instead offer indirect value, and vice versa;

•   Reciprocity between the university and the community partner must be nurtured over 
time, but is more easily attainable through a long-term relationship;

•   From the university perspective, balancing projects that respond to the needs of  
the community partner while also providing a substantial learning opportunity for 
the students;

•   Through the history of the partnership, Living Cully has developed a stronger sense 
of what to expect from course engagements. However, students often have limited 
prior experience with community-based learning, and as such, they have varied, and 
perhaps unreasonable, expectations when first encountering the ambiguity posed by 
any project. For example, students might start researching one question, but then have 
to pivot because the line of inquiry does not pan out or because the partner’s thinking 
changes in response to new information that presents itself in our dynamic world; 

•   Communication between students and partners is another challenge, as students often 
expect a high level of communication, or regular communication, which sometimes 
is not available given that a nonprofit partner is often juggling competing demands 
on its time;

•   Acknowledging that partners are incredibly busy (one person doing the equivalent of 
two or three jobs functions is typical) and that the partnership engagements can be 
the item that partners make a lower priority when overwhelmed with grants, and 
projects, which are clear priorities;

•   At times, faculty experience conflicting priorities in wanting students to pursue  
their individual interests while also trying to deliver on community needs. This can 
mean that a professor has to provide students with more direction and guidance in 
order to ensure that the ten-week term is impactful for both the students and the 
community partner; 

•   The university’s ten-week academic term poses real challenges to delivering high-
quality projects or products to partners. Deep impacts can often be realized by 
continuing a project from one course into another or by creating co-curricular 
opportunities (internships and volunteer experiences) for students to continue 
working on the project after the term has ended (see the article “Connecting 
Curriculum to Community Research: Professional Services, Research, and 
Teaching” in this issue for further thoughts on this); and
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•   ISS, faculty, and partners need to do a better job ensuring that all students reflect on 
their community-based learning experience in order to make meaning of it and 
develop a stronger ability to communicate the value of the experience to others, 
including future employers.

Many of these lessons have begun to inform current practice. Moving forward, Living 
Cully and PSU are in the process of prioritizing focus areas to guide the partnership. 
Together, partners are engaging in a series of conversations that will result in a clear 
framework for what PSU and Living Cully will and will not work on together, which 
will provide a shared understanding that can be used to screen the viability of potential 
projects. These conversations will also help clarify each party’s commitments to the 
partnership, whether it be through contributions of financial resources, human resources 
needed for joint scholarship, or commitments to collaboratively seek extramural funding. 

In addition to lessons learned, reflecting on the partnership brings several questions to 
mind that may prove useful to other communities seeking to connect with a local 
university. Regarding community organizations, the Living Cully-PSU partnership 
demonstrates the ability of community organizations to use the assets in a university to 
meet community needs. Other communities contemplating a similar partnership might 
want to ponder the following questions before entering a community-university 
partnership: How can community organizations similar to Living Cully be more 
intentional about using university partners to advance community agendas? What role 
should university institutions such as ISS have in working to fill a potential gap 
between the university and the community? How can community organizations and 
universities resolve conflicts that arise during a partnership? How can partnerships 
maintain a level of reciprocity as the partnership evolves and continues as a long-term 
relationship? How might universities adopt a place-based approach to their community 
engagement and work to ensure that university efforts are better coordinated, or at the 
very least, informed of one another? 

Conclusion
Contemporary examples of community-university partnerships have emerged out of a 
commitment to enhance the learning environment of students through engaged service-
learning and promote equity and social justice in the communities in which 
universities reside (Fitzgerald et al. 2012; Sandy and Holland 2006). The partnership 
between Living Cully and Portland State University serves as an exemplar in the realm 
of community-university partnerships in both parties’ willingness to confront evident 
differences (i.e., around class and race). The commitment of both partners to erasing 
the top-down approach in developing effective communication skills regarding the 
scope of their partnership and expectations has allowed for over one thousand students 
and several dozen faculty members to be engaged in a community-centered endeavor 
that has spanned several academic years and continues to date (Strier 2010). ISS has 
served as a third party, brokering this partnership to ensure that both Living Cully and 
PSU are effective in promoting the health and well-being of the residents in the Cully 
neighborhood (Cooper et al. 2014). 
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These are just a handful of the lessons learned from the Living Cully-PSU partnership 
that can serve to encourage future partnerships between universities and communities, 
hopefully fostering a new commitment to egalitarian partnerships with mutualistic 
goals and structures. These partnerships may then remain viable across time and create 
measurable impacts within the community and the university. As we look at the future 
of community-university engagement, the partnership between PSU and Living Cully 
also illuminates the importance of university peer-to-peer learning communities about 
fostering community-university partnerships. What level of community and 
institutional transformation could be realized if a network of universities were to 
develop and work intentionally with their communities, sharing strategies, challenges, 
and lessons learned with both one another as well as their community partners?
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To This Day: College Graduates  
on the Lasting Significance of  

Relationality and Experiential Learning
Ann Fullerton and Vicki L. Reitenauer

Abstract
In the past twenty years, much research has been conducted into the effects of 
community-based learning and service-learning on students, but studies into the long-
term impacts that persist after graduation have been fewer in number. In this article, 
the authors share perspectives from Portland State University alumni on the lasting 
significance of their participation in a community-based learning course that has been 
operating continuously for more than two decades and the key features of significant 
learning experiences more generally.

One of the first capstone courses to be designed and offered at Portland State 
University (PSU)—and the longest-running capstone at the university—is “Learning 
from and about Persons with Significant Disabilities,” referred to in this article as 
“Learning from Persons.” Since 1993, more than 3,500 students have completed 
“Learning from Persons.” In the course, students prepare for and then spend two 
weeks as student-counselors with individuals with significant disabilities in an outdoor 
camp program. Most students who choose this course have never before formed a 
relationship with a person whom they perceive to be so “differently-abled” than they 
are. In the final reflections they complete for the course, many students comment that 
the course was both one of the best and one of the most difficult things they had ever 
done, as they articulated the ways they accepted and met their responsibilities as 
student-counselors.

Through these final reflections, the instructors and staff involved in “Learning from 
Persons” hear every year about the powerful, even life-changing, experiences that 
capstone student-counselors have during their two weeks at camp. But do these 
changes constitute the sort of transformative learning that community-based 
practitioners know is possible through this pedagogy and teach toward in their 
courses? One purpose of this qualitative study was to determine the relative 
meaningfulness of the community-based learning experience that is the “Learning with 
Persons” capstone, both in and of itself and as one among many learning experiences 
students encounter during their undergraduate careers. 

This article is based on a qualitative research study conducted with twenty PSU 
graduates who completed the “Learning through Persons” capstone. What follows is a 
description of both the community and the pedagogical contexts for the course, a brief 
overview of relevant literature, a description of the methods employed by the 
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researchers, a discussion of one set of findings and the implication of those findings, 
and some concluding thoughts on the “Learning from Persons” capstone and its power 
as a model of inclusive community-building.

The Community Context of “Learning from  
and about Persons with Significant Disabilities”
The “Learning from and about Persons with Significant Disabilities” capstone is 
offered through a partnership between PSU and the Mt. Hood Kiwanis Camp, Inc., of 
Oregon. The partnership was formed in 1972 as a practicum experience for special 
education teachers and in 1993 was expanded to support the capstone course by a 
special education professor (and lead author on this article) who herself enjoyed a 
longstanding relationship with Mt. Hood Kiwanis Camp. As a thirteen-year-old, she 
began volunteering and working at the camp and today identifies this as a formative 
experience in which she developed confidence and the ability to work in teams with 
others, and which eventually led to her career path. 

The lessons this now-seasoned professor brought with her from that lived experience 
from many years ago included the understanding that building reciprocal relationships 
with persons with significant disabilities is essential for respectful, authentic, and 
meaningful engagement to be possible across differences related to ability. This 
informed every aspect of the development of the original capstone proposal and 
continues to inform the design of the course today. 

The Pedagogical Context  
for “Learning from Persons” 
As one of the many dozens of options that students have for their self-selected senior 
capstone course, “Learning from Persons” appeals to students for a variety of reasons. 
A small proportion of the students are preparing for careers in education, including 
special education. Some students have familial relationships with persons with 
disabilities or have worked or volunteered previously in settings with persons with 
disabilities. The majority, however, seem to choose the course because of the 
convenience of its scheduling—requiring a commitment of two weeks in residence at 
camp, with a weekend break in between, during the summer, when many students have 
greater flexibility in course scheduling—and because it seems like a fun and easy way 
to complete one’s capstone requirement. Although many students are initially attracted 
to the course because of convenient scheduling, all students engage in an application 
process through which they learn what the course requires of them, complete a self-
assessment, and discuss the course with faculty or graduate assistants before they 
enroll so that they may make an informed choice to register for the course. On average, 
students from more than thirty different undergraduate majors enroll each year.

Given the intensely immersive nature of this capstone experience, students must be 
fully oriented and supported to plunge in and work through the challenges that await 
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them at camp. Additionally, students need repeated opportunities in a variety of 
settings and formats to reflect on what they are experiencing, to connect these 
experiences to past experience and already-held knowledge, and to transmute these 
experiences into new learning. Several components of this course converge to provide 
students with the opportunity to build relationships with persons who are differently 
abled, to explore the social constructs surrounding dis/ability in our society and the 
way those constructs create particular realities for persons with disabilities, and to 
reflect on the current and possible meanings of their developing awareness. 

One month before the on-site phase of the course, students attend a full-day orientation 
in which the faculty and community partner provide an overview of expectations for 
the students as camp counselors, the learning goals for the course, and the 
fundamentals of effective camp counseling. Students then read about the experiences 
and perspectives of persons with disabilities through first-hand accounts, coupled with 
scholarly material that employs a critical disability lens. Students complete online 
modules to ensure that they have reviewed and that they understand important 
information about their role as counselors. Their final preparation before they come to 
the camp is to write a pre-camp reflection paper, in which they contrast their own lived 
experiences with those recounted in a young person’s first-hand account of living with 
disability, recall and describe how students with significant disabilities were treated in 
their middle and high schools, and share their current career aspirations and their 
connection to this capstone course.

At the start of their scheduled course section, students arrive at Mt. Hood Kiwanis 
Camp for two days of on-site training that includes practicing counseling skills, team 
building to create a community of counselors ready to help each other, and engaging 
in simulation activities that give insight into what people with physical, sensory, and 
neurological challenges often experience. Each capstone student is then assigned to 
serve as the counselor for one or two camper-participants. 

After the training, the camper-participants arrive with their families or caregivers, and 
the capstone students have an opportunity to ask questions and gain more information 
before the caregivers leave. Students are organized into groups of eight student-
counselors. A masters-level, experienced teacher, working as a counselor-supervisor, 
along with an assistant, continuously coaches and supports the eight-person groups of 
student-counselors individually and collectively throughout their two weeks at camp. 
Additionally, the on-site faculty member also meets with student-counselors, rotating 
between the groups and checking in periodically with each individual student-
counselor. In addition, all of the camp program staff (many of whom began their 
involvement at Mt. Hood Kiwanis Camp as PSU capstone students), who lead the 
various outdoor activities, are also responsible for teaching and coaching the capstone 
student-counselors.

No matter how extensive their preparation has been, many students worry that they 
will not know what to do or how to communicate and connect with their assigned 
camper(s). The aforementioned coaching and support, along with modeling from 
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supervisors, helps students confront their fears, move through them, and quickly 
establish a comfortable person-to-person relationship with the camper-participants. 

As students gain confidence and form relationships with camper-participants, a second 
wave of learning occurs, in which students observe and reflect on the many individual 
ways that people with significant disabilities overcome personal challenges to live, 
play, and interact with others. Such experiential learning can be a powerful tool for 
increasing students’ ability to navigate across difference, but only if students have 
repeated opportunities to reflect on what they are learning and connect that knowledge 
to larger contexts. At night, after the camper-participants have gone to bed, supervisors 
meet with their student team to discuss approaches to challenges they are experiencing 
and reflect on what they are learning about persons with disabilities. Student-
counselors have an opportunity to practice understanding, respecting and valuing the 
role of diverse realities through this practice. 

After sharing and reflecting on these experiences, discussions then move to broader 
topics such as the issues faced by families supporting a child with disabilities; the 
problems within the foster care and community service systems; the disability rights 
movement world-wide; barriers in education, employment, and housing; and the right 
to self-determination. Supervisors guide student-counselors in making connections 
between what they are learning each day alongside their camper-participants and these 
broader political and social issues. 

At the end of the student-counselor’s first week of camp, the student completes a self-
assessment, a feedback tool that was collaboratively designed by faculty and camp 
staff, then meet with their counselor-supervisor to review their ratings and receive the 
supervisor’s feedback. The student and supervisor collaboratively define goals for 
improvement and enhanced achievement for the student-counselor for the second 
week. At the end of the second week, the supervisor completes an evaluation and 
holds a final conference with the student. 

After students return home from camp they write a post-camp reflection paper. They 
begin by re-reading their pre-reflection and consider how their views have changed 
after the two-week counseling experience. They also reflect on what they have learned 
about themselves and about groups that society views as different, and they identify 
what they are taking from this experience and how they might use their learnings post-
camp. The student’s final reflection paper, combined with the evaluation completed by 
the supervisor, is used to determine the student’s final grade in the course.

After completing the course, many students want and need to continue processing  
the experience and do so in several ways. The counselor-supervisors and the students 
they supervised get together informally for a reunion in late summer or fall. The  
entire camp community (staff, counselors, camper-participants, and their families) is 
invited to participate in a fundraiser in September. Students also connect with faculty 
back on campus.
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A PSU undergraduate is employed as a social media manager for the “Learning with 
Persons” capstone, and the course Facebook page and blog provide a place to connect 
throughout the year. Some students, camper-participants, and their families report that 
they stay in touch for many years. Students also often report they made lasting friends 
with their fellow student-counselors. 

Literature Review
Numerous studies have confirmed the positive impacts of community-based learning on 
participants. Bamber and Hankin (2011), for example, use transformative learning 
theory to investigate impacts of service-learning. Through a meta-analysis of eleven 
studies, Warren finds that service-learning also “increased multicultural awareness and 
enhanced social responsibility” (2012, 59) in participants. Pelco, Ball, and Lockeman 
(2014) offer a complex picture of the beneficial aspects of service-learning for a 
majority of students alongside the differential impacts experienced by students from 
varying demographics and the resulting differences in perspectives on their experiences.

Although there are numerous qualitative explorations of the impact of community-
based learning courses during the experience or immediately afterwards, few 
qualitative studies have examined if and how course-embedded community-based 
learning experiences continue to influence graduates’ perspectives or actions. Kerrigan 
(2004) interviewed twenty graduates three years after participating in a variety of 
required capstone community-based learning courses in their senior year. In this study, 
some graduates described how the course had enhanced their communication and 
leadership skills, appreciation of diversity, and ability to operate effectively in new 
communities. Others gave examples of tangible professional skills that had contributed 
to their career development. Still others described a continuing sense of social 
responsibility and sustained volunteerism after graduation. 

Kiely (2005) found that, one to eight years after college graduates had participated in 
an international service-learning course, each participant experienced one or more 
forms of perspective transformation (e.g., moral, intellectual, spiritual). Similarly, but 
at the K-12 level, Laursen, Thiry, and Liston (2012) reported that graduates who had 
been engaged in a science education outreach program one to eight years earlier 
reported positive outcomes in personal development, management skills, teaching, 
communication, and career-related skills. Newman and Hernandez (2011) studied the 
long-term effects on alumni mentors for a long-running service-learning course 
focused on personal and vocational development opportunities for urban youth, finding 
that the service-learning experience “appears to have long-term positive effects on 
young adults’ attitudes, intentions, and behaviors involving their learning experience, 
career selection, career preparation, skill development, and community service 
involvement” (2011, 44).

Finally, in determining the methods we would use for data collection and analysis 
(explored in greater depth below), we chose to use the critical incident technique 
described by Bycio and Allen (2004) and critical event analysis described by Bowie, 
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Pope, and Lough (2008). These approaches allowed us to mine interviewees’ 
responses to questions about their most significant learning experiences through 
probing for rich descriptions of those experiences and then analyzing their responses 
for themes and patterns. 
 

Methods
In this article, we contribute to the rich literature on community-based learning 
through a study of the long-term impact of “Learning through Persons,” as catalyzed 
by responses to questions regarding graduates’ most significant learning experiences in 
college. Use of the critical incident technique allowed us to extract insights about the 
relative importance of this community-based learning experience within the numerous 
other learning experiences graduates had had in college. 

The interview method used in this study was a modification of the critical incident 
technique described by Bycio and Allen (2004) and critical event analysis described by 
Bowie, Pope, and Lough (2008). During the interviews, participants were first asked to 
describe their three most significant learning experiences in college. Then, for each 
experience, they were asked what was meaningful about that experience for them, and 
in what ways that experience has impacted their life after college. By asking this 
question first, before any reference was made to “Learning from Persons,” the 
researchers were able to explore how salient service-learning was among all the 
learning experiences that occur in college. If a respondent listed “Learning from 
Persons” among their top three significant learning experiences in college, the 
interviewer furthered the discussion of the impacts of this course with a number of 
additional questions about its long-term significance. In the cases in which 
interviewees did not list this course originally, the interviewer asked respondents 
directly about the “Learning from Persons” course and the meaning it held for them, 
both at the time they took the course and in the intervening years. 

Potential interviewees were initially located through the PSU alumni database. At the 
time of the study, more than three thousand alumni composed this group of graduates 
who had completed “Learning from Persons,” with about 60 percent of those being 
possible participants because a) current contact information was available, and b) they 
had given permission to be contacted by the university. Stratified random sampling 
was used to identify sixty potential participants from three time periods (2-5 years 
after they had completed the course, 6-10 years, and 11-16 years). Potential 
participants from each time period were randomly selected, called, and asked if they 
would be interested in participating in a forty-five-minute phone interview about their 
college experience. If a potential participant could not be reached or if that person 
declined, the next randomly-selected graduate was called. At the time of the 
interviews, four participants (19 percent) had completed “Learning from Persons” 
11-16 years prior, eight (38 percent) had completed the course 6-10 years prior, and 
the remaining nine (43 percent) had completed “Learning from Persons” 2-5 years 
prior. The twenty interviewees had completed eighteen different majors during college, 
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including business, biology, art, and graphic design, to name a few. A thank-you in the 
form of a twenty dollar gift card was issued to each participant after the interview. 

The interviewer conducted twenty phone interviews with participants. Interviews were 
audio-taped, and each was transcribed for analysis. The researchers then analyzed the 
data contained in the transcriptions according to the processes described by Creswell 
(1994). Two readers read each interview and identified the dominant themes, coded 
the data according to these themes, compared their results, and reached consensus 
regarding the coding. A third reader confirmed these themes through an independent 
analysis of the data. 

Findings
Of the twenty interviewees, twelve mentioned “Learning from Persons” explicitly as 
one of their most significant learning experiences in college. In other words, 60 
percent of interviewees cited this community-based learning course—which 
constituted six credits of their minimum of 180 required for graduation—as a most 
significant learning experience they had had as an undergraduate. Of the eight other 
interviewees who did not mention “Learning from Persons” as one of their three most 
significant learning experiences, six of these graduates made it clear that it had been a 
significant experience in response to the interviewer’s questions about their capstone 
course. For example, one said, “It was the most important experience of my life,” and 
four described it as a “fantastic” or “incredible” experience that had impacted their life 
since graduation. In all, 90 percent of interviewees identified that a community-based 
learning course—their capstone course, specifically—had been a most significant 
experience in their college education. 

Analysis of the data, both with regard to students’ most significant general learning 
experiences and the lasting impact of their involvement in “Learning from Persons,” 
led to insights about what graduates report years later as the most salient and impactful 
aspects of their college years. Students consistently pointed to two major themes as 
features of their most significant learning experiences, which cross-cut throughout 
their commentary:
•   Relationality, which included the following:
ʼ   A high degree of interaction with others perceived to be different from 

themselves, particularly in the community-based setting
ʼ   A high degree of interaction with a teacher (broadly defined) who modeled ways 

of thinking and working through problems and provided opportunities for 
continual contact and feedback 

ʼ   A high degree of interaction with peers, including through group and team work
•  Community-based, experiential, hands-on learning experiences 

Relationality
Of the fifty-seven total learning experiences that graduates reported as significant 
(three experiences for each of seventeen interviews, and two experiences for each of 
three interviews), 92 percent involved explicitly relational elements, experienced in a 
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variety of ways. That is, students repeatedly described encounters with teachers, fellow 
students, student affairs resource staff, guest speakers, and community partners as the 
most significant elements of their undergraduate education. When a respondent 
mentioned something that was not overtly relational in nature (and, of these responses, 
the location of PSU, in the midst of downtown Portland, Oregon, was the most 
frequently cited factor), the probes that followed the initial questions—namely, “What 
was important about that experience for you?” and “In what ways, if any, has that 
impacted you after college?”—typically led to responses that involved the importance 
of human relationship and connection. In response to these probes, students often 
mentioned having had the opportunity to connect outside classes with persons working 
in their chosen field or being able to attend lectures, readings, and other events that 
furthered what they were learning in the classroom.

One graduate explained that her most valuable learning experiences were ones where 
people related to one another:

I like to connect with people. I like to connect with my teachers. I don’t…like 
big lectures and stuff, you know, where there’s no personal interaction. I find 
that hard. So [in college] I really appreciate[d] when there [was] discussion 
and some type of personal [connection], or personal accessibility. 

This student stated that the high degree of relationality in some of her courses, combined 
with her involvement in student organizations, “opened the door” for post-graduation 
involvement on projects in small groups and the taking on of leadership responsibilities. 
This student concluded by saying that she found it extremely valuable to have engaged 
in this sort of integrative learning, as it helped her relate to different people. 

Interaction across difference. Nearly half (45 percent) of the graduates explicitly 
mentioned the fact of the diversity represented by their instructors and their peers as 
being central to their most significant learning experiences, which intersects with their 
more general descriptions of faculty and peer interactions expanded on below. Even 
more fundamental in graduates’ responses was a recognition of the significance of 
learning from persons formerly thought of as “others” within community-based 
learning environments.

One graduate who described herself as older than the majority of other students in 
college noted that interacting with these younger classmates was important for her 
post-graduation interactions in the workplace. Another graduate said that one of her 
most significant learning experiences stemmed from the diversity within the group of 
professors she encountered throughout her studies, who came from many parts of the 
world and offered her fresh perspectives on issues that she had never examined before. 
This graduate spoke directly to how this engagement across difference had fostered in 
her an open-mindedness that she has continued to operate from post-graduation. 
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Another graduate, who identified herself as a conservative, identified “tolerance” as a 
most important lesson she took from her interactions with persons from across the 
political spectrum: 

Being a conservative and being among a lot of liberal students and teachers…
it was a really hard thing sometimes to just keep your mouth shut and absorb 
and listen and appreciate….It really taught me a lot about how…everybody’s 
allowed to have their own opinion, everybody’s ideals are different, and you 
just have to kind of try and see the good in everything, because typically there 
is something good in all those things….It was really a good thing for me to 
have gone to a liberal arts college because I got exposed to a lot more, and I 
think I have a lot more tolerance now because of it….I’m not so close-minded 
[sic] now. That’s probably the one thing I will tell my kids, is that I don’t care 
what they do when they go to college, they can go there for whatever they 
want, I just want them to learn to live with everybody who’s out there, to 
appreciate everybody who’s out there, and to really listen to people, no matter 
[if] what they think they’re saying is crazy, or not, you don’t have to…agree 
with it, but just appreciate it.

With regard to “Learning from Persons” in particular, the way that the capstone was 
grounded in encounter across difference provided the foundation for students’ 
significant learning in the course. Without exception, interviewees talked about the 
nature of the “live encounter” (Palmer 1998, 37) and the way it called forth a kind of 
reciprocity that they were often startled to experience. Indeed, many students spoke to 
a central paradox in their roles as student-counselors with persons with significant 
disabilities: that, at the start of the experience, they had had to set themselves and their 
fears aside simply to do the work of caring for another who was clearly in need of 
such care, and, in the end, they realized that they had likely gained more from the 
experience than those they had ostensibly been serving. Respondents spoke to that 
tension throughout the interviews when they reflected that they had to push through 
their concerns in order to be effective and fully in service to their campers—to 
recognize that this experience was “not all about me,” as many of them stated 
explicitly—and that doing so allowed them to realize how they were ultimately 
changed by the experience and that, in fact (and ironically so), it was all about them.

One particularly powerful example of this kind of recognition, this “ah-ha” moment 
born of that paradox, was expressed by this participant:

I [counseled] a thirty-year-old autistic woman who was completely dependent 
on me [for personal care]…and it was extremely humbling. Had to do 
everything….When I first started, [I] couldn’t believe I was having to do this 
with my time….Well, by the end of the week, I actually, for the first time 
since I was probably five years old, wet the bed at camp, because of all the 
trauma and stress that had happened to me for the four days before that 
happened. It was like I was so humbled that I got taken back to where they 
were, and I actually told my thirty-year-old camper what had happened, and 
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she gave me the biggest hug and said, “It’s okay, I wet the bed too.”…I was 
so mortified that it happened to me, I didn’t know who to tell, or what to do. 
But she just totally embraced me and said, “It’s okay.”…That’s why I say it 
was the most amazing experience of my life. It just totally took me, 360 [sic] 
to an adult. It was just amazing, overnight….I was so scared when it 
happened, but looking back, thank God that happened to me….I have to say 
that was probably the ultimate moment, the one thing that I got out of my 
entire college career that I will never forget….I would have paid a hundred 
thousand dollars just to have that experience happen to me, because it has 
meant so much on how I parent, on how I deal with my husband and my 
marriage, on how I deal with individuals at the church, at the clothes drive, my 
neighbors….Sometimes everybody needs to be taken care of. No matter how 
capable they are. No matter how stubborn, how strong-willed. Sometimes 
everybody needs to be told that it’s okay, no matter what….Even if it’s [an] 
embarrassing thing, or the most awful thing…they just need to be told it’s 
okay...and sometimes that’s all it takes.

Interaction with faculty. In recounting their most significant learning experiences, 
graduates also referred explicitly and often to the power of the modeling provided by 
their instructors and the value of the high degree of interaction with faculty in those 
significant learning experiences. One graduate now employed as a social worker 
indicated that one of the most significant learning experiences happened for her in a 
class in which she “was [regarded as] a person to the teacher, instead of just another 
student in the class.” Another graduate talked about the importance of his business 
classes that were taught by instructors with expertise developed through experience in 
the workforce and the seasoned business leaders they welcomed into the course as 
guest speakers, and how he draws on the lessons he learned from those instructors and 
speakers to this day. 

Throughout the interviews, when describing the significance of their growth connected 
to “Learning from Persons,” students recognized and identified the camper-participants 
with whom they worked as the direct sources of their learning—and, in effect, their 
teachers. One graduate talked about learning a fundamental lesson about 
communication from the nonverbal young woman that she had counseled. Toward the 
end of the week, her cabin group was practicing a skit for the final campfire, and the 
young woman’s reaction surprised her:

[She became] really, really, really resistant….I was getting really frustrated, 
because I thought…what is the deal?....why wouldn’t [she] get involved?....
She had a word book with picture-y things, and she showed me the picture of 
“sad,” and it finally clicked to me that the reason she was so resistant was 
because she had been to camp before and realized that when you started 
practicing for these little skits, that meant the end of the week was coming.

This graduate said that she had learned not to make an assumption about what a person 
is trying to communicate, but to draw closer to the person and their communication 
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style so as to be open to what is being shared—and she learned that lesson directly 
from her relationship with her camper-participant. She went on to explain how she 
regularly applies this lesson in the present: “Give people credit, back up from the 
situation, and don’t assume the absolute worse…making sure you’ve understood what 
they’ve communicated.”

Interaction with peers. Graduates recognized and included their interactions with their 
undergraduate colleagues as being significant sources of their learning. A number of 
interviewees reported that working cross-functionally within student teams throughout 
their time at PSU and learning the skills and capacities for functional group 
interactions were essential parts of their memorable learning experiences. One 
graduate, an accountant, noted that “learning to get along with and work with people 
you don’t want to” was a key feature of her learning from her peers. 

Another graduate, a business student, described the value of working closely with 
peers in this way: 

Learning to work with others in team-based projects…was really challenging 
for me, and I learned a lot about personal boundaries and other people’s 
boundaries, and it has helped me in the workplace immensely, although I 
hated it at the time….I have found that there’s typically always a way, because 
there’s a middle ground you can meet [on], and I really learned that patience 
from my college experience, because, you know, you had to get those grades 
in college, and you really learned how to encourage people versus make 
people mad. And try and bring out the positive and not necessarily point out 
the negative….These experiences…really did help me to get through those 
real-life situations.

Another graduate who had majored in business described two important outcomes of 
engaging in teams in college: gaining skills in working cross-functionally with 
different sorts of people and learning how to take individual responsibility for her 
contribution within a team. This graduate spoke about how she learned to deal with 
difficulties that arise, personally or professionally, when working with others, and the 
importance of “being honest, not only with myself, but with the whole group if it’s 
something I can’t handle or something I need help with.” This interviewee then shared, 
“I don’t think about [this on] a day-to-day basis, but now that we’re talking about it, it 
really is kind of a big part of what I do,” suggesting that this learning has been so well 
integrated as to have become invisibly operational in her professional working style. 

Experiential Learning 
Interviewees repeatedly mentioned the importance of experiential engagement as 
cornerstones of their most significant learning opportunities. In fact, under initial 
questioning about their most significant learning experiences, 55 percent of 
interviewees explicitly named “hands-on” learning as a critical aspect of these most 
memorable sources of learning. Internships, practica, field-based science activities, and 
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study abroad experiences were all cited here, with one graduate, for example, noting 
that her internship in a business setting helped her determine what work she both 
wanted to pursue and, equally importantly, didn’t want to pursue in the future, while 
also allowing her to strengthen her resume and build references for later job-seeking. 

Graduates repeatedly described post-graduation outcomes resulting from experiential 
learning in college. For example, one said that his internship “gave me a lot of skills 
that I actually apply to what I do today.” Another graduate recalled that as a 
sophomore he was the lead electrician in a theater production, supervising twenty 
other students. He reported that “the leadership aspect [of this role] was really 
important, [because] I’m actually in a supervisor position now, and it really helped me 
with my organization and scheduling.”

A former biology major, who is now a teacher, described the importance of courses 
which involved outdoor trips, including one to the Oregon coast to look at fossils and 
giant rock beds, to the development of his pedagogical approaches today: 

It’s…one thing to be in a classroom and talking about it and reading about it, 
but actually getting out and seeing it…made all the difference….Physically 
getting your hands dirty….I mean it was so cool….PSU had a big influence on 
the things I studied and who I am now….I’m actually now a teacher, and I 
love to take my students out as much as I can get them out….I like to take ‘em 
out and get ‘em dirty.

Other interviewees also explicitly identified that certain experiential learning 
opportunities had been significant because of the connection to their professional 
pursuits. A graduate in speech and hearing sciences spoke to the value her discipline-
specific courses had for her but stressed the importance of her experiential learning 
through the capstone, saying the following:

I think…actually getting to be out there in the trenches doing something rather 
than reading a book or studying for a test, just actually getting out there and 
doing stuff…really makes a big difference. [It was] a real-life experience that I 
was then able to apply when I started looking for work, that I had actually 
done something in that field, because then when I started applying for jobs as 
an assistant I had some experience.

A graduate serving as an officer in the military also named his capstone as a most 
significant experience because being a student-counselor at camp required him to 
demonstrate and expand his leadership skills: “Leadership was…quite a growth for me. 
It helped me because eventually I became an officer and a lot was expected [of me].”

In fact, of all of the types of experiential learning that students had encountered, the 
most frequently mentioned type identified by students as most significant was 
community-based learning. One business school graduate currently working in the 
high tech industry described community-based learning as central to two of his most 
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significant learning experiences in college. Through a sophomore-level general 
education inquiry class, this student volunteered at a local food bank, which, he said, 
opened his eyes to the personal benefits of volunteering. The student noted that, before 
this class, he “had given blood, and…[done] civic duty kinds of activities, voting and 
stuff, but this was the first time I actually got out and volunteered….Arguably it was 
forced upon me…[but] it actually exposed me to things I wouldn’t have been exposed 
to on my own.” 

The power in the community-based component in this graduate’s inquiry class led 
directly to his choosing the “Learning from Persons” capstone. The latter learning 
experience, he said, “opens your eyes to different opportunities, different exposures, 
different ways of thinking, where a regular classroom environment wouldn’t have 
done so....I wouldn’t have tried to spend that time had it not been part of the 
curriculum.” Now, in his corporate position, he serves on his company’s team-building 
committee and regularly schedules group service outings for his colleagues to engage 
in collaboratively. “You are bagging potatoes elbows to elbows,” he reported. “It 
worked when I was a sophomore, it’ll work now that I’m in the professional field….
It’s really lived in me to become the person I am today.”

In fact, in response to questioning about the “Learning from Persons” capstone 
specifically, 90 percent of interviewees identified the experiential nature of the course 
as one reason for its significance. A particular way that interviewees talked about the 
significance of “Learning from Persons” was in relation to the “24/7” nature of the 
experience; the fact that they had entered an immersion that essentially forced them to 
push through their resistances in order to meet their responsibilities. A clear majority 
of the respondents identified that they had chosen the course because it had seemed 
like a fun and easy way to meet their general education requirement in a relatively 
short two weeks and then discovered, upon meeting their campers, the forces of 
resistance within themselves to being fully present and participatory. If they were to 
stay, however, they had to figure out how to move beyond their resistances to be 
useful to another, and the stories of their journeys described, over and over, this 
trajectory. Despite their making an informed choice to join “Learning from Persons” 
and the extensive preparation they had received prior to their camp experience, 
graduates recalled feeling fearful and uncomfortable when faced with the reality of 
providing care for their camper-participant. If they were to remain in the course, they 
had no choice but to engage, given the immersive nature of the experience—but they 
realized that they did have a choice about how they would engage. And they 
recognized, upon reflection, that this choice deeply impacted what they took with them 
from the experience.

One graduate talked about the arc of his experience in this way:

So the first day, and it’s amazing, right?....All of us senior capstone students 
were all in the lodge, we’re all being briefed, we’re all being kind of trained 
with our faculty advisors on how to handle the processes there, and the parents 
pull up and drop off their children. I got Tad, and he was...a little more of a 
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challenge, a little more disabled than a lot of the other kids there....He couldn’t 
speak…[and] he couldn’t walk, so it was a challenge in the beginning. And I 
thought, ‘Oh, my gosh, I can’t do this.’ And so the first two days, I have to 
admit...I was going, ‘I’m out of here.’ This is too hard, you know. My guy 
can’t tell me when he’s hungry, he can’t tell me when he needs to be 
changed....He can’t even go swimming, right, and...it’s just...really hard. But 
the third day through, no lie, the third day…after lunch, he had difficulty, so I 
had to kind of feed [him]...and all of a sudden Tad reached out and grabbed 
my hand. And I was like, he’s in there! Totally in there! He’s telling me he 
wants more…and then he started interacting with me, and....I was so, honestly, 
ignorant and naive, right, it was subtleties in his face, because he couldn’t talk, 
but then the third day I started to understand him, and I started to connect with 
him, and...I was like, ‘You know what, I like this guy!’ You know, he knows 
I’m there, he knows I’ve got his back.

Implications
In responding to questions asking them to identify their three most significant learning 
experiences in college and then probing for the details surrounding that significance, 
graduates overwhelmingly named relationality (in the form of relationship with others 
across difference, relationship with faculty and persons serving as teachers, and 
relationship with peers) and experiential learning as foundational to those experiences. 
While the preceding sections have discussed these elements separately, there was 
much overlap in the responses among these factors. Interviewees, for example, spoke 
of the learning they had gained in numerous and subtle ways through working with 
camper-participants, who, as co-participants in an immersive experiential setting, had 
actively taught them and who offered a living source of engagement across difference. 

Given the high degree of response indicating the importance of relationality (92 
percent of interviewees) and experiential environments (90 percent of interviewees) to 
most significant learnings, we argue that experiential opportunities within courses—
from experiential activities and exercises embedded within more “traditional” courses 
to the full-on immersive environment of a residential service-learning course like 
“Learning from Persons”—provide a key to unlocking significant learning for students. 
Indeed, while a clear majority of interviewees named the capstone as one of their most 
significant learning experiences, many of them also named plenty of other experiential 
approaches, too, from place-based activities that took them out of the classroom for 
relatively brief periods of time to internships, practica, and other community-based 
learning opportunities.

It is perhaps more likely, as well, that course elements experienced as relational ones 
will be embedded in or will emerge from experiential learning settings. A team of 
business students developing a marketing plan for a real community partner, for 
example, will necessarily engage in multiple forms of relational learning. So will 
science students exiting the classroom for a place-based study of a local geological 
feature. Further, interviewees spoke to the power of even a relatively common 
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classroom-based occurrence—the presence of a guest speaker—as contributing to the 
significance of their learning, as the speaker offered something within the course that 
was seen and experienced by students as relationally-based and particularly memorable. 

While clearly not all courses, and not even all community-based courses, can or should 
be structured like “Learning from Persons,” the data from this study suggest that it is not 
only such profoundly immersive courses that contribute to students’ experiences of 
significance, but also it is both large and small relational elements, and both fully 
enveloping and small-in-scope experiential opportunities, that persist as significant for 
graduates over time. Certainly most, if not all, instructors, course designers, and 
program administrators, including those that operate in online contexts, might consider 
how to further embed relational and experiential elements in their courses and programs, 
as these elements pay dividends for graduates long after they leave the institution.

Conclusion
On thirty beautiful acres in the Mt. Hood National Forest, fifty staff, fifty-five 
university students, and fifty-five to sixty camper-participants come together every 
week and create a positive, accepting, fully inclusive community. While camp 
directors, staff, and faculty put a lot of work into creating the right structure and 
support so this can happen, there is camp director and staff turnover, a new cohort of 
university students every time, and a mix of new and returning camper-participants. 
Yet even though the players might be new, the same positive community recreates 
itself year after year. 

Faculty, staff, and students come to camp thinking we are going to be the ones that are 
in service, the ones that will be doing the giving. But when the camper-participants 
arrive, the real faculty have shown up, and they teach us how openly and without 
judgment to welcome a new relationship, accept another person fully and without 
condition, have fun in any situation, and co-exist just exactly as we all are. 

This community that is continually making and re-making itself does not have to be 
sustained beyond a week, and thus does not have to grapple with the tensions and 
inequities ongoing communities face in the “real world.” Why, then, would students 
report, both in their reflection papers and course evaluations and in the interviews 
conducted for this study, that “Kiwanis Camp was real”? When students comment that 
camp was one of the first “real” communities they ever experienced, one in which 
everyone, including each of them, felt welcome to be who they are, and when 
graduates report that this experience, out of so many others, was among their most 
significant ones in college, we know that we are in the presence of the transformative 
possibility of education. 

Not every learning setting can be as fully immersive and experiential as the one 
established by the “Learning through Persons” capstone. Yet the insights shared by 
graduates about their most significant learning experiences offer practitioners guides 
for the sorts of learning approaches and strategies that will resonate long after the end 
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of college. Graduates repeatedly told us that it was the learning experiences marked by 
relationality, involving meaningful interaction across difference, and offering 
opportunities for hands-on work that have continued to echo for them and inform their 
perspectives and actions to this day. 
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“Contagious Co-Motion”:  
Student Voices on Being Change Agents

Vicki L. Reitenauer, Tetiana Korzun,  
Kimberly Lane, and Melinda Joy Roberts

Abstract
Designed in response to students’ requests for a capstone where they could form their 
own individual partnerships in the communities of their choosing, Effective Change 
Agent offers a structure for community-based learning that allows for high levels of 
student choice-making and agency. In this article, the authors describe the course; 
connect it to literature on grassroots change-making, integrative learning, and 
service-learning; and, through the inclusion of student authors, allow the sharing of 
insights in the students’ own voices.

From the earliest days of the capstone program at Portland State University (PSU), a 
trickle of students would find its way to the program director’s office to ask how they 
could work with their own community partner as part of their capstone. Some students 
wanted to parlay longstanding volunteer connections into their capstone, while others 
had new partnerships in mind that they wanted to pursue. The director would explain 
that capstones are courses, not independent study opportunities, and that each course 
came with a pre-selected community partner and a project furthering the mission of 
that community partner already in place. The director would acknowledge each 
student’s commitment to working for positive change in their community of choice 
and encourage the student to continue that engagement, while assisting the student to 
find a capstone course that would be a fit for their interests.

After several years of fielding these requests, the program director had an idea: She 
would recruit and support a faculty member to propose a course that would allow 
students to form their own partnerships and complete projects connected to those 
partnerships while participating in a course populated with other students doing the 
same. Collectively, the students would investigate theories and perspectives on 
change-making, drawing on their individual experiences as places of knowledge-
making, and would collaborate on a class-wide project. In this way, the Effective 
Change Agent capstone was created. 

In this article, a longtime capstone faculty member contextualizes Effective Change 
Agent within other capstone course offerings, offers information about the structure 
and approach of the course, and reviews relevant literature (including a text used 
within the course) associated with both the content and the import of this course. Then, 
three students from Effective Change Agent share about the challenges, the joys, and 
the takeaways from their experiences in the course. The faculty member then returns 
with concluding thoughts.
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The Effective Change Agent Capstone
Offered each term since 2005, the Effective Change Agent capstone currently carries 
this course description: 

This course is for students interested in being effective change agents for the 
public good. Students are given the opportunity to create meaningful 
relationships with a specific community organization/partner of their choice 
and work towards effecting positive change within their working environment. 
Students are supported and challenged to develop skills in building 
relationships and coordinating action grounded in evidence and deep personal 
understanding. Through volunteering, class discussions, practices, reading, and 
self-observations, students explore the meaning of their work and the impact 
on both themselves and their community. Service opportunities are structured 
to promote a sense of civic and social responsibility, provide exposure to 
diverse populations, implement effective communication practices, instill 
critical thinking skills, and present an opportunity to apply classroom learning 
with real world activities. (Petzold 2015)

During class sessions, students co-create the collective learning experience through 
completing presentations which address the underlying social context and meaning of 
their chosen work with their community partners, the histories and missions of their 
agencies, their community partners’ multiple stakeholders, and the impact of their 
service on those stakeholders, including themselves (Petzold 2015). Students also 
contribute their own blog and photos to a course website (http://ecapdx.weebly.com/) 
that has operated since early 2014 and serves to connect students of the course (and 
other interested visitors to the site) over space and time. Students working in small 
multidisciplinary groups also develop collaborative presentations in which they 
connect their growing expertise in community engagement with the university’s 
general education goals (communication, critical thinking, appreciation of the diversity 
of the human experience, and social and ethical responsibility). The class-wide project 
requires students to work in multidisciplinary teams to complete a final product that is 
beneficial for capstone students to produce and useful for the community to receive (as 
with all capstone courses). Class projects in Effective Change Agent have included the 
establishing of a computer lab and lending library at an agency providing support to 
persons experiencing homelessness, creating a community garden at an elementary 
school and community center, and making critical improvements to a toy room at a 
program that serves children undergoing chemotherapy.

Relevant Literature
A variety of texts are incorporated into the Effective Change Agent capstone, including 
the book Walk Out Walk On by Margaret Wheatley and Deborah Frieze (2011). In this 
book, the authors provide case studies of seven communities around the world in which 
community members have “walked out” of oppressive ideological perspectives rooted 
in structural inequities and “walked on” to new ways of relating to the challenges 
within their communities in order to transform them (Wheatley and Frieze 2011, 4). 
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Chapter titles suggest to the reader what sorts of perspective shifts Wheatley and 
Frieze will ask the reader to make: “From Scaling Up to Scaling Across,” for instance, 
invites the reader into the community of Unitierra, Mexico, and considerations of how 
small changes become large ones. For example, the authors focus attention on the Red 
Autónoma para la Soberanía Alimentaria (RASA or, in English, the Autonomous 
Network for Food Sovereignty), whose members collaborated in the invention of a 
bicycle-powered water pump that is helping to irrigate rooftop gardens throughout the 
region (Wheatley and Frieze 2011, 26). The growing of food apart from mass-
marketed production chains allows community members to practice food sovereignty 
as they plant, grow, and then eat what they choose to, rather than what is made 
available to them through sources beyond their sphere of influence. In keeping with 
the spirit of the invention, the spread of the water pump occurs through curiosity and 
shared interest, rather than through force. As the authors say,

What RASA is up to is co-motion rather than promotion: spreading ideas 
through contagion rather than pushing people in a particular direction. 
Co-motion is walking at the pace of the other, rather than at whatever pace 
you want to go. It is a horizontal movement that begins with being rooted in 
your own purpose and place, and then connects with others who are rooted in 
theirs. There is no monolithic approach to this work, there is no centralization 
of power, there is no ownership of ideas. Instead, the network is engaged in 
continuous creation and re-creation, in self-discovery, and in adaptation. 
(Wheatley and Frieze 2011, 26)

This description of RASA’s philosophy aligns with the approach of the Effective 
Change Agent capstone. While students in the course may be serving with 
organizations that represent a wide variety of ideological and organizational 
perspectives on change-making, within the community of the class there is a decided 
emphasis on “co-motion” and the sort of “contagion” it can engender. 

In order to participate in this sort of contagious co-motion, students must enter a 
course either with a sense of self-efficacy already intact or with opportunities within a 
course to build it. The authors of The Learner-Centered Curriculum assert that “most 
difficult to recognize and perhaps the most powerful belief that affects learning is the 
student’s belief in his or her ability, or self-efficacy” (Cullen, Harris, and Hill 2012, 
16). While some students certainly enter Effective Change Agent as seasoned, self-
identified, and self-aware leaders, many others must discover their capacities for 
leadership through fresh experiences offered by the class on multiple levels (i.e., 
within the communities from which they come, the communities in which they serve, 
and the learning community created within the course) and through reflection on those 
experiences. The authors of this book note the importance of reflective practices in the 
learning process by referring to the work of Jerome Bruner (1996) and Donald Schön 
(1983) and quoting their commenter David Scott (2008), asserting the primacy of a 
curriculum that is “an interactive process of assimilation, with the capacity of the 
human agent to reflect on what they receive from their environment and in the process 
change it” (Cullen, Harris, and Hill 2012, 70; Scott 2008, 115). In the view of these 
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authors, curricula composed of “community-building strategies, sharing power with 
students to develop learner autonomy, and ongoing assessment to monitor growth and 
to make learning an intentional activity” are best positioned to further students’ 
integrative learning and position them for their future endeavors (Cullen, Harris, and 
Hill 2012, 62).

In the service-learning literature, Theresa Ling Yeh presented results from a qualitative 
study that examined the service-learning experiences of six low-income, first-
generation students and asserted that service-learning empowered these students to 
“develop self-efficacy and autonomy by providing opportunities to engage in self-
defined and self-directed projects” (Yeh 2010, 59). For instance, some students 
reported that their service-learning experiences “enhanced their knowledge and 
learning in the classroom, enabled them to further develop academic skills, and linked 
them to new educational opportunities” (Yeh 2010, 55). Others said that “their service-
learning experiences helped to bring their academic studies ‘to life’ by enabling them 
to personalize theories and concepts” (Yeh 2010, 55). Many of the students described 
how their service-learning experiences helped them to learn about themselves, their 
values, and their motivations, namely through the acts of engagement and reflection on 
engagement, and served as a turning point in their education (Yeh 2010, 55-56). Yeh 
contends that the service-learning courses the students completed may well have 
contributed to their persistence in college (2010, 50).

Students Reflect on Effective Change Agent
In the following sections, three students from the Effective Change Agent capstone 
lend their voices to this conversation. In analyzing and reflecting on their service 
experiences, these students share how they entered Effective Change Agent from 
within specific communities, how they came to recognize new opportunities for their 
community-based efforts at making change, and how they emerged from those 
experiences at course’s end. 

As a framing device for their work, we have selected principles of effective change-
making from Walk Out Walk On as the titles of their sections. First, biology and 
Russian language major Tetiana Korzun’s experience tutoring students in the Russian 
language immersion program at Lane Middle School speaks quite literally to Wheatley 
and Frieze’s assertion that successful change-makers “start anywhere and follow it 
everywhere” (Wheatley and Frieze 2011, 220). Next, Kimberly Lane, a child and 
family studies major, addresses how operating from a sense that “we have what we 
need” (Wheatley and Frieze 2011, 221), “working with what is present, instead of 
what’s absent” (Wheatley and Frieze 2011, 92), and walking out of “a problem-based 
approach…and…on to a place-based approach to problems” (Wheatley and Frieze 
2011, p. 94) allows us to experience abundance in both material resources and in 
human connection. Finally, health science and community health education major 
Melinda Roberts shows us that “the leaders we need are already here” (Wheatley and 
Frieze 2011, 222)—and not only here, but are each and every one of us. 
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Start Anywhere, Follow It Everywhere:  
Tetiana Korzun and Lane Middle School
My learning journey started in June 2006, when my family arrived in Maryland from 
Ukraine, and continued as we made our way to Portland in 2012. My six years of 
working closely with Baltimore’s Slavic community always reminded me about my 
roots and made me feel closer to home despite the difficulties and obstacles I faced. 
The Slavic immigrants I met after I moved to Portland exposed all the pitfalls of living 
far away from my native land. Here in Portland, I clearly saw how Russian and 
Ukrainian immigrants and their children were and are progressively losing connections 
with their roots. The large and old Slavic community of Ukrainian, Russian, 
Romanian, and Belorussian refugees and immigrants in the Northwest was struggling 
to maintain its bicultural identity as it forgot its language and traditions. Parents, 
having come to the United States as refugees, usually didn’t speak English. Working 
in jobs requiring hard labor, and having few skills to communicate with the larger 
community, they became secluded in small Russian native-speaking enclaves, literally 
isolated from the outside world. 

With so much of their own communication made through translators, lawyers, and 
other language-related service providers, parents pushed their children to be receptive 
to the English-speaking environment. In turn, I witnessed children, ashamed by their 
parents’ illiteracy in English, becoming even more separated from their families. 
While children became better English speakers at school and enjoyed a greater sense 
of being open to the world (compared to parents that stayed in the closed 
communities), their children’s lives at home suffered a lot. As their communication 
with parents lessened, their emotional connections and the intimacy that comes from 
those connections often got lost. Based on my experience and observations, it seemed 
that the first immigrant generation struggles to adjust to everything new and the 
second generation fights to forget the past. 

Having started there—as a Ukrainian immigrant to the United States curious about 
how those in the Slavic community navigate change across the generations—I started 
volunteering as a tutor in the PSU Russian Flagship Program, a four-year 
undergraduate program that permits students to receive a certificate of advanced 
proficiency in the Russian language while completing a degree in any other discipline. 
There I met many students who were considered Russian heritage speakers, but who, 
in fact, had poorer language skills than American students who had just started 
learning Russian. 

When I became aware of the possibilities to pursue my own community partnership in 
the Effective Change Agent capstone, I developed a project in conjunction with 
Portland Public Schools and, specifically, Lane Middle School, which offers students a 
dual-language program in Russian and English. Ethnically diverse Lane Middle School 
is an educational home for 40% white, 25% Latino, 17% Asian, 10% African 
American, and 5% Native American students, with roughly 80% eligible for free or 
reduced lunch. The school, serving a large number of historically underserved students 
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and immigrants from the states of the former Soviet Union, already has two classes of 
sixth- and seventh-grade students participating in Russian immersion, making it a 
perfect setting for my project. 

In my role at Lane, I worked on school projects that prioritize learning about Slavic 
culture and language, as well as strategic long-term planning focused on the expansion 
of the Russian immersion program and its integration with the Russian Flagship at 
PSU. On a daily basis, I created presentations and assignments, helped with 
homework, and set up group and individual mentoring projects to encourage students 
to stay in the immersion program and continue further education. In particular, the 
“Think College” mentoring project exposed students to diverse perspectives and 
experiences on the pursuit of higher education, enhancing their confidence to navigate 
their futures.

Toward the end of the school year, I worked with students on a class project dedicated 
to the seventieth anniversary of victory in the Great Patriotic War. Students were asked 
to interview members of their families and community and to collect unique war 
stories and photographs, which were then featured in a poster exhibition and presented 
in class. About three-quarters of the students interviewed their own elderly family 
members who had experienced wartime. These students shared how they had 
researched and developed projects that centered on personal family histories, rather 
than just presenting dull memorized facts from a history book. These presentations of 
the stories from the past heard by today’s young people tightened family connections 
and built new bridges across existing communication gaps.

Volunteering at Lane was exciting and rewarding, but there were serious obstacles to 
overcome. One of them, the clash of Russian and American cultures, raised questions 
about the diminishing of one culture while protecting another. This challenging tension 
showed me that multiculturalism and its opposite, assimilation, both have their own 
cultural costs. Secondly, the immersion program, while having positive effects on the 
Russian-speaking community by ensuring successful and sustainable development of 
bilingual students, was also a site of conflict involving both culture and religion, as 
public education came up against Orthodox Christianity. A large majority of students’ 
parents, who had been religious refugees in the United States, tended to be 
representatives of the more closed-off community revolving around the church, and 
they expressed concerns about the teaching of ancient world history and culture, 
including Greek and Roman mythology. These issues required an enormous amount of 
debate and discussion with parents and adaptations to the curriculum, and they have 
left many unanswered questions for me, questions that I will pursue as my studies and 
my community engagement continue.

My capstone experience didn’t stop with getting a grade in the class. From where I 
stand at this moment, I see the opportunities of further engagement with Portland 
Public Schools’ immersion program, which offers immersion education in Mandarin 
Chinese, Japanese, and Spanish, in addition to Russian. As PSU has majors in each of 
these languages, I intend to pursue the facilitation of further partnerships between PSU 
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language undergraduate students and Portland Public Schools. I’m not exactly sure 
where that facilitation will lead, but I’m prepared to “follow it anywhere.”

We Have What We Need: Kimberly Lane &  
The Confederated Tribes of Siletz, The Confederated  
Tribes of Grand Ronde, and the communities of people 
experiencing homelessness in West Salem, Oregon
I never knew I would become a social worker. I never knew I would become a 
domestic violence and sexual assault victim advocate. I never pictured myself standing 
in front of groups of people armed with PowerPoints full of statistics and my own 
powerful perspectives. 

I started this journey with big ideas and feelings about oppression. Over the years I 
have grown closer to my own identification as a Siletz tribal member and that really 
ignited my desire to be an agent of social justice education. I originally expected to 
volunteer with a Portland-based organization like Dignity Village, a self-determined 
community of persons experiencing homelessness. But then my partner Alex and I 
moved to West Salem, a suburb in northwest Salem, Oregon, and immediately began 
experiencing implicit segregation via explicit classism, racism, and ableism. As we 
settled into our new community, we witnessed several instances of social injustice, 
identified the effects of gentrification, and encountered xenophobia.

I brought those experiences with me into my capstone, where I chose to focus on tribal 
communities, communities of people experiencing homelessness and displacement, 
and communities experiencing gentrification and the resulting forms of oppression 
through the displacement and segregation caused by gentrification. The organizations I 
began my work with were my own tribe, the Confederated Tribes of Siletz; the 
Confederated Tribes of Grand Ronde; and the community residents and people 
experiencing homelessness residing in West Salem. 

I started out meaning only to volunteer at these organizations. By the end of the 
capstone, my relationship to the Confederated Tribes of Siletz had changed from 
volunteer to contracted employee. My internship at the Confederated Tribes of Grand 
Ronde resulted in an expansion in the projects and issues I addressed, including the 
prevention of domestic and sexual violence and the support of Two Spirit persons. 
And my endeavor to start a community garden in West Salem along the Willamette 
River at Wallace Marine Park resulted in developing not only a garden, but also a food 
pantry and community board within my own apartment complex to gain support and 
build alliances in my continued effort to provide people with access to healthy food. 
Through the remainder of this reflection, I will focus on the food pantry, but 
information about my other projects is accessible through our course website (http://
ecapdx.weebly.com/community-gardens-and-food-shares-domestic-violence-and-
sexual-assault-prevention-program-two-spirit-support-group.html).
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Alex and I have been those people who could not afford real food at certain points in 
our lives. At the time, we felt ostracized by community gardens in our area because 
they were religiously affiliated and we were not. We felt like we shouldn’t have to 
exchange our identities as non-spiritual people in order to obtain access to a 
community-based resource. Also, it felt like charity to have to ask to join a garden 
rather than being invited. We believed that many of the people in West Salem also felt 
this way, and it turns out we were right. 

Alex and I have no money. But we had lots of seeds and a bunch of corkboards lying 
around. So we put up a community message board and a sign jotted sloppily on white 
copy paper in permanent marker that read “Food Pantry: Take and Leave Food.” We 
left some canned and boxed foods we had lying around in a storage bin. It didn’t look 
like much, but it was all we had. But within an hour there were about fifty pounds of 
donated food overflowing the storage bin. Within another hour most of the food was 
gone, along with our bins. (Lesson learned: Make a sign about the bins not being up 
for grabs!)

As I reflect on the meaning this course has had for me, I realize that what really drew 
me to it in the first place was the aspect of self-determination. I have always felt like 
volunteering was a great cause, but that doing it for short stints and letting others do 
the heavy work of identifying problems, problem-solving, and instigating change 
wasn’t true community action. Taking on an injustice can feel intimidating and make 
working toward effective change seem impossible. This class allows students to try 
this out on their own while having grounded weekly support. Hearing other people 
discuss their projects and causes was inspiring. I think we can often feel very alone in 
our causes and being a part of a group really combated those feelings.

This experience allowed me to initiate several agendas within my own communities 
and to push for expansion within organizations I was already affiliated with. In this 
work, I was inspired to address not one but several issues in communities where 
members of target identities—indigenous, economically disadvantaged, Two Spirit—
encounter oppression, identify the source of the structural inequality, and formulate a 
plan to enact change and incite awareness around these issues. Taking on a task of this 
magnitude was scary for me, as it meant having to be self-disciplined in my time 
management, trust in my education and intellect, and interact with professionals as 
their equal. 

At the end of our course we were asked what metaphor comes to mind in relation to 
being an agent of change. I couldn’t think of an inspiring or creative metaphor. I 
couldn’t really think of a metaphor at all. What I did think of is what it feels like to be 
a genuine and true citizen. At times I felt like the Queen of Red Tape, and other times 
I felt like a workhorse. Mostly, though, I felt things changing. My outlook on life was 
changing. My partner and I were becoming just that—true partners—in every sense of 
the word. Other people were starting to listen, share, and reach out, and we practiced 
listening, sharing, and reaching out, too.
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Having gone through this capstone and having the chance to initiate projects as I went 
along gave me a real sense of what it means not only to be an agent of change, but to 
be someone who works from their own moral center to effect that change. It is hard to 
move on from this class. A grouch by nature, I will genuinely miss what came to feel 
like a center of mutual support for so many good causes, so many examples of 
effecting positive change in our world. 

The Leaders We Need Are Already Here: Melinda Roberts and  
the Portland State University Student Alliance for Ending Rape
A leader is just a fancy title for someone who isn’t satisfied with the status quo and 
refuses to be defined by it.

In a way we’re all trying to change “what is” to what we think “should be.” Who am I 
to change society? I believe Desmond Tutu put it best when he said, “If you are neutral 
in situations of injustice, you have chosen the side of the oppressor” (Brown 1984, 19). 
To me, choosing not to act is tacit approval of society’s inequities. Through the 
Effective Change Agent capstone, I expanded my role as a leader on campus to further 
develop the skills I need to be an effective health educator, community organizer, and 
ongoing agent of change, particularly around issues related to sexual violence.

A cisgender biracial woman of Native American heritage, I grew up poor and spent 
time in foster care. I am a first-generation college student who independently took on 
the decision—as well as the debt—to pursue my education. As a feminist, I am 
committed to asking different questions in the work to end sexual assault: that is, how 
can we stop perpetrators from victimizing others, rather than blaming the victim and 
assuming it’s a victim’s job not to be assaulted. 

For my capstone project, with the help of my community organization and pulling 
from my education as a health promoter and my role as a senator within student 
government, I developed a campus sexual assault prevention toolkit for student 
advocates and campus leaders. This toolkit reflects my experience as a student 
organizer to highlight specific issues surrounding prevention efforts and the need for 
policy reform. In the course of doing this work, I had countless conversations with 
individuals from all walks of life, and I met hundreds of survivors who told me about 
their experiences and the barriers they had faced as survivors, allowing themselves to 
be vulnerable in the hopes of preventing sexual violence from happening to someone 
else. Hundreds participated in our campus events, signing cards and petitions, offering 
words of support, pushing for cultural competency training around sexual assault 
services, and participating in the review of PSU’s sexual assault policy and the 
drafting of new recommendations. 

The sense of common cause I experienced within our class meetings led to 
incalculable benefits to my sense of well-being. It begins with a committed instructor 
who takes genuine interest in students’ individual projects, someone who can 
encourage people to participate in conversations and can teach how to facilitate those 
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conversations in the field. Students need a sense of ownership, but they also need to 
feel the support of an instructor who is actively involved. The feedback, evaluation, 
and mentorship professors impart are extraordinarily beneficial; to be effective change 
agents, we need instructors who can help us process a diversity of topics and 
perspectives and develop the capacity to act.

Ground rules are critical. If the class doesn’t have them, it’s impossible for individuals 
to hold each other accountable, and that makes it harder to remain interested and 
invested. In every possible way it is important to maintain an atmosphere of learning 
while not tolerating hate. Respect, understanding, and forgiveness go a long way to 
creating an atmosphere where we can explore concepts openly, without fear of 
reprisal, while also challenging oppressive views. 

In hindsight, I realize that in a lot of ways I was already a leader long before I thought 
of myself as one. I had started out my college career as a seemingly ordinary student 
who refused to accept the dominant culture’s support for domination and sexual 
violence. As I became more aware of the dynamics of interpersonal violence, I became 
more passionate about protecting my rights and the rights of those around me. We are 
all part of the human community, and, while injustice threatens us all, justice benefits 
just as many.

As a result of working on this project, I learned about my capacity to empower myself 
and deepened my sense of self-determination. It’s easy to feel like one in an ocean of 
many and to allow that thought to dissuade us from attempting to change; in working 
on this project, however, I’ve seen actual success and that has positively affected my 
self-esteem. I gotten really good feedback from friends I developed along the way and 
felt supported by, as I supported the issue and them in return. 

At the same time, within the community, I’ve developed real connections with 
survivors, public officials, teachers, administrators, other student activists, and 
community organizations—a truly diverse set of stakeholders and individuals. These 
connections will benefit me, but, equally importantly, these connections make up a 
network that will continue to build and strengthen a community-based response to 
sexual violence, with or without me. 

Conclusion
The Effective Change Agent capstone constitutes a place where grassroots change-
making; personal, academic, and professional skill-building; and integrative learning 
meet. As our authors attest, the investment made by students in course settings where 
their actions have consequences—not only to each of them individually, but to their 
learning communities, as well as to the larger communities to which they belong and 
which they serve—yields powerful dividends in many ways. For individual students, 
dynamic learning occurs at many points of intersection: in the integration of past 
experience with present forms of engagement and with future aspirations; in the 
recognition of the many teachers and forms of instruction offered by both the 
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community and the academy; and in the encounter between one’s own desire to make 
positive change and the recognition of the leadership skills that have been waiting to 
be put to use all along. For learning communities, courses like this serve as containers 
for both action and reflection, and as real-time examples of how the whole is greater 
than the sum of its parts. For the communities lived in and served by our students, the 
Effective Change Agent course centers a vibrant experiment in “walking out and 
walking on” that makes real differences in our individual and communal lives.
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Online Community-Based  
Learning as the Practice of  

Freedom: The Online Capstone  
Experience at Portland State University

Deborah Smith Arthur and Zapoura Newton-Calvert

Abstract
Given the design of Portland State University’s (PSU) undergraduate curriculum 
culminating in a capstone experience, the dramatic growth in online courses and 
online enrollments required a re-thinking of the capstone model to ensure all students 
could participate in this effective learning model and have a powerful learning 
experience. In recent years, a number of capstone courses have been developed that 
are offered fully online. This article examines PSU’s development of and institutional 
support for community-based learning (CBL) capstone courses in a fully online 
format. Emerging best practices and lessons learned may be useful for other 
institutions seeking to integrate experiential elements into online learning at any level, 
including capstones.

Education either functions as an instrument which is used to facilitate 
integration of the younger generation into the logic of the present system and 
bring about conformity or it becomes the practice of freedom, the means by 
which men and women deal critically and creatively with reality and discover 
how to participate in the transformation of their world. (Paulo Freire, 
Pedagogy of the Oppressed [New York: Bloomsbury, 2000], 34)

In recent years, in response to the growing demands of students and the desire of the 
university to design more online certificate, minor, and degree pathways for PSU 
students, a number of capstone courses have been developed and offered in a fully 
online format. As part of this online course development process, program staff, 
administrators, and instructors have been exploring ways of translating what we have 
done for so many years in our rich practice of offering on-site community-based 
learning (CBL) courses to the online classroom without losing the powerful 
community partnerships, deep reflective opportunities for students, and social justice 
framework for teaching and learning. Indeed, this work revealed that online CBL is 
positioned well to provide a platform for education “as the practice of freedom” as 
described by Freire above. PSU faculty worked to discover and develop online CBL 
designs that support transformative learning experiences and address the potential 
barriers to student access and student learning and engagement presented by capstone 
courses in an online format. Clearly, online community-based learning has both 
challenges and rewards. This article examines the literature in this fairly new and 
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developing field, and looks closely at PSU’s trajectory. Potential areas for continued 
growth and improvement of online CBL are also identified. 

Literature Review
As Portland State University’s capstone program team began to realize how the 
institution’s strategic push toward increased online curricular delivery would 
potentially impact or alter a key pillar of our four-year core curriculum for students, 
we looked to the field for research regarding online community-based learning as an 
emerging practice. Also referred to in the literature as service-learning, PSU more 
frequently uses the term community-based learning (CBL). What we found was a 
small but important body of literature in this area starting in the early 2000s and 
extending to the present. Our research questions were as follows:
•  What best practices and challenges are documented in this emerging field?
•   Which of these models can best inform, support, and help us further develop our 

current practices? 
•   What gaps are there in the literature that we may be able to address based on our 

own experience in the capstone program?

The themes that emerged were threefold:
1.  The potential of online CBL to benefit a disrupted university that is grappling with 

digital learning in general;
2.  Limitations and challenges both on the administrative and faculty levels and in the 

online classroom itself;
3.  Promising practices and models (both administrative and instructional).

Because CBL online is such a new practice (or newly documented practice) and 
because the number of institutions and instructors attempting such a practice is small, 
we were able to conduct thorough research and were in the unique position of being 
able also to study current practice while simultaneously developing our own practices 
side-by-side.

The Position and Role of CBL in  
Our Current Disrupted University Setting
The intersection between CBL and “e-learning” can be articulated as an opportunity to 
expand the definition of “classroom” and disrupt traditional models of teaching and 
learning. Carver and her co-authors (2007), in their article “Toward a Model of 
Experiential E-Learning,” speak to the potential of community-based learning to 
enrich and even challenge traditional modes of online instruction by asking students to 
connect to real-world locations and current issues in a way that is not insulated. While 
traditional models of online instruction often privilege the online mode as a place for 
publication or a place to experiment with communication, community-based or 
experiential opportunities may give online students an anchor as they experiment with 
having more agency (expected in most online courses) and taking more initiative over 
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their own learning experience. Indeed, “successful learners are active, goal-directed, 
self-regulating, and assume personal responsibility for contributing to their own 
learning” (Zlotkowski and Duffy 2010). Carver and associates outline a taxonomy of 
experiential e-learning that starts with “content sharing” and ends with “direct 
experience/action learning” (1997). While the authors describe the challenging nature 
of bringing these complex pieces together in the online classroom, they reflect that 
building the learning community is a key element in overall learner and class success 
and see experiential learning as a solution to the sometimes alienating or disconnected 
placement of the learner in an online learning environment that requires student 
agency without helping the learners connect to fellow students or to the outside world.

Hamerlinch and Houle, in a 2012 presentation for the Minnesota Campus Compact, echo 
some of these themes framing two different modes of online experience: passive/
apathetic (students as media consumers) or active/engaged (students as media 
participants and creators). They also point to attitudes of instructors about online 
instruction, citing a 2010 statistic from the Chronicle of Higher Education article 
“Faculty Views about Online Learning”: 82.1% of faculty members (from sixty-nine 
colleges/universities, based on 10,720 faculty member interviews) view online learning 
as inferior to face-to-face learning. This attitude alone frames the way our institutions 
may view online learning even in the face of a push to digitize our curriculum and to 
invite more students to attend our schools and even earn their degrees via distance 
education. Much like the Carver and others (2007) piece, these authors emphasize a 
necessary social presence as important to successful engagement of students online; 
unlike the Carver piece, these authors emphasize the social presence of the online 
instructor in their role as facilitator. With this focus on the faculty role, Hamerlinch and 
Houle also point to the need for traditional community-based learning or service-learning 
practitioners to re-envision what “service” can and should mean in an online space. 

Echoing this theme, Waldner, McGorry, and Widener (2012) describe online learning as 
a “facilitator rather than a barrier to service-learning” and state that “e-service-learning” 
holds the potential to transform both service-learning and online learning by freeing 
service-learning from geographical constraints and by equipping online learning with a 
tool to promote engagement (123). Waldner and her co-authors describe an emerging 
e-service-learning typology with a spectrum of service learning, from traditional on-site 
service all the way to what they term “extreme e-service-learning,” which takes place 
entirely online. The importance of these pathways lies in the flexibility both for 
instructors and students of this potential teaching and learning model. 

In Community Engagement 2.0? Dialogues on the Future of the Civic in the Disrupted 
University, Crabill and Butin (2014) dig deeply into the tension and the possibility 
between the digital and the civic. This book is framed by the overarching question of 
the role of community-based and placed-based learning in higher education, which is 
becoming increasingly less place-based itself and more virtual. Other questions raised 
include the issue of the heavy labor and deep relationships of CBL, in contrast to an 
online format that can trend toward the mechanical/impersonal. The question also 
arises: How does CBL transform online classrooms for the better or the worse? Can 
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the disruption of technology in higher education serve as an opportunity to rethink 
civic engagement and the way we use it in our pedagogy? CBL may be the way to 
firmly ground online learning.

Limitations and Challenges
Because this body of research and writing on online CBL is still young, there is a great 
sense of optimism and hope described in the literature that often details new courses 
running online and using CBL as a pedagogical framework. The extant literature also 
alludes to the challenges and limitations that face instructors, students, and institutions 
in this work. Capstone courses are a required course for PSU undergraduates, so both 
institutional and instructor motivation exists to undertake the heavy redesign and 
critical thinking processes required to create an effective online CBL course. In 
institutions where CBL is not required, faculty may be more hesitant to take on the 
demands necessitated by this process.

These challenges can inform us in our own work and also point to future research that 
is needed on this emerging teaching and learning pedagogy. Major challenges arise 
around the difficulty of moving beyond a simple translation of the face-to-face course 
into an online offering, the workload/time commitments of online students, the 
community partnership, geographical limitations, and technology training for all 
involved parties. Again, since the research is still young, sample sizes and longevity of 
studies are still small or limited. 

Strait and Sauer (2004) offer some of the earliest research on models of e-service-
learning, with special focus on a model where students each have a different 
community partner. Here, the challenge is managing each community partnership, 
verifying volunteer work, and supporting each volunteer in his or her unique work. 
Another challenge in e-service-learning, as described by Strait and Sauer, is the self-
selected student population in online classes and their personal work and family loads. 
They estimate that most of their online students work a forty-hour work week. 
Similarly, Waldner and others (2011) describe the challenge of online students who 
carry a heavy workload outside of the classroom and the often accelerated pace of 
online courses.

Carver and co-authors (2007) emphasize the challenge of breaking out of the 
traditional classroom course design, mindset, and teaching methods in order to liberate 
our thinking in online learning spaces for the best outcomes. They find this traditional 
mindset to be one of the most challenging obstacles. They point to the need for more 
instruction and facilitation around “agency, belonging, and competence” as key to 
facing and meeting these challenges.

Waldner, McGorry, and Widener (2010) note small sample size in online CBL (as is 
the case in much of the early research) and lack of comparison in outcomes between 
face-to-face offerings and their online counterparts. Training for all involved parties 
(instructor, community partner, student) is recommended; again, compressed term 
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length and the increasingly busy schedules of students may prevent full participation in 
these efforts. Technology barriers themselves, such as lack of adequate access to 
technology at home and lack of training in video/chat, can prevent full meeting of 
learning outcomes.

Promising Practices and Models
Gaytan and McEwen (2007) discuss effective models for assessment, encouraging 
multiple examples and examining the intersection between effective assessment and 
overall effective online teaching in a community-based course. Using faculty and 
student surveys, the researchers conclude that (a) training for instructors specifically in 
online teaching techniques is a benefit to any online CBL course; (b) assessment is 
most meaningful when it comes in different modes (synchronous, asynchronous, peer, 
self, and instructor); and (c) assessment in online courses should be very timely, with a 
quick turnaround, so that students may draw the most meaning out of feedback. The 
authors recommend additional research into innovative uses of technology for 
assessment and increased student learning as part of the feedback loop.

In “Teaching and Learning Social Justice through Online Service-Learning Courses,” a 
touchstone article by Guthrie and McCracken (2010), the authors delve into the 
question of how to create a space to connect and collaborate on the deep level needed 
for a transformative learning experience online. They recommend on-site service, 
rather than virtual, and encourage instructors to make technology a focus of discussion 
in terms of its possible role in reflection, connection, and social justice work. Malvey, 
Hamby, and Fottler (2006) found that the use of synchronous learning opportunities 
(video streaming and text-based chat rooms) benefited the learning community as a 
whole and deepened learning outcomes. And Pearce (2009) adds an important piece to 
this puzzle with his study of non-geographically based CBL partnerships, focusing on 
using Appropedia (www.appropedia.org) as a virtual space to collaborate and meet 
deeper community needs while being geographically dispersed.

The role of the community partner in transformative online CBL is also examined in 
the literature. Waldner and her co-authors (2011) present a case study in their article 
“Serving Up Justice: Fusing Service Learning and Social Equity in the Public 
Administration Classroom,” describing a partnership with a local government agency 
as transformative to the way students engaged with and understood the course content 
through a social justice and cultural competency lens. A key recommendation is joint 
development of the content and the syllabus with the community partner and engaging 
the community partner in recorded or real-time learning activities/discussions. 
Likewise, Kane and Lee (2014) encourage development of a close working 
relationship and good communication between the instructor and community partner, 
finding digital means of documentation of the work (video/photo). They use a digital 
storybook as the primary means for both reflection and documentation/verification of 
the actual community work. 
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Historical Framework of Online Capstones  
and Institutional Support for Online CBL at PSU
In the late 1990s, PSU established the Extended Campus Center, located in Salem, 
Oregon, which offered online options for students to complete courses and degrees in 
the social sciences and liberal arts. Over the years, this center was the primary 
administrative home for online course offerings. In 2013, because of what Kaur (2013) 
described as “a consistent migration of students to online classes,” this center was 
officially closed in favor of focusing on university-wide support for online learning.
 
A limited number of capstone courses have been utilizing technology for some time 
now. In the mid-2000s, courses began to move to a hybrid format, and a few additional 
courses began to be offered fully online. The earliest online capstone offerings were 
grant writing or media-based capstones, with the community-based element of the 
course happening online, as opposed to on-site. Faculty with an interest in moving to 
an online format or creating a new course online developed these courses without 
much formal institutional support. Technologies utilized at that time tended to be 
restricted to the learning platforms adopted by the university, starting with WebCT, 
then Blackboard, and currently Desire to Learn (D2L). Additionally, some instructors 
began to use YouTube as a delivery platform. These online capstone course offerings 
were few, and the instructors designing and instructing them were in many ways 
“flying solo.” Capstone faculty involved in teaching hybrid or online courses did, in 
fact, take advantage of some of the earliest online professional support opportunities 
offered by the university, including workshops supporting hybrid teaching and 
learning. However, even with the professional support that was available, so little was 
known then about teaching and learning CBL online that in many ways these early 
pioneers were breaking into new territory.

In June 2013, the Office of Academic Innovation (OAI) was created at PSU. Prior to 
that time, technology support as well as teaching and learning support was available 
for faculty, but these services were provided by three separate and distinct offices: the 
Office of Information Technology (OIT), the Center for Academic Excellence (CAE), 
and the Center for Online Learning (COL). Support for faculty teaching CBL online 
was available, but scattered. Faculty members were often left to search out and 
familiarize themselves with new technologies on their own, reaching out to OIT for 
technical support as needed and/or arranging separate consultation meetings with CAE 
or COL staff. 

Following an extensive consultation process with faculty and staff across the 
institution, the new, comprehensive Office of Academic Innovation was formed. 
Under the direction of the vice provost and OAI directors, OAI provides leadership 
and support for campus activities that explore and promote excellence in teaching and 
learning, innovative curricular technology use, and CBL. Many instructors who now 
teach online CBL courses found the merger of technology support with teaching and 
learning support into one office to be a very helpful development. OAI supports 
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campus initiatives that respond to changing curricular and educational delivery 
models; improve student success; and value the importance of teaching, learning, and 
assessment. In practice, this includes offering frequent workshops for faculty focusing 
on a variety of new technologies, CBL course syllabi development, creating accessible 
course videos, timing and logistics for online and hybrid courses, and screen casting, 
to name a few. 

In addition to hosting these frequent drop-in workshops, from time to time OAI offers 
the opportunity to participate in more intensive work groups, in which a small group 
of instructors work closely together, with a facilitator, on specific skills that support 
successful online CBL courses. OAI instructional designers are available for one-on-
one consultation as well, and many faculty have found it helpful to work with an 
online course designer in the development of and the maintenance of their online 
community-based capstones. OAI also boasts a robust faculty-in-residence program, 
through which a full-time faculty member is engaged with OAI in a part-time 
appointment, in order to focus on providing leadership on strategic initiatives that are a 
priority for the university. In the past several years, these roles have included Faculty-
in-Residence for Engagement, collaborating with OAI to explore new modalities for 
online CBL, and Faculty-in-Residence for Learning Technology, collaborating with 
OAI staff to explore innovative technology tools for student success, among others. 
Finally, OAI recently created the position of Teaching, Learning, and Engagement 
Associate to develop, implement, and evaluate teaching, engagement, and CBL 
programming sponsored by OAI. This is a unique position that focuses on faculty 
support in both the implementation and assessment of CBL both in traditional and 
online settings. The development of OAI and all that it offers is a great benefit to the 
whole campus, and faculty teaching CBL online courses are especially excited about 
this new office and the tremendous support and innovation it provides. 

Also in 2013, Portland State University launched its reTHINK PSU project, to “deliver 
an education that serves more students with better outcomes, while containing costs 
through curricular innovation, community engagement, and effective use of 
technology” (https://www.pdx.edu/oai/rethink-psu). This initiative funded projects that 
would enhance online learning and the innovative use of technology in advancing and 
supporting student success and graduation rates. University Studies (UNST), the four-
year general education program at PSU and home of the Senior Capstone, was 
awarded a grant to create online general education pathways. Because of increased 
degree and minor pathways online, the capstone program anticipated increased need 
for online capstone offerings and asked instructors with strong course evaluations in 
on-site capstones to pilot online versions. From this initiative, in addition to positive 
outcomes at other levels of the University Studies program, six new online capstone 
courses were developed. Project facilitators worked closely with OAI from project 
inception to completion. Additionally, a point person for continued support of online 
pedagogy, an experienced capstone faculty member with extensive experience in 
teaching and learning online, is employed through University Studies.
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While there is a good amount of institutional support for online CBL pedagogy 
available from the wider university, OAI, and University Studies, additional supports 
could make online capstone courses even stronger. Additional resources for technology 
for both faculty (including adjunct faculty) and students are recommended. Faculty 
would benefit from a university-wide adoption of enhanced technology tools, such as 
VoiceThread to complement D2L. (Currently VoiceThread licensure is offered to only 
a select few faculty). While a satisfactory “home base” for online courses, D2L does 
not allow for the deeper, face-to-face connection that other platforms can provide. The 
creation of a strong classroom community is enhanced with additional audio and visual 
options. Also, it takes a substantial amount of time to develop and revise online 
courses in order to keep current with the latest technological advances. Faculty would 
benefit from temporal and fiscal support to sustain this work. Later in the article we 
address the need for better technology access and supports for students. These supports 
could include practice courses in order to familiarize students with the technology; 
clear, across-the-board expectations for what online learning is and is not; and better 
access to the technology tools necessary to engage in a deep level with online learning. 
Online CBL would also benefit from an overall shift in institutional attitude about the 
validity of online learning. While reTHINK and the accompanying projects did a great 
deal to enhance positive attitudes about online learning, there are still segments of the 
PSU campus, and indeed, many higher education faculty nationally, that view online 
learning as somehow less rigorous than, and inferior to, face-to-face learning, for both 
faculty and students, which, indeed, is not the case (Hamerlinch and Houle 2012).

A Closer Look: Case Studies
Reporting Live: A Study Abroad Capstone
Reporting Live is an international capstone course that, via blog, connects Oregon 
middle school classrooms with study abroad students while they are overseas. 
Grounded in peace journalism and intercultural competence theory, this capstone 
consists of a pre-departure orientation, ten weeks of interactive blogging, and a final 
in-person celebration with the partner middle school classroom when the student 
returns from study abroad (or online if the student remains abroad).

As made clear on the course website, http://www.pdx.edu/capstone-reportinglive/: 

There are two program objectives. The first is to supplement middle grade 
social studies, language arts, and/or foreign language curriculum, and to 
support state learning standards with a fun and easy-to-use social media tool. 
The goal is to maximize experiential learning while minimizing outside 
teacher prep time.

The other program objective is to enrich the overseas experience of the 
participating study abroad students. By framing these students as peace 
journalists and providing them a readership of young learners, the students are 
poised to approach their new context with sharpened senses and a critical 
mind. Observation, asking questions, suspending judgment, building 
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relationships, and seeking out voices that are missing from the dominant 
discourse are all attributes of peace journalism, the practice of which will 
enable the study abroad students (and middle school students back home) to 
meaningfully connect across cultural difference.

This online course was developed by a new instructor in 2011. The instructor had no 
online teaching experience but had a background in international conflict resolution, 
had studied online, had previously taught middle school students, and had lived and 
studied abroad. All of these lived experiences culminated in this course proposal to the 
capstone committee, which was accepted and supported. 

In this capstone, which operates in partnership with the Office of International Affairs 
Education Abroad office at PSU, students must apply to participate. Requirements to 
enroll include studying or interning abroad at time of participation and having regular 
access to the Internet while abroad. Beyond that, the application process examines 
study abroad destinations and logistics, a survey of previous travel experience, and an 
examination of online communication skills. A statement of intent is also required, 
which gives the student an opportunity to discuss why they want to participate, how 
they plan to engage middle school students, what aspects of their host country they 
think will most interest middle school students, and how their major will inform their 
reporting. All of this information helps the instructor to include students that are well 
prepared for this international learning-through-serving experience.

In most cases, the instructor arranges partnerships between middle school teachers and 
the capstone students. There is an ever-evolving pool of participating classrooms, 
some of which have partnered with the program from the beginning and others trying 
it out for the first time. Originally, all partner teachers were within the Portland Public 
School district, but the program expanded outside the city, and even the state, with the 
realization that partnerships between students and their own former teachers were 
much more robust and interactive. For students who work with teachers that they 
themselves had in middle school, there is an added personalized and special 
experience, an extra sense of giving back. 

Students in this online CBL capstone are required to attend one in-person meeting 
together prior to the start of the term. This is the pre-departure orientation. As part of 
this orientation, the instructor invites previous participants to share their stories and 
experiences with the incoming students. This one face-to-face meeting helps students 
begin to feel connected to one another in this experience, which supports a strong 
sense of community among students throughout the term. Additionally, prior to the 
start of the term, students are required to meet in person or virtually with the middle 
school teacher that they are paired with to discuss the upcoming term and the use of 
the blog in the middle school classroom. There are a great variety of classrooms that 
participate, so it is essential that capstone students learn and understand the unique 
needs and interests of their audience to enable them to successfully customize their 
blog. This pre-term meeting allows them to do that.
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The CBL aspect of this course is almost entirely virtual. Each week of the ten-week 
term, students are required to make a blog post, sharing stories about their adventures 
abroad and highlighting various aspects of culture and geography. The instructor 
developed the assignments for the posts around state standards for middle school 
learning in order to make the posts most useful for the middle school teachers. 
Teachers engage their students with the posts in a variety of ways. Additionally, 
capstone students are required to read a minimum of two of their colleagues’ blogs 
each week and respond to one another. This also contributes to a strong community 
feel among capstone students. In addition to their blog posts, capstone students are 
required to complete assigned readings and to reflect and respond in an online 
discussion forum utilizing the D2L platform. Finally, at the end of the term, and upon 
the capstone students’ return home, there is a celebration with the partnering middle 
school classroom. These in-person gatherings provide valuable closure for both the 
classroom and the capstone student, allowing them to commemorate their learning 
experience together through cultural song, dance, food, and other activities. For those 
unable to return within the K-12 academic school year, students hold the celebration 
virtually, finding creative ways to make the experience special. 

The Reporting Live capstone is a successful offering, attracting full enrollment each term 
with study abroad students who want to simultaneously complete their capstone 
requirement. A review of the capstone students’ blogs (available on the course website) 
indicates that most capstone students find that the experience of framing their travel and 
study abroad in a way that is also informative and useful for middle school students and 
teachers enriched their own experience. Additionally, course assignments are consistently 
updated to align with changing state standards. From the instructor’s perspective, the 
most challenging aspect of the course is managing the variety of community 
partnerships, which involve different teachers, schools, and districts. Indeed, research 
confirms the challenge of a multi-community partner model (Strait and Sauer 2004). 

Mobilizing Hope Capstone: Engaged Spirituality
This online capstone course was developed in the summer of 2013, during the early 
stages of the reTHINK PSU project mentioned previously which encouraged and 
supported the development of increased online capstone offerings. After thorough 
review of the course proposal by the capstone committee, the course was accepted, 
with the recommendation to work closely with other faculty and instructional 
designers from OAI for assistance in developing the fully online course format. At the 
time that the course was developed, support for online CBL instruction was not yet 
established in a uniform manner, but was available ad hoc. The instructor worked 
individually with an instructional designer, as well as with the Faculty-in-Residence 
for Community-Based Online Learning in the OAI, to become familiar with a variety 
of teaching and learning online tools and to develop the online course structure. 

Despite several years of teaching hybrid courses using the D2L format, this fully 
online capstone was a new experience for the instructor (who at one point in time 
would have described herself as a “technophobe”). Teaching fully online meant that 
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the instructor could not rely upon those once a week face-to-face sessions to build a 
relationship with students that she was familiar with in-person or through hybrid 
teaching. Additionally, while the instructor was acquainted with and had been using 
D2L for a number of years in hybrid courses, she felt that the ability to engage with 
students on a deep level and to support them in engaging and collaborating with one 
another, as is required for successful and transformative online community-based 
teaching and learning (Guthrie and McCracken 2010), would be limited by using only 
that tool. Identifying and becoming adept with other technology tools that would allow 
for deeper engagement and relationship building was an initial hurdle. Thankfully, 
other, more seasoned online faculty members were available for support and ideas. A 
series of work sessions one-on-one with the Faculty-in-Residence for Community-
Based Online Learning was also extremely helpful in this regard. 

The Mobilizing Hope capstone course asks students to examine and discuss their own 
spiritual traditions, beliefs, and wonderings, and use this set of traditions and beliefs as 
a springboard and a foundation for social justice activism on an issue of their 
choosing. Additionally, this course empowers students to become involved in social 
justice work in the community, addressing a wide variety of issues and areas, 
depending on their passions and interests. Students are required to develop their own 
partnerships and/or social justice projects and to work during the course of the term on 
these. As mentioned by Strait and Sauer (2004), managing multiple community 
partnerships can be challenging for faculty, but also has its rewards. The wide variety 
of CBL work allows students to examine varied content associated with that work and 
provides for a rich learning environment. As recommended by Guthrie and McCracken 
(2010), the CBL is on-site in the community rather than virtual in this course.

A great deal of work happens prior to the start of the term beyond typical course 
preparation. The instructor must assist with the development of, and approve, all CBL 
partnerships and projects. This requires that the instructor be in communication with 
students well before the start of the term (in fact, shortly after students’ registration in 
the course) to work with students in developing appropriate projects for the upcoming 
term, so that their CBL can begin at the start of the term. Additionally, students must 
review and sign an Assumption of Risk and Release of Liability form for PSU as well 
as a Partnership Agreement, the latter of which is also signed by the faculty member 
and a representative of the community partner, so all expectations and requirements 
are clearly delineated. 

Two main technology tools for teaching and learning online are utilized in this course: 
D2L and VoiceThread. The combination of these tools seems to work well together, 
allowing for a basic course shell, or “home base,” with announcements, assignments, 
and similar items housed on D2L, and a deeper engagement with one another as a 
class community and with course material and content through VoiceThread. Clear 
guidelines and structure are especially important in an online classroom space so that 
students feel connected and understand the flow of the course (Palloff and Pratt 2007), 
and the Mobilizing Hope capstone is set up with expectations that are the same each 
week. Students are expected to complete roughly twenty hours of CBL over the course 
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of the term. Each week, using VoiceThread (which allows for audio and video posting, 
along with a text option), students are required to report to the class community an 
update about their CBL for that week. In addition to their own report, students are 
required to reply to the postings of two colleagues, at a minimum, in a meaningful 
way: to support them, brainstorm an issue, congratulate them, ask a question, make a 
connection, or whatever makes sense in the context of that week’s blogs. 

VoiceThread is also used for the weekly discussion regarding the assigned readings. 
These discussions are asynchronous, and as previously mentioned, text, audio, and 
video responses are permitted, with most students utilizing the audio and video 
options. Each week, as with the CBL reports, students are asked to respond by making 
an original post in response to the question(s) posed by the instructor, and then also to 
reply to a minimum of two colleagues in a meaningful way, referring to the readings 
in the discussion.

Finally, there is the group work aspect of the course. In small groups based upon the 
nature of their CBL projects, students find and post articles, videos, discussion 
questions, and other material, allowing them to delve deeper into the content of their 
particular social justice issue. These discussions take place on D2L. These smaller 
group discussions are surprisingly rich and diverse and are a favorite aspect of the 
course, based on student evaluations.

The level of engagement of students in this online capstone has been impressive. 
While a few students each term inevitably fall into the “passive/apathetic” category 
(Hamerlinch and Houle 2012), the majority of students seem to appreciate the use of 
VoiceThread and engage quite well, as if they were in a classroom discussion. The 
only difference is that the discussion takes place over the period of a week, 
asynchronously, and from different places, free from geographical constraints, instead 
of over an hour in a classroom.

From the faculty perspective, one aspect of this course that should be highlighted and 
celebrated is the fact that students are able to participate in so many different CBL 
projects in a variety of geographical areas, adding a rich dimension to the course 
discussions and student learning. For example, a student developed a partnership with 
an equine therapy group, developing a project whereby she brought horses into a youth 
correctional facility in Oregon to provide equine therapy for incarcerated young men.
Another example involves a student who partnered with Stand Up 4 Kids in Houston, 
Texas, for his CBL, working to end the cycle of youth homelessness. He had recently 
moved to Texas and wanted to finish his PSU degree, and this online capstone was a 
perfect fit for him. Another student also had recently moved away from Portland and 
needed to complete his capstone; he worked for an after-school mentoring program in 
California to engage in his community-based work. Several students have completed 
the course from abroad, conducting CBL in another country. These diverse CBL 
opportunities from various geographical areas could only happen in an online CBL 
course, and they add richness to the course and to the discussion that is not found in a 
traditional CBL classroom.
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This course could continue to be improved by developing more interaction and course 
involvement with each of the community partners. Currently, there is interaction 
between the community partners and the instructor before the start of the term, at the 
set-up phase, and again at the close of the term, at the review-of-the-term stage, but an 
ongoing relationship throughout the term and participation in the course activities and 
dialogue, in general, is lacking and could add a rich element to the teaching and 
learning (Kane and Lee 2014). Additionally, synchronous learning opportunities have 
not yet been incorporated into this course, which according to Malvey, Hamby, and 
Fottler (2006) could serve to deepen the learning outcomes.

Social Justice in K-12 Education:  
Addressing Opportunity Gaps and Advocating for Change
The Social Justice in K-12 Education capstone was transformed from a traditional 
face-to-face offering to a fully online model in winter term 2014. This course focuses 
on public conversations, policy, and practices surrounding the concept of “opportunity 
gaps” for students in the Portland metropolitan area. In this capstone, we frame our 
exploration by looking at four wealth/opportunity gaps (international, racial, economic, 
and systemic) as students work in community education sites with the goal of 
ultimately becoming more deeply engaged in local and national communities through 
their social change work. The focus is on current local and national education issues, 
educational equity in public education, and hands-on and virtual tools for 
transformative social action. Capstone students work either on-site, engaging directly 
with youth (recommended), or virtually, with an education advocacy organization 
(under special circumstances).

The instructor, who has a longstanding partnership with several local organizations, 
arranges on-site CBL placements for students in the Portland area. Remote students 
completing on-site CBL, as well as students needing virtual online placements, are 
supported through various volunteer guides and search engines to find their own 
placement with a local education nonprofit or school, or with an education advocacy 
organization. Students are given email and phone scripts in addition to information on 
other protocols for contact and modes of introduction/communication to assist them in 
connecting with potential community partners. Additionally, the course is currently 
exploring a virtual relationship with the writing center at Roosevelt High School in 
north Portland. In all cases, on-site and virtual, a CBL agreement letter is signed and 
submitted to the instructor from the student and community partner. A mid-term email 
check-in and a final feedback form submitted by the community partner directly to the 
instructor are also required to verify and evaluate the CBL work.

The students who register for this course are approximately 75 percent local and 25 
percent outside of the Portland metro area. Because issues of educational equity are 
fairly consistent across states in the United States, it is often fairly easy to identify 
community partners in any state where a student may reside or any city outside of the 
Portland metro region. Thus, on-site volunteering is the norm for students outside of 
the local area. In general, two or three students each term choose a virtual option. 
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Being able to incorporate students from multiple geographical areas and to embrace 
students who may have to volunteer via a virtual option (due to work, home, or other 
factors) encourages equity in access to this social justice topic and allows us to have a 
diverse student population (parent students, working students, and others) participating 
in a dynamic way.

As with the Mobilizing Hope capstone, this online capstone course was developed 
through the reTHINK project’s “pathways” initiative. With over ten years of online 
teaching experience, the instructor was a strong candidate to bridge the gap between 
CBL and online learning and was able not only to develop this course but also to serve 
as a faculty-in-residence for OAI, supporting other faculty during their online course 
development processes. While the Social Justice in K-12 Education capstone was 
already an approved face-to-face offering, moving it online did require that a revised 
proposal be submitted to the capstone committee. Instructors proposing to move a 
traditionally face-to-face capstone online are asked to detail changes to community 
partnerships, how reflection/group work will be incorporated online, and in what ways 
students will be provided ample spaces to discuss and engage with each other in the 
learning community. The capstone committee offers feedback and recommendations 
and is particularly careful in the approval process for online courses, as the program 
has been very strategic in creating its online offerings to the same standard of 
engagement as hybrid or face-to-face offerings. After feedback and approval from the 
capstone committee, the instructor worked with instructional designers at OAI to 
create course modules and to discuss the “look” of the course. Due to years of online 
experience, pedagogy training, and teaching, the instructor was able to design the 
course with little outside technical support. This background in teaching with 
technology has been invaluable to the success of the course and the ease of transition. 
Even with a strong background and years of experience in teaching with technology, 
the instructor found the issues of making contact and setting up community 
partnerships early (before the term’s start date), creating multiple volunteer pathways/
community partnerships, and making space for a highly engaged discussion forum to 
be the most challenging aspects of the design process.

Because PSU runs on a quarter system, it is a challenge to establish community 
partners with geographically dispersed students quickly. It is important to 
communicate with students both about their community work and about the virtual 
nature of the class before the term begins. This instructor created a virtual “toolkit” for 
students that resides on her blog, “PDX Education Action Network” (www.pdxean.
wordpress.com). The toolkit is password protected, and students are given access via a 
“welcome” email distributed to them upon registration for the class. Inside the toolkit, 
students find information about the instructor, the history of the class, the context for 
community partnerships, the CBL agreement form, and a test forum for VoiceThread, 
the primary discussion tool in the course. Students are also asked to contact the 
instructor prior to the start of the term, and a brief phone conversation orients them to 
the details of the course. The combination of the toolkit and early phone and email 
conversations to set up the partnerships and to discuss the way the course works gives 
students a running start to the course. 
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In terms of creating spaces for the deep reflection and discussion that is the heart of this 
kind of learning, the instructor uses a formula of optional synchronous discussion 
sessions three times each term in Google Hangouts and weekly asynchronous 
discussions using VoiceThread as the forum. The three synchronous sessions include the 
optional course orientation in the first week of the course, a community volunteer work 
check-in in the fourth week, and a CBL check-in and discussion of privilege in the 
seventh week. PSU uses Google as its email platform, so each student in the course has 
a Gmail account and easy access to Google Hangouts. All students are invited to 
participate in an evening discussion from 8:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m. This ensures that most 
students are home from work and school and that parenting students have settled their 
children for the night. In the orientation session, the discussion covers the course 
syllabus, course components, tips for success, and ample time for introductions and a 
question-and-answer session. In the check-ins during weeks four and seven, there is a 
simple agenda, and the conversation evolves, naturally, around questions arising from 
the CBL work, feedback, the need for advice/troubleshooting, and so on. In general, 
two-thirds of the class participates in each Google Hangout. An alternative asynchronous 
VoiceThread forum for students who are unable to participate is also provided.

The weekly discussion forums take place using VoiceThread. This tool allows students 
to post their thoughts not only in text form but also, and primarily, in video or audio 
form. The instructor facilitates the discussions in the first and second weeks of the 
course to model best practices. In the second week of the term, the class participates in 
a meta-discussion about what VoiceThread does best, as well as its limitations, and 
authors guidelines for discussions through this course. These guidelines are then used 
to assess engagement in the weekly conversations throughout the term. By the third 
week of the term, students begin to co-facilitate discussion by submitting their own 
prompts and serving as facilitators throughout the week, checking in each day to make 
connections, ask questions, bring in resources, and so on. Because discussions are 
student-led, there is a higher level of engagement both from facilitators and 
participants. Participating students want to support their peers in their efforts and feel 
more motivated by discussion that is arising from their fellow students. Each facilitator 
submits a self-evaluation of engagement after their week of facilitation; the student 
discusses their strengths and areas for growth, in addition to how to be a strong 
participant in discussions led by their fellow students going forward.

Group work, another required element of all capstone courses, takes place in the form 
of the Participating in Community (PIC) team project. While the primary CBL 
placements are arranged by the instructor, the PIC is an opportunity for students to 
push themselves to grow and to act with Mitchell’s (2008) three critical service-
learning goals in mind: building authentic relationships, redistributing power, and 
working from a social change perspective. These PIC team projects can take very 
different end-product forms. All must include 1) a positive direct or indirect impact on 
kids/families to support educational equity in some way; 2) hands-on (face to face or 
virtual) engagement of people outside of the PSU classroom; and 3) analysis of the 
process, the end result, and future possibilities for continued work/engagement. At the 
beginning of the term, students self-select into one of three umbrella themes 
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addressing school inequities. Team composition is determined based on student 
schedules and availability. Teams define their own project work, goals, and actions; 
past teams have initiated work with local nonprofits, libraries, schools, and grassroots 
organizations to take action on issues related to educational equity that are important 
to the team. The end product of the PIC is a video story showcased within a blog post 
that is shared publicly on the course blog.

Common Themes
As indicated by these case studies, online capstone faculty agree upon some essential 
common elements and practices in their work. 
1.  Faculty should expect to spend substantial preparation time prior to the start of the 

term, even more so than for a face-to-face course. Early communication with 
community partners and students, distributing and gathering all the necessary 
paperwork, and familiarity with the best use of various technology platforms are all 
elements to be handled before the term begins. 

2.  Online CBL students need access to technology tools and platforms that allow for 
deep engagement with each other, with the course material, and with the instructor. 
Visual and audio contact develop stronger online learning communities. 

3.  Online CBL students need easy and frequent access to personal communication 
with faculty. Indeed, online capstone faculty often comment that they are more 
frequently and deeply engaged with and connected to their online capstone students 
than they are with students in an in-person classroom setting. A great deal of one-
on-one communication takes place, both electronically and telephonically, and, at 
times, face-to-face. Undoubtedly this requires a great amount of time and 
availability from the instructor throughout the term, but the rewards of this 
connection are great.

Assessment of Online  
Capstones: The Student Experience
Assessment of online capstone courses currently involves three aspects, including both 
formative and summative processes. As addressed in the article focused on faculty 
support, the formative assessment used is the small group instructional diagnostic, or 
SGID (see “Cultivating Community: Faculty Support for Teaching and Learning” in 
this issue). In an online setting, these feedback sessions happen using two different 
methods: (1) asynchronous group sharing by students in a VoiceThread forum or (2) a 
link to a student survey, whereby the link is provided to students, and the faculty 
member overseeing the SGID summarizes the feedback. Some faculty members 
provide incentives for a certain percentage of students to complete the surveys. Results 
are shared in an anonymous and general way with the faculty member, in order to 
assist them in strengthening the course and improving teaching and learning, as well as 
with the director of the capstone program and the director of University Studies. 
Instructors are encouraged to close the feedback loop by creating a space to debrief 
and discuss the feedback in order to strengthen the course through the end of the term. 
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Additionally, in terms of summative assessment, students complete end-of-term 
evaluations, again in an online survey format. Results are shared with the faculty 
member, the directors of both the capstone program and University Studies, as well as 
with the assessment coordinator for University Studies. The data are also considered 
when making decisions about future offerings of the course. Finally, instructors are 
asked to participate in work sample assessments, typically every other year, as 
described in the above-mentioned article.

Data collected from 223 students who were enrolled in and completed online capstone 
courses during 2013-2014, indicates that PSU is doing well in offering compelling and 
transformational online CBL courses and that there is also room for continued growth. 
With regard to the effective use of technology, over 63 percent of students agree that 
instructors use technology effectively to engage students. However, roughly 29 percent 
of students were at best neutral about the instructor’s effective use of technology to 
engage students, with the highest portion of those (15.84%) strongly disagreeing that 
technology was used effectively to engage students. Clearly, there is additional work 
to do in training and supporting online CBL faculty to use technology in more 
engaging ways in their courses. 

Likewise, a large percentage (over 65 percent) of students found their instructor to be 
easily accessible by phone, email, or through other means, while over 26 percent 
reported a neutral, or worse, experience in the accessibility of their instructor. If a 
quarter of students felt that they enjoyed less than adequate access to their instructor, 
this can certainly be improved upon.

In terms of group work, over 70 percent of students reported neutral or better in terms 
of their experience working in groups. The highest percentage of students did feel that 
the group work in the online capstones helps them to feel connected to their 
classmates. However, roughly 20 percent had a negative experience with online group 
work. A common theme was that “group work is easier in person,” but, of course, in 
today’s world so much work and collaboration does happen online, so we should be 
doing a better job of supporting students in effective online collaboration. This is an 
additional place where continued faculty and course development support is needed. 
With a growing offering of online capstone courses, additional research and 
assessment are needed and would assist the online CBL courses to continue to work 
toward meeting the needs of students and providing rigorous and transformative 
learning experiences online.

Areas for Growth: Practices for Equity in  
Access to Effective Online CBL Experiences
The capstone faculty at PSU are fortunate to have many avenues for faculty support 
and conversations about online learning as we embark on this process to increase our 
online CBL offerings. We are uniquely positioned to simultaneously participate in the 
disruption of what we have considered traditional CBL teaching and learning and have 
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administratively supported space to reflect on, challenge, and innovate our practices. 
Yes, higher education is changing; the “disrupted university” is a place where our 
assumptions about students must change. Scobey (2014) explores this topic in 
“Technology, Education, Democracy: Elements of an Emerging Paradigm,” calling us 
to question the meaning of the “public good” and the core belief that the goal of 
education is to emancipate our students in the face of efforts to digitize our curriculum 
and offer so-called access to all potential students. He challenges us to reframe our 
conversations about online learning to consider the implications of our use and 
promotion of emerging technologies while critically thinking about the many and 
sometimes conflicting realities in emerging technologies with and among our students. 

One of the most important pieces of our practice involves developing communities of 
practice; gathering with our colleagues to share, reflect, and innovate. These forums 
support practitioners, allow for the exchange of ideas to aid in the teaching process, 
promote the development of scholarship related to the work, and allow those who are 
interested but have little experience to learn from their colleagues. One of the forums 
for this collaboration took place in partnership with OAI. In the last three academic 
years, we have co-hosted two reading groups with faculty, primarily from the capstone 
program but also from across the university, with the themes of CBL online (2013) 
and social justice in online learning (2014 and 2015). Based on the experiences of our 
program directors, faculty, and students, we draw from the larger research base to 
select pertinent findings in order to answer and discuss bigger questions arising in our 
teaching practice. 

It is the 2014 and 2015 reading groups that allowed us the space and the time to really 
grapple with questions arising around access, equity for online learners, and social 
justice (both as a topic in our courses and as a practice in our university for our 
learners). The barriers to successful online learning that our students face are often 
directly related to technology training (whether students have been trained as 
consumers or as creators of technology), access to technology tools (e.g., up-to-date 
laptops), and the ability to form a real relationship with their instructor and fellow 
learners. In “Democratization of Education for Whom? Online Learning and 
Educational Equity,” Jaggers (2014) raises the basic question: Are we really 
“democratizing” education with technology? Beyond MOOCs (Massive Open Online 
Courses), how do online degree pathways and offerings improve access to higher 
education for students who would otherwise be unable to attend? And how can we in 
the capstone program, with a built-in social justice framework, start more 
conversations and practices that work toward serving our most underserved students?

In a study titled “Online Learning: Does It Help Low-Income and Underprepared 
Students,” Jaggers (2011) focuses on community college students in online courses 
and identifies three reasons why our most underserved students struggle in online 
courses: technical difficulties, increased “social distance,” and a relative lack of 
structure inherent in online courses (Jaggers 2011, 19). While the University Studies 
program at PSU has a very strong and well-developed relationship with OAI, support 
for instructors with technology, and a help desk for students, the issue of “social 
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distance” and any technology issues related to lack of access to updated technology 
tools are beyond the reach of our technical support. Instructors themselves must 
seriously consider what course design elements can reasonably be developed and used 
by our students. The institution at large may be the only entity that could make change 
in terms of access to technology tools. Jaggers also posits that providing tools for 
technology to students, offering courses to prepare students to be successful in online 
learning, and studying when/how online learning improves low-income student 
success are imperative next steps in providing true access.

We can look to the literature to find additional practices that we must consider in order 
to better support low-income students, first generation students, and students of color. 
As social justice practitioners, it is imperative that we find ways to understand and 
integrate the research and our own experiences with students to provide social justice 
learning that provides access to those who need it the most. Some best practices 
gleaned from the literature on this topic include the hiring of student advocates to 
engage with a caseload of students whom they support as they participate in their 
courses online (Garcia 2006). These advocates are not technology experts but instead 
individuals with skills around mentoring, understanding university resources, and 
relationship building. In addition, Garcia suggests integration of a practice of peer 
review by instructors of each other’s course shells prior to teaching their courses and 
throughout the life of each course (Garcia 2006). Jantz (2010), in her article “Self-
Regulation and Online Developmental Student Success,” advocates for offering 
instruction on self-regulation for online success and incentives for students (including 
technology or financial incentives for completing training to catalyze success in online 
learning). Finally, Okwumabua and co-authors (2011), in “An Exploration of African 
American Students’ Attitudes Toward Online Learning,” indicate that we must address 
the roots of the digital divide and the lack of confidence in using technology to further 
academic learning, and engage in more work around showing students explicitly how 
technology can be a tool for research, connection, and even social justice work.

Through their online CBL teaching experiences, capstone faculty have found that the 
greatest challenges they face as instructors (beyond training in innovative uses of 
technology to connect with students) are not assisting students in meeting the learning 
outcomes of deep social justice learning, reflection, and working on real social 
problems, but rather truly serving students equitably, giving our most underserved 
students meaningful access to higher education and rich online educational experiences 
allowing room for social justice learning and thinking. If CBL and critical discourse 
around social justice issues are pillars of what is considered to be a well-rounded 
higher education experience, PSU must offer rich CBL experiences to all of its online 
students. We agree with Guthrie and McCracken (2010) that experiential education is 
at the heart of social justice pedagogy. These authors call us to consider the social 
justice framework as we apply it to our online students and offerings, stating that 
“teachers instructing curricula that involve multiple levels of learning are challenged to 
maintain their focus on the social realities demonstrated in their online classrooms and 
the ways in which they impact the integration of overall learning and the application of 
technologies” (Guthrie and McCracken 2010).
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Conclusion
The capstone program at Portland State University is committed to “education as the 
practice of freedom,” as described by Paulo Freire. Capstone courses offered in an 
online setting are no different. As online capstone faculty, we seek to provide course 
structures, access to technology platforms, and deep engagement with students that 
allow and encourage them to “deal critically and creatively with reality and to...
participate in the transformation of their world” (Freire 2000, 34). Indeed, liberating 
our thinking and teaching from the traditional CBL in-person courses and classrooms 
and toward a different model for online learning spaces allows for the best 
transformational learning experiences for online capstone students (Carver et al. 2007). 
Finally, providing equity and access for underserved students is imperative for us as a 
faculty, and the next phase of our development must focus on additional practices and 
resources that we will consider and adopt in order to better address true educational 
equity through our online teaching and learning. We are grateful as a faculty for a 
visionary and immensely supportive capstone program director; a collaborative, 
innovative and reflective faculty; and the strong programmatic and institutional 
support that we receive. Our guiding principle is that we must translate all of that into 
deep and transformative learning experiences for all students.
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From Capstones to Strategic 
Partnerships: The Evolution of 

Portland State University’s Community 
Engagement and Partnership Agenda

Erin Flynn

Abstract
Portland State University’s (PSU) reputation as an engaged, urban-serving university 
continues to distinguish it both nationally and locally. Key partnerships with local, 
public, and private partners provide students, faculty, and staff with remarkable 
opportunities to contribute to the physical, social, and economic development of the 
Portland metropolitan region. This article traces the evolution of PSU’s engagement 
and partnership agenda and shares lessons learned by PSU as it seeks to better 
coordinate and centralize key components of its vast engagement and partnership 
portfolio. This reflection describes why and how PSU created an Office of Strategic 
Partnerships and the role of the newly formed PSU Partnership Council, and explores 
the challenge of striking a balance between the grassroots level of engagement and 
partnership activity and the need to take a larger, institution-wide view.

Portland State University’s (PSU) motto, “Let Knowledge Serve the City,” exemplifies 
the institution’s commitment to community engagement and partnership. For over two 
decades, community engagement and partnership have been distinguishing 
characteristics of PSU’s mission, strategies, and operations at every level. Historically, 
the clearest manifestation of this commitment has been the senior capstone 
requirement. The capstone is the culminating, senior-level course in PSU’s University 
Studies general education program, consisting of teams of students from different 
majors working together and collaborating with one or more community partners to 
complete a project addressing a real-world problem in the Portland metropolitan region. 

Community engagement and partnership emerged as a centerpiece of the PSU faculty 
and student experience due, in part, to the university’s central, urban location. PSU 
anchors the south end of downtown Portland, occupying fifty city blocks. It is a dense 
urban campus within walking distance from City Hall, most major downtown 
employers, and a short bike, bus, or car ride from myriad government agencies, 
businesses, and nonprofit organizations. Proximity was not the sole factor driving 
community engagement, however, as PSU evolved from a teaching college established 
in 1952 as part of the GI Bill to a full-service research university offering a range of 
graduate certificates and degrees. By the mid-1990’s, engagement and partnership, 
grounded in the capstone requirement, were celebrated and highlighted as a strategic 
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advantage by senior administrators who sought to forge a distinct identity for PSU as 
an urban-serving research university (Ramaley 1996, 1997).
 
Since AY 1992-93, when the capstone requirement was established, many other forms 
of community engagement and partnership have taken root across the university. 
Examples include a large body of professional service and sponsored research delivered 
by various colleges and institutes across campus to a range of local, county, and state 
government agencies, particularly in the health, education, and social service fields; a 
wide range of partnerships with local businesses and industry related to workforce 
development (e.g., internships and employment); and continuous professional 
application opportunities for fine and performing arts students with local nonprofit 
organizations. More recently, a significant body of engagement and partnership work 
has emerged related to city and regional planning and environmental sustainability. 

“Civic Leadership through Partnership”
For the better part of the past twenty-five years, the vast majority of PSU’s 
engagement and partnership work was initiated by individual faculty members, staff, 
and/or administrators who had personal relationships with nonprofit, business, and 
government leaders. Historically, the engagement and partnership agenda relied on 
individual rather than institutional relationships. 

In 2008, when Wim Wiewel became the eighth president of PSU, he established five 
guiding themes for the university, one of these being “provide civic leadership through 
partnerships.” As a scholar of city-university relations, Wiewel was well versed in the 
concept of universities as “anchor institutions”—that is, large, place-based 
organizations (public or private) advancing long-term, strategic goals related to urban 
innovation, economic and workforce development, community health, education 
reform, and real estate development in metro regions (Initiative for a Competitive Inner 
City and CEOs for Cities 2002). Upon arrival, he charged PSU to do the following:
•  Lead as a civic partner
•  Deepen engagement as a critical community asset
•  Demonstrate leadership in regional innovation 
•  Serve as an anchor institution in the metro region

To deliver on these goals, Wiewel established the new executive-level Office of 
Strategic Partnerships (OSP), organizationally situated within Research and Strategic 
Partnerships (RSP). In addition to raising the research profile of the university, RSP 
was created to develop and advance “strategic partnerships” and serve as a front door 
for community engagement. PSU defines strategic partners to be business and civic 
partners that typically involve multiple colleges and tap into a range of university 
assets, including faculty research, student labor, workforce development units, contract 
research and service, demonstration projects, and planning and development initiatives. 
These multi-faceted partnerships require coordination, management, and regular 
reporting due to the complexity and strategic and political import of the partners. 
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Three strategic partnerships had been identified and were under development in some 
shape or form when the Office of Strategic Partnerships was created in 2011. These 
included Intel, Portland General Electric (PGE), and Oregon Health and Science 
University (OHSU). 

Getting Organized
What became clear upon creation of the new Office of Strategic Partnerships in 2011 
was that PSU had little institution-wide understanding of its partnership landscape. 
Two decades of active partnership development had led to a tremendous amount of 
engagement and activity, but there had been little structured attempt at cataloging, 
documenting, or measuring the quantity, quality, or impact of this activity. While the 
capstone program had developed a structured process for tracking community 
partnerships and courses, other forms of engagement and partnership were not 
formally tracked or documented. The formation of OSP highlighted the need to 
develop a more comprehensive and systematic method for understanding and tracking 
partnership activity. Another realization was that the lack of protocol regarding 
outreach to strategic partners had resulted in a mishmash of overlapping requests from 
PSU to partners. Partners complained about the lack of coordination within PSU and 
expressed the desire for a “one-stop” point of contact that could vet requests and help 
partners navigate PSU. 

A first step for the newly formed office was development of an inventory methodology 
to enable internal and external stakeholders to quickly see the nature of an existing 
partnership. The inventory process included a five-year look at the following:
•   Identification and documentation of all sponsored research and service activity 

between PSU and each partner
•   Identification and documentation of all workforce development-related activity (e.g., 

internships, number of alumni employed by partner, and curriculum-related 
engagement with partner)

•   Capstones courses sponsored by partner
•   Philanthropic gifts and in-kind sponsorship from partner
•   Key faculty and administrative relationships with partner

The process of creating strategic partnership inventories proved challenging and time-
consuming because of the highly decentralized nature of the required pieces of 
information. Building a comprehensive inventory required data collection from 
multiple units on campus, extensive face-to-face interviews with relevant faculty and 
staff, and fact-checking with partners. The inventory process quickly revealed that 
“strategic partnerships” were composed of myriad formal and informal partnerships 
and relationships (e.g., research, technical assistance, service, capstones, internships, 
demonstration projects, philanthropy, etc.), and that it was extremely difficult to 
capture all related activity. This realization led to a broader, university-wide effort to 
better categorize, coordinate, and communicate PSU’s partnership agenda writ large.
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Development of the “PSU  
Engagement and Partnership Spectrum” 
In the fall of 2013, OSP teamed up with PSU’s Office of Academic Innovation (OAI) 
to tackle several interrelated engagement and partnership challenges. OAI is 
responsible for grounding curriculum design and faculty support for the development 
of community-based learning courses. A “challenge statement” was circulated among 
deans and key staff, and a series of interviews was held to determine how to best forge 
collective solutions (Office of Research and Strategic Partnerships 2013). The 
“challenge” was articulated in the following way:

Despite deep experience and expertise in community engagement and 
community-university partnerships, PSU has yet to organize, cohere, measure, 
or communicate its partnership agenda effectively. Year after year, PSU 
administrators struggle to answer basic questions about community partnership 
and engagement. PSU’s inability to readily gather information to answer these 
questions is problematic on multiple levels. It presents challenges for students 
who seek information about partnership-based courses; for faculty who seek to 
conduct partnership-based scholarship; for department chairs and deans who 
want to publicize accomplishments associated with partnership-based teaching 
and research; and for senior administrators who are frequently asked by the 
media, legislature, and donors to share partnership stories, data, and outcomes. 

Because of the decentralized growth of partnership activity at PSU, the people 
who do this work are often isolated within their colleges, units, and divisions. 
Faculty and staff fail to identify synergies with others doing similar work; 
duplication of effort and outreach occurs as a result. This is both inefficient 
and unproductive as partners often complain about PSU’s lack of coordination 
regarding community outreach. 

The current state of partnership also creates challenges for external stakeholders 
seeking to recruit students and/or work collaboratively with the university on 
critical issues. External stakeholders aren’t clear how to navigate the tangled 
web of departments, colleges, and administrative units that make up PSU. 
External stakeholders must often make multiple contacts within the university 
before they find the appropriate individual who can provide relevant assistance. 

Structured interviews with representatives from all seven of PSU’s colleges revealed 
that the word “partnership” was being used to describe everything from a one-day 
student volunteer project to multi-year research projects with state agencies. To gain a 
full accounting of the partnership landscape, it became clear that a more nuanced 
understanding of community engagement and partnership was required. Through 
campus interviews and inventory work, partnership patterns emerged that led to the 
development of a partnership typology (Figure 1). The goal of the typology was to 
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clarify the major categories of engagement and partnership at PSU and to begin to 
build an institutional view of partnership activity. 

Figure 1: PSU Engagement and Partnership Spectrum

The following definitions were developed to clarify each category:

•	 Community	Engagement
  Activities in this category engage students and faculty in co-curricular student work 

or community-based teaching, learning, and research activities. These partnership 
activities are typically initiated and sustained by an individual faculty member or 
student group.

•	 Professional	Development
  Ongoing professional development opportunities and partnerships occur at the 

college and department level. These opportunities may be required for degree 
completion or may be designed to produce “work-ready” graduates. This category 
includes practicum (required for graduation/certification), structured internships, and 
professional application. 

•	 Research	and	Sponsored	Projects
  A significant share of PSU’s research and sponsored projects portfolio consists of 

long-term research and professional development partnerships with state and local 
government. These partnerships are characterized by research and program evaluation, 
database development, service delivery, staff training, and professional development.

•	 Strategic	Partnerships
  Strategic partnerships typically involve multiple colleges and tap into a range of 

university assets, including faculty research, student labor, workforce development, 
contract research and service, demonstration projects, and planning and development. 
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PSU Partnership Council Launch 
In the fall of 2014, with support from the president and provost, PSU launched the PSU 
Community Partnership Council. Utilizing the Engagement and Partnership Spectrum 
as a unifying framework, the PSU partnership council was charged with the following:

The general purpose of the Community Partnership Council is to fulfill PSU’s 
goal of civic leadership through partnerships. Specifically, the council seeks to 
better organize, coordinate, and report on significant partnership activity. In 
addition, the council will identify administrative barriers that prohibit 
successful implementation of partnership activities and seek to address them. 
The council will identify, organize, and leverage PSU assets and expertise to 
deliver on regional strategic partnerships that include, but are not limited to, 
urban sustainability, economic development, educational reform, and 
community health. The council is intended to act as a value-added, campus-
level forum for identifying strategies to enhance the overall PSU climate for 
growing and sustaining community partnerships (Office of Research and 
Strategic Partnerships 2014). 

The overarching goal of the partnership council was defined in the following way:

PSU seeks to be at the cutting-edge of “community-university” engagement 
and partnership work nationally. While honoring the personal relationships 
upon which many partnerships are built, PSU seeks to build campus 
infrastructure and support systems that lead to greater standardization and an 
ability to more readily assess and communicate the impact and value of this 
work. The end goal is to provide more consistent and better engagement and 
partnership opportunities to more faculty, staff, students, and stakeholders 
(Office of Research and Strategic Partnerships 2014). 

The associate vice president for strategic partnerships and the dean of the College of 
Urban and Public Affairs were appointed co-chairs of the Community Partnership 
Council. Council membership consists of twenty faculty and staff representing each 
college. The committee membership intentionally does not include students or 
community partners. Recognizing that many of the initial challenges identified with 
PSU’s unorganized partnership agenda had to do with the lack of systems from within 
PSU, council leadership decided to limit the initial sphere within which the work 
would be done to committee members drawn from PSU faculty and staff. Committee 
members were identified using the following criteria:
1.  At least one representative of each school or college at PSU;
2.  Both faculty and staff with experience/expertise in partnerships, including faculty 

members from different ranks;
3.  Directors of centers and institutes that engage in research, sponsored projects, and/

or professional development; and
4.  Representatives of varied disciplines and approaches to partnerships to promote 

diverse perspectives on engagement issues.
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In year one, Community Partnership Council members self-organized into teams 
organized according to the PSU Engagement and Partnership Spectrum categories. 
Each team explored and identified challenges and opportunities related to their specific 
aspect of engagement and partnership work, and the teams each produced a briefing 
paper that identified strategic actions to advance their work. A significant amount of 
the first-year agenda became a component part of a campus-wide, five-year strategic 
plan that places partnership and engagement at its core.

Building Strategic Partnerships:  
A Bottom-up, Top-down Approach
Gaining a comprehensive view of PSU’s partnership activity and establishing the 
Engagement and Partnership Spectrum helped organize the work, clarified the ways 
that partnerships were playing out across campus, and distinguished the role of 
strategic partnerships as a distinctive form of PSU partnership. Strategic partnerships 
are not separate from PSU’s traditional partnership and engagement work. In fact, they 
are typically composed of all of the partnership and engagement activities represented 
on the Engagement and Partnership Spectrum. These partnerships are unique because 
they cut across multiple colleges and require a level of central coordination to ensure 
that various units on campus understand institution-level partnership goals, and 
interdisciplinary teams may be formed to deliver on these goals. Strategic partnerships 
encompass bottom-up and top-down activity simultaneously; they are composed of 
myriad discrete partnerships knit together with intention and governance to advance 
the articulated strategic goals of PSU and the partner. Unlike individual departments or 
colleges, OSP takes a university-wide view of engagement and seeks to facilitate 
efficient matchmaking between strategic partners and campus units to increase the 
quality and quantity of engagement between PSU and strategic partners and to 
measure and communicate the overall impact of portfolio activity.

In addition to the three original strategic partners identified when the office was 
established (Intel, PGE, and OHSU), PSU has identified four additional strategic partners 
that meet the criteria outlined in the Engagement and Partnership Spectrum. These 
include Portland Public Schools, Multnomah County, Metro Regional Government, and 
Technology Association of Oregon. Today, OSP is working with each of these partners 
to advance a coordinated, strategic, and mutually beneficial relationship. In the following 
section, one of these strategic partnerships is examined in depth. 

PGE-PSU Strategic Partnership
PSU’s strategic partnership with Portland General Electric is a good illustration of 
PSU’s strategic partnership approach. PSU and PGE have been working with focused 
intention on this partnership as a strategic partnership for five years. The level of 
communication, coordination, and engagement grows each year as the partnership 
develops and delivers results. PGE is Oregon’s largest electric utility, serving 840,000 
customers in fifty-two Oregon cities. The company headquarters is located a few 
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blocks from PSU. Recognizing a history of collaboration in applied research, PSU’s 
president and PGE’s CEO signed a memorandum of understanding (MOU) in 2010, 
pledging mutual commitment to showcase PSU and PGE as regional anchor 
institutions and leaders in renewable energy and urban sustainability. Specifically, the 
MOU stated that PGE and PSU would do the following:
•   Build on the region’s reputation for green leadership by developing and 

implementing innovative demonstration projects;
•   Capitalize on the Portland metro region’s leadership position in urban innovation 

and sustainability;
•   Leverage existing strengths, capacity, and expertise, and align research and 

philanthropic investments.

The lofty goals contained in the MOU did not provide an implementation road map for 
the PGE-PSU strategic partnership. In fact, the partnership stalled the first year, as 
there was little clarity among the initial team about how to move forward, alongside 
no record of what the university and PGE had actually done together in the past. In 
August 2011, the partnership publicly kicked off, to great fanfare, with the opening of 
“Electric Avenue,” an all-electric, one-block street on the PSU campus that featured 
free electric vehicle battery charging and a range of charging stations. Electric Avenue 
was a demonstration project created by PSU, PGE, and the City of Portland to 
highlight the city’s commitment to transportation electrification. The demonstration 
site has been a great success, as measured by press coverage, new product rollouts, 
and local use. 

But other aspects of the partnership failed to get off the ground. For example, PSU 
was not able to deliver on an anticipated electric vehicle research agenda, as it could 
not identify faculty with a research focus on transportation electrification. Likewise, a 
planned “sustainability center” at PSU that was to be financed through state bonds and 
would feature PGE smart grid technology did not materialize. These challenges were 
exacerbated by the fact that OSP had not yet been established, and PSU had not 
designated a lead staff person to manage the PGE-PSU partnership. 

When a new associate vice president for strategic partnerships was hired at PSU in the 
spring of 2011, three key steps were taken to set the partnership on the right track: 
first, a formal governance structure was established, with designated members from 
both PSU and PGE assigned responsibility for setting goals and moving the 
partnership forward; second, a comprehensive inventory of how PGE and PSU work 
together (on research; community-based learning, including capstones; philanthropic 
giving; and boards and committees) was conducted; and third, clarity regarding PSU’s 
faculty expertise in renewable energy and power engineering was established, and 
hiring plans were shared. 

Through a disciplined process of quarterly meetings, documentation, and regular 
communication, the PGE-PSU strategic partnership began to take shape, deliver 
consistent results, and build momentum. A turning point in the partnership was the 
appointment of a new faculty member in the engineering school with expertise in 
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power engineering and a passion for applied learning. Another faculty member was 
hired to build PSU’s power engineering program, which quickly became a centerpiece 
of the partnership, as PGE provided financing for a new power engineering lab. The 
lab was created to provide a real-world engineering setting for students. Within three 
years of its founding, the Power Engineering Lab had secured over $500,000 in 
sponsored projects and research grants from PGE. 

In June 2015, the PGE-PSU strategic partnership held a five-year review session. The 
partnership has evolved dramatically and is producing strong results for both 
institutions. The strategic partnership has resulted in twenty-six sponsored projects 
(involving five PSU departments) with a dollar value of approximately $730,000; eight 
capstone projects involving thirty-two students; and an electric vehicle demonstration 
project and conference series that has garnered international attention. The next 
iteration of the strategic partnership will work on a regional energy workforce 
continuum and smart grid research and development. 

The evolution of the PGE-PSU relationship over the past five years illustrates the 
power of a campus-wide, coordinated approach to engagement where appropriate. By 
gaining a clear understanding of the discrete ways in which PGE and PGE already 
partnered (e.g., in capstones and through sponsored research), establishing an 
accountable governance structure, and establishing ambitious and mutually beneficial 
goals, the PGE-PSU partnership has delivered more significant results and more value 
to students, faculty, and PGE than a decentralized approach could have yielded. The 
strategic partnership has provided PGE with strong confidence in PSU and its ability 
to be responsive to its needs. This, in turn, has resulted in greater financial investment 
by PGE in the partnership and PSU.

Lessons Learned
The Office of Strategic Partnerships is now beginning its fifth year. The experience of 
building central capacity to support and advance university-wide strategic partnerships 
has been challenging, but ultimately rewarding, as the results of better coordination, 
communication, and higher expectations between PSU and partners are realized. On a 
daily basis, OSP must navigate and balance the tension inherent in more centralized 
documentation, reporting, and communication, and the highly decentralized and 
individual nature of relationships between faculty, staff, and partners that yield the 
real, day-to-day results of partnership. Sometimes the centralized aspect of strategic 
partnerships can be viewed as threatening. While the intent of OSP is to advance 
partnership work occurring at the unit and college level, faculty may suspect that OSP 
is trying to take over the work and/or claim credit for it. Building trust with faculty 
and staff who have spent years cultivating relationships with partners is key. An 
important step in building trust is to meet with individual faculty to learn about their 
work and to make clear that the goal of strategic partnership is not to claim credit for 
faculty work but to enhance and build upon it by bringing additional resources to bear 
in the form of staff and organizational capacity, resources, and relationships. 
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Engagement and partnership activities are an important contribution of urban-serving 
universities. At many universities, however, it is difficult for internal and external 
stakeholders to navigate the partnership landscape. Today, public universities are 
under considerable pressure to demonstrate results, not just in terms of graduation 
rates but in how they contribute to the vitality of their metropolitan regions. 
Engagement and partnership is a demonstrable way that universities create value. As 
more and more urban-serving universities seek to build, improve, and communicate 
their engagement and partnership agendas, we offer the following lessons learned:

•	 Make	Partnership	and	Engagement	Visible
  It is critical to make partnership and engagement work visible and transparent to 

internal and external stakeholders. Because the information required to do this is very 
often decentralized, a data collection process needs to be established and put in play. 
To start, form a team of people who are responsible for key aspects of partnership 
and engagement and work to define common categories. At PSU, we developed the 
Engagement and Partnership Spectrum to facilitate organization of the agenda. Begin 
regular reporting at established intervals to gain a quantitative view of partnership. 

•	 Tell	the	Partnership	Story
  Build capacity for regular storytelling to capture the qualitative and inspirational 

aspects of the engagement and partnership work. PSU is currently working to launch 
a partnership newsletter for consistent and regular reporting on the engagement and 
partnership work across campus. An easy-to-access website with all relevant 
partnership information is also central to partnership infrastructure. 

•	 Engage	Faculty	and	Staff	in	the	Partnership	Capacity-Building	Process
  Gaining the trust and buy-in of faculty and staff requires respect for all aspects of 

engagement and partnership work. Build trust with faculty and staff by bringing 
them into the partnership capacity-building process and keeping them informed 
about what you are doing. Recognize and celebrate all different types of 
partnerships, as each has an important role to play for students, faculty, partners, and 
the institution as a whole. Acknowledge and honor the work of individuals who have 
built discrete programs. Strategic partnerships are additive, not competitive. Done 
well they strengthen existing programs and bring more resources to bear. 

•	 	Strike	a	Balance	between	Centralized	and	Decentralized	Roles	and	Responsibilities
  A centralized partnership function is critical for certain aspects of the partnership 

agenda (e.g., campus-wide coordination, documentation, reporting, and 
matchmaking). Strategic partnerships are arguably best led through a central office, 
but recognize that the vast majority of partnership and engagement work will occur 
at the level of individual faculty, departments, institutions, and colleges. Do not try 
to control all aspects of the engagement and partnership agenda. It is not possible or 
desirable. Regarding strategic partner outreach, it is desirable to have some type of 
communication protocol and/or to work through a central office. Partners can 
become annoyed when random requests are made that are not part and parcel of 
agreed-upon goals. 
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•	 Delight	Partners	by	Exceeding	Expectations
  Build trust with partners by being responsive, communicating regularly, and 

following through on commitments. Partners often complain that universities are 
hard to work with. Change their perception by exceeding expectations. 

Conclusion
The highly decentralized and entrepreneurial nature of universities creates challenges 
for building partnership capacity. At the same time, without some level of central 
coordination, documentation, and communication, it is extremely hard for internal and 
external stakeholders to understand what is happening in the partnership realm or to 
measure impact. This is important for public universities, in particular, as they strive to 
demonstrate their value to the community at large as well as to legislative bodies. With 
the PSU Community Partnership Council as a key structure bridging bottom-up, top-
down approaches, PSU has continued the strides it has made in striking a balance 
between grassroots engagement work and institutional-level, strategic partnership work.
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Beyond the University:  
An Initiative for Continuing 
Engagement among Alumni

David Osborn, Jennifer Alkezweeny, and Kevin Kecskes

Abstract
In an effort to leverage students’ positive community engagement experiences as they 
transition to and become alumni, Portland State University (PSU) embarked on a pilot 
“Continuing Engagement Program.” This article provides a rationale for this effort, 
an overview of the programmatic elements, lessons learned, and future engagement 
strategies. The authors situate the Community Engagement Program (CEP) in the 
current alumni engagement literature, share findings from the PSU program, and hope 
to inspire additional creative thinking and action to support alumni and other 
community members’ persistent engagement for positive community change.

There is tremendous potential for leveraging students’ college and university-based 
community engagement experiences as they transition to and become alumni. While 
much has been studied and written about the impact of community engagement on 
student learning (Astin et al. 2000; Musil 2003; Colby et al. 2010; Boyte 2008; and 
others), there is a dearth of research about how to sustain this community engagement 
for alumni. In 2012, while others in the field were also recognizing the absence of 
alumni in the student engagement conversation, Portland State University (PSU) 
launched a pilot program to explore ways to extend the transformative experiences of 
students in University Studies capstone courses. Program designers developed 
strategies to increase student motivation, skills, and agency to sustain their engagement 
as alumni and to encourage existing alumni to be more civically active. This 
programming, referred to here as the Continuing Engagement Program (CEP), 
consisted of a series of initiatives designed to support the ongoing engagement of 
students, alumni, community members and partners, and faculty in intentional, life-
long community-based work for positive change. 

Quality Programs, Persistent Engagement
We are in an era of “wicked” unscripted problems that challenge our society and globe 
in new ways and require us, as scholar-educators, to support the development of our 
students to be high-capacity civic agents who can address the most pressing social and 
ecological issues present today (Geary Schneider 2015). Responding to this need for 
deeper engagement, over the past three decades, the community engagement 
movement in higher education has shifted in focus from volunteerism to service-
learning to community engagement (Harkavy 2015). There have been many positive 
impacts of this movement; still, there remain important opportunities to embrace and 
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expand institutional community engagement, defined by Carnegie as “collaboration 
between institutions of higher education and their larger communities (local, regional/
state, national, global) for the mutually beneficial exchange of knowledge and 
resources in a context of partnership and reciprocity” (New England Resource Center 
for Higher Education n.d.).

In their comprehensive review of three well-established postsecondary community 
engagement programs, Mitchell, Visconti, Keene and Battistoni (2011) determined that 
(1) students’ civic identity (Knefelkamp 2008) developed in well-formulated 
undergraduate programs persists in their lives after college, and (2) that engaging in 
collaboration with others, specifically as a cohort, positively affects student learning. 
Mitchell and co-authors (2011) cite several studies that demonstrate the need for 
persistent engagement, a sustained accumulation of community experiences over time, 
in order to deepen students’ knowledge of and commitment to civic action and 
leadership. The study determined that participation impacted career choice for over 
half of the students in these programs; indeed, the researchers found that at the time of 
the study 39 percent were in community-connected jobs and an additional 26 percent 
were employed in K-12 schools (Mitchell et al. 2011). This study adds significant 
empirical weight to the increasing body of literature that discusses and explores the 
impacts of curricular community engagement in higher education (Astin et al. 2000; 
Musil 2003; Colby et al. 2010; Boyte 2008; and others). Looking forward, Mitchell 
and co-authors (2011) make a strong appeal for (1) developing engagement programs 
that go well beyond the current practice of one-time service-learning experiences in 
order to connect students with their civic passions repeatedly over time, in part by (2) 
helping students create more sustained cohort communities, particularly among 
themselves, as well as with off-campus partners (Mitchell et al. 2011).
 

Portland State University— 
Let Knowledge Serve the City 
PSU has achieved widespread success with student engagement and is recognized as a 
national leader in service-learning/community-based learning (CBL) practices. Nearly 
thirteen thousand students engage in CBL at PSU annually; the University Studies 
capstone program (the interdisciplinary general education program at PSU that has been 
discussed throughout this special journal issue of Metropolitan Universities) (http://
capstone.unst.pdx.edu/) alone offers over 240 community-based, seminar-style courses 
partnered with 130 community organizations involving over 4,300 students annually. 

Extending and deepening student interest and commitment to important public issues 
has guided PSU’s capstone courses and other community-based learning efforts for 
decades (Kecskes, Kerrigan, and Patton 2006; Kecskes and Kerrigan 2009; Wiewel, 
Kecskes, and Martin 2011). However, until the inception of the Continuing 
Engagement Program, PSU had not tested the idea of systematically supporting alumni 
to continue their engagement after graduation. 
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The CEP required planners to conceptualize engagement approaches on a larger scale 
than previously undertaken, given its goal of encouraging engagement among tens of 
thousands of PSU alumni, 65 percent of whom remain within the metropolitan region 
after graduation (Portland State University 2015a). Building on the nearly quarter 
century of PSU experience with community engagement, CEP designers chose to 
focus on how to support the continuation of engagement of students as they transition 
to alumni, thus increasing civic activity in communities as well. Specifically, designers 
aimed to a) connect current students to engaged alumni in theme-based communities 
of practice, b) provide training and support for both groups to engage in social change 
actions, and c) sustain continued engagement going forward by creating digital 
communities and providing other electronic information resources.

Alumni: An Untapped Resource  
for Sustaining Engagement
While civic engagement efforts have been increasing nationally in scope and depth, 
these efforts have been largely focused on students currently enrolled in the university. 
Vogelgesang and Astin’s (2005) comprehensive national study clearly demonstrated 
that undergraduate community engagement activities were associated with stronger 
civic values and dispositions during the college years; however, their study also 
showed that, for some students, engagement activity just after the college years 
decreases. Of the alumni who did continue to engage with the community post-
graduation, this study found that most (82.5%) do so to help other people, while only 
6.9% report working to change laws or policies. While helping people is honorable 
and important, the community-university partnership and engagement efforts at PSU 
intentionally aim to move students beyond service activities toward a deeper 
contribution to community progress and systemic change. Encouraging and facilitating 
the persistence of deep engagement for positive social change beyond graduation was 
the primary focus of the CEP pilot project.

Much of the historic literature about “alumni engagement” focuses on fundraising. In 
the last few years, growing interest has emerged in viewing alumni as vital “public 
workers” (Boyte, 2013). Additionally, alumni have been envisioned as resources to 
enhance the education of current students, thus moving “beyond the tokenism and the 
momentary feel-good payoff of the standard alumni association day of service” 
(Ellison 2015, 53). Individual universities are exploring the idea of alumni engagement 
as community engagement, such as the Princeton AlumniCorps (http://home.
alumnicorps.org/), St. Olaf College’s “Community Connection” effort (http://wp.stolaf.
edu/president/about-main-street/), Rochester Institute of Technology’s focused 
community engagement effort for its alumni (as included in their 2015-2025 strategic 
plan, https://www.rit.edu/president/pdfs/greatness_through_difference_long.pdf), and 
others (http://www.citizenalum.org/membership/member-campuses-and-centers/). 
Additionally, the Kettering Foundation has explored the potential benefits of alumni 
interaction with currently enrolled students in its 2014 Higher Education Exchange 
publication, in which Adam Wienberg raises the question, “Why not expose students 
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to alumni who are working throughout the professions to build meaningful lives where 
public work is infused throughout their work lives?” (Boyte 2013, 39).

The most prominent and wide-reaching alumni community engagement effort, “Citizen 
Alum,” was initiated in 2011 at a meeting for the American Commonwealth Partnership. 
Citizen Alum targets alumni as “doers, not (just) donors” and provides a framework for 
a national network of campus teams focused on “building multi-generational 
communities of active citizenship and active learning” (Regents of the University of 
Michigan n.d.). Citizen Alum aims to serve as a national civic engagement initiative, 
now reaching alumni from thirty colleges and universities around a “common goal of 
reframing their approaches to public engagement in ways that support robust 
intergenerational connections–civic engagement” (Regents of the University of 
Michigan n.d.). Citizen Alum cites five goals for this engagement: (1) deepen and 
broaden campus cultures of engagement, (2) enrich student learning, (3) support college-
to-life transition, (4) benefit alumni and the localities and regions where they live and 
work, and (5) value the civic agency, diversity, and creativity of alumni (Ellison 2013).

Hearing the Call for Continued Engagement
Concurrently with these national conversations, PSU was developing its own 
innovations that align with and extend the national movement. While the primary focus 
of Citizen Alum seeks to highlight the experiences of alumni as points of reference and 
inspirational models of engagement, CEP was designed to provide direct support (i.e., 
skill development, resources, analysis, etc.) in order to foster the continued 
engagement of alumni, as well as to formally connect current students and alumni in 
thematic communities of practice focused on creating positive social change. PSU’s 
motivation for launching the CEP was similar to that of the Citizen Alum initiative: 
both programs seek to “strengthen communities by identifying ways to support the 
situated lives of publicly active graduates who reside in them” (Ellison 2015, 53). 
 
PSU’s Continuing Engagement Program was envisioned as part of a broader effort to 
create an integrative approach to community engagement within and beyond the 
context of University Studies, PSU’s general education program. The working 
hypothesis undergirding this initiative is that the development of lifelong change 
agents requires continuity of community-based activity in the curriculum from the first 
year onward. The CEP was designed to provide that continuity for students around 
community engagement experiences that might otherwise seem fragmented. This 
conceptual framework and its associated set of activities support PSU’s institutional 
goal of graduating empowered and activated citizens who have a well-formulated 
toolkit to act as change agents in the world. 
 
The overarching strategy of CEP was to mobilize and create new connections among 
faculty, students, alumni, and community partners in order to sustainably address the 
most pressing issues facing our region. Toward that end, and drawing on extensive 
community-engagement experience, CEP developers sought to answer these questions: 
How can PSU structurally facilitate and encourage the engagement of students and 
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alumni, who have previously completed community-based learning courses, in ways 
that will continue to catalyze their passion for community change-making? How can 
PSU create resources to support their ongoing engagement? How might PSU engage 
students and alumni through the use of new technologies and social media that 
encourage community engagement? 

Building the Foundation
To lay the foundation of the program, initiative architects developed two models  
based on community engagement experience: “Theory of Agency” and “Continuum  
of Social Change.”
 

Theory of Agency 
Before implementing the CEP, it was necessary to identify and formalize a working 
“theory of agency.” Guiding reflective questions included the following: How do 
people move from passivity to action? What are barriers to doing so? What motivates 
persons to act? What components are required for individuals to remain engaged in 
social change work on an ongoing, sustained basis? The working model (Diagram 1: 
Theory of Agency) that was developed includes four critical components necessary for 
sustained participation in social change:
•   Examples: Individuals must encounter examples of effective action.
•   Agency: There must be a (re-)discovery of personal agency; an understanding and an 

experiencing of one’s actions as affecting and shaping the world in which we live.
•   Community: Finding and actively building a sense of community with others is 

critical to experiencing a collective space in which effective social change may 
happen, as well as receiving the support that is needed to sustain participation.

•   Analysis: A clear analytical lens must be developed, allowing for individuals and 
groups to understand their successes and failures and to be able to reflect on them in 
generative ways.

Diagram 1: Theory of Agency
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These four foci were utilized to establish CEP components during the developmental 
phase. The program was designed to intentionally support ongoing community 
engagement as a counter-weight to one-time, or episodic, community engagement 
experiences. This theory and the underlying conceptual framework addressed below 
were developed through engaged reflection in an iterative, collaborative design process. 

Continuum of Social Change
To help students (future alumni) begin to understand the more complete set of 
engagement options open to them, the “Continuum of Social Change” model was 
developed (Diagram 2). This spectrum illustrates examples of engagement strategies, 
ranging from direct provision of social service to emerging grassroots forms of 
involvement, including social movements for change. 

Diagram 2: Continuum of Social Change
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SOCIAL MOVEMENTS
One of the ways that we can think about social 
movements is as a network of emerging and 
connected community groups that are working 
on similar issues. They are one of the least 
discussed and most powerful forms of social 
change. Some of the most profound social 
change we know of came about in this way.

ADVOCACY
Both large organizations and 
small community groups are 
involved in advocacy. This 
type of social change simply 
refers to advocating for an 
issue or on behalf of a cause 
or community.

SERVICE
Many people are involved in 
service work through their work, 
place of worship or elsewhere. 
Through service we accomplish 
important work and often assist 
communities impacted by social 
and environmental problems.

COMMUNITY GROUPS
Small groups of people working together 
in their communities are one of the most 
important ways to be involved in social 
change. Historically, individuals in 
community working together have 
created both important social change and 
many of the organizations, institutions 
and nonprofits we see now.

ELECTORAL ENGAGEMENT
This is often the most commonly discussed 
form of social change. Voting, volunteering, 
working for a political party or public service 
are all important types of involvement in our 
political institutions.
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On the right end of the continuum, activities include attending events and volunteering 
or otherwise supporting the work of pre-existing organizations. This form of action is 
generally non-controversial, featuring little to no participation in significant decision-
making or initiation of work or projects, nor significant ownership over work that 
occurs. At the left end of the continuum, actions generally include starting new groups 
or initiating focused action with other community members; issues at this point of the 
continuum may also be more contentious in nature. Individuals tend to have a higher 
involvement in decision-making, and the innovative nature of the public work may 
require more of an individual’s agency and abilities (i.e., civic skills) to act upon and 
shape the world in which they operate. These forms of participation often take place 
within the context of new or emerging organizations and social forces. This is where 
the CEP focused its engagement efforts.

The theory of agency and the continuum of social change informed the CEP’s 
approach and served to emphasize the dynamic nature of engagement as an individual 
moves around the spectrum, as their engagement in a particular issue is sustained and 
deepened, and/or as they encounter new areas for engagement. These two models were 
used as a springboard for discussing community experiences and supporting 
engagement with social issues at increasingly deep levels. Building from these two 
models, programmatic elements of the CEP were crafted to encourage sustained 
engagement along the continuum of change. 

Program Design
The CEP pilot evolved over a period of two years, beginning in 2012. While the 
primary motivation was to engage alumni, there was also a desire to enhance current 
PSU students’ engagement experiences by improving their connection to engagement-
related resources and opportunities within and beyond the university, as well as to 
provide continuing education for community members seeking to deepen their own 
community engagement. Elements of the program included communities of practice, 
workshops, a two-credit seminar, and the use of particular communication tools. These 
elements are discussed below.

Communities of Practice
In order to move beyond direct service to focus on continuing engagement that leads to 
community change, faculty, students, alumni, and community partners engaged in 
thematic groups called Communities of Practice (CoP). Building from community 
psychology theory, Lawthom (2011) argues that CoPs can shed light on engaged 
relationships between community and university members. In general, CoPs are described 
as an aggregation of participants with common goals and practices who learn together by 
working collectively on matters of consequence. The CoP was the overarching structure 
for supporting thematic continuing engagement work in the program. 

In AY 2012-2013, two CoPs, “Educational Equity/Development” and “Social Justice/
Engagement,” were initiated. The Educational Equity/Development CoP consisted of a 
cluster of five faculty focused on shaping curriculum to include a continuing 
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engagement focus (purposefully identifying how students could sustain engagement 
throughout their education and as alumni), developing cross-curricular products (such 
as common learning goals across their courses and common assignments), and 
identifying opportunities to engage alumni within their current classes (both directly 
and through social media). In the Social Justice/Engagement CoP, a group of students 
and faculty explored the theme of social justice. 

During AY 2013-14, three interns (one undergraduate student, one graduate student, 
and one alumnus) worked with the program coordinator to facilitate CoPs for students, 
faculty, alumni, and community partners. These thematic CoPs centered around issues 
of social justice and de-gentrification, transportation equity, and food equity. The 
interns added significant capacity to this work through meeting with faculty, 
facilitating CoPs, and otherwise assisting in program implementation. This resulted in 
heightened impact of the CoPs and an expansion of the model. For example, the social 
justice and de-gentrification CoP engaged a group of a dozen students and community 
members in multiple meetings in which they explored plans for community 
engagement and collaboration. Within their thematic areas, the interns also engaged 
with forty faculty via class visits and spoke to approximately four hundred students 
about these issues, while sharing their personal stories of engagement. Each intern 
completed their own continuing engagement work within their CoP theme.

Workshops
Observing that alumni and students need to be directly supported to develop their 
capacities for sustained civic engagement, skill-based workshops were designed on a 
range of topics. These workshops were advertised to students, alumni, faculty, local 
activists, and community members via departmental listservs and through the 
distribution of a printed resource guide. The majority of the workshop facilitators were 
experienced community leaders for social change. Topics ranged from basic 
engagement strategies and structures, culturally specific topics, collaborative 
approaches, and leadership development. Select topics included the following:
•  So You Wanna Change the World: Understanding Social Change 
•  Process as Practice: Honing Your Facilitation Skills 
•  Legislative Advocacy: When and How to Turn a Good Idea into Law
•  Weaving a Strong Web: Values, Agreements, and Accountability Culture for Groups
•  Skills for Strong Groups and Collectives
•  Getting in the Way: Ways for Artists and Activists to Work Together
•  Why Should I Care? Stories for Social Change
•  Developing and Sustaining a Global Perspective through Solidarity and Collaboration
•   Finding Ourselves in Charge: Collective Leadership and What We Need to Know to 

Build Progressive Movement in the Pacific Northwest
•  Building Leaderful Movements
•  Refugee and Immigrant Solidarity
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Two-Credit Seminar
A two-credit seminar was developed to build students’ skills in transitioning from the 
highly structured and supported community engagement courses at PSU to more 
autonomous and independent engagement. The description of the seminar is as 
follows:

UNST 407 Skills for Social Change is a two-credit, 400 level seminar to 
support you and your continuing engagement in social change. The course is 
designed to build on previous and ongoing community engagement, such as 
that which begins in a capstone course. Current involvement in some form of 
social change work (volunteering, community group, activism, advocacy, etc.) 
is required to participate in this course.

This course is a space in which to continue the “What’s next?” conversation in 
regards to continuing to be effectively engaged in creating positive change in 
our world. The first half of the course will explore different understandings 
and analyses of social change, case studies, and skill-building opportunities 
that seek to complement the work you are engaged in outside of the course. 
The second half of the course will be designed based upon the needs and 
interests of the students enrolled. Throughout the course we will create a space 
to reflectively look at and bring into the classroom the work we are doing so 
that we can create community to support one another in our continued 
engagement both at and beyond the university. (Portland State University 
Communities of Practice for Social Change n.d.)

Participants were recruited to this seminar primarily through email outreach and 
distribution of a printed resource guide. The primary goals of the workshop were to 
provide a supportive environment to deepen community engagement skills and foster 
continued engagement. Assessments of the seminars were consistently positive. In the 
second year of programming, the seminar was opened to alumni and community 
members at no cost. 

From this seminar, a new student-organized community engagement group developed, 
in which participants shared and received feedback on specific aspects of their social 
change work in ways that harnessed the collective knowledge and experience of the 
group. One participant shared confidentially that the experience created “a foundation 
to continue learning about social change...[giving me] the perspective needed to learn 
a lot from my future experiences in order to keep improving and developing my talents 
and perspectives.” 

Communication Tools
Complementing the CoPs and seminars were various tools supporting communication 
and the exchange of ideas connected to the CoPs and seminars. 
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•	 Website
  The website (socialchange.pdx.edu) provides a virtual location for digital community 

to develop. Included on this site are a blog platform for the sharing of information 
connected to the CoPs; a calendar of program workshops; a database of community 
organizations doing work connected to the CoP themes; a listing of relevant on- and 
off-campus community engagement organizations, books, and resources; and the 
resource guide (see below) in an online format. 

•	 Listserv
  The CEP listserv was created to enable targeted communication regarding events, 

CoPs, and the broader alumni engagement effort. 

•	 Resource	Guide
  The “Resource Guide for Continuing Engagement in Social Change” (Osborn n.d.) 

was developed to present the foundational framework pieces (Theory of Agency  
and Continuum of Social Change) and resources for engagement beyond the 
university (i.e., the programmatic elements described above). This guide was written 
primarily for PSU seniors completing their capstone courses in order to support their 
transition from students to alumni, with a target to engage them in the Continuing 
Engagement Program.

Results
Over the first two years of implementation, the CEP experienced enthusiastic interest 
and engagement from faculty, students, alumni, and community partners. For example, 
the Educational Equity/Development CoP engaged five faculty members. Asking 
faculty to take on this new, innovative approach to collaboration required time that 
was in short supply. While some success resulted from giving small stipends to 
participating faculty as a way to initiate the work, it did not translate into sustained 
engagement despite their recognition of the high value of the collaboration and 
subsequent curricular engagement. In the second year, in which there were no stipends 
for faculty participation, the Educational Equity CoP did not convene. The Social 
Justice and De-gentrification and other CoPs engaged several dozen participants and 
began a collaborative process among students, alumni, and community activists. While 
we believe there would have been significant interest in continuing this programmatic 
element, funding did not exist to continue to support the interns who convened the 
CoPs. Therefore, the CoPs are no longer meeting, although some documentation of 
CoP work is available on the program website (socialchange.pdx.edu). 

During the implementation period, over thirty-five skill-building workshops were 
delivered to over 525 participants. Clearly there is interest among students, alumni, 
faculty, and community partners in the topics addressed by the workshops. To sustain 
program activity once financial resources were exhausted, three of the seminars were 
recorded and can be viewed on the program website. These online seminars have 
benefited an additional 329 individuals. The two-credit seminar was offered four 
times, involving forty-five students, alumni, and community members. 
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To date, the website has had 6,598 visits and thirty-one entries on the blog from 
participants. Interestingly, 60 percent of the listserv membership’s 850 registered users 
are from non-PSU email addresses. This may be an indicator of both community and 
alumni interest in the program. In addition, over four thousand copies of the resource 
guide have been distributed to PSU students. While hard copies are still available at 
PSU, the guide can also be accessed from the program website as an interactive 
document for alumni and the general public. 

Lessons Learned
As can be the case with pilot programs, funding for the CEP lagged compared to 
growing interest. The program is currently sustained through its website presence. 
Program leaders recognize through reflection that there was valuable support offered 
for the development of these new models and strategies initially, but that much of  
the intensive programming needed to match participants’ interest will require 
additional infusions of resources. This work has sparked continued interest in alumni 
civic engagement at PSU; as of this writing, for example, the current working draft  
of the 2015-2020 PSU President’s Strategic Plan (Portland State University Office  
of the President 2015) includes a significant provision for attention to alumni 
engagement strategies.

Benefits
The following components of the program functioned well and may be of interest to 
the national conversation on alumni engagement: 

“Skills for Social Change” seminar. The semi-structured format of the seminar 
provided a critical opportunity for students to continue and to deepen civic 
engagement work as they prepared for graduation and alumni life. Participants were 
students, alumni, and community members who were highly engaged and had some 
critical experiences that activated their civic agency but who needed on-going support 
to nurture and develop their engagement. 

Use of student interns. The interns added tremendous value to the communities of 
practice. Utilizing support in this way throughout the year added administrative 
capacity for CEP and deepened on- and off-campus connectivity. 

Resource guide and communication tools. The resource guide and communications 
infrastructure were essential in making visible these new, and sometimes unexpected, 
opportunities, and reaching large numbers of students, alumni, and the public.

Challenges
Two things in particular did not work as well as anticipated by program designers. The 
Communities of Practice were a useful structural tool and began to take on a more 
dynamic life with the addition of the interns. However, they did not take on their full 
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form as quickly or effectively as hoped. The amount of coordination required to 
identify, recruit, and provide programmatic support for the students, alumni, faculty, 
and community members was a significant challenge. Caution is also warranted 
regarding the website, digital CoP engagement, and other online components. While 
essential and effective at some level, they are inserted into an oversaturated landscape 
of online resources and information, making it difficult for participants to find and use 
the resources. In addition, online resources can operate in conflict with and draw 
energy away from the important face-to-face direct engagement that is essential to 
ongoing community-based social change work. 

Another primary challenge for this type of innovation is located in higher education’s 
intense focus on curricular engagement among current students. As noted earlier, 
alumni engagement has historically been approached as a fundraising endeavor, 
facilitated largely by development professionals who often oversee alumni association 
activities. New efforts to direct university resources to the community at large (as was 
accomplished through opening up the seminar and on-going workshops to alumni and 
other public community members) can be difficult in the context of traditional views 
of alumni involvement. However, it is clear that opportunities to foster collaborations 
with alumni and development offices by using engagement activities to deepen and 
cultivate alumni relationships are gaining interest and will continue to grow. 

Hope for the Future
Through the Continuing Engagement Program, PSU piloted approaches to extend the 
impact of civic engagement by encouraging and supporting continuing involvement of 
students as they become alumni. These nascent efforts may help to inform a field that 
is poised to take its next evolutionary steps at the same time that social and ecological 
issues on a global scale demand that higher education direct its intellectual resources 
towards addressing “wicked” problems. Fortunately, civic engagement in higher 
education has evolved to a current, stronger position of acceptance as an important 
mechanism of scholarship and institutional strategy. Perhaps this greater level of 
legitimacy, coupled with the desire to engage alumni beyond donor status, will be the 
basis for a concentrated agenda that responds even better to the challenges of the times 
in which we live.

This initiative included the direct investment in supporting the continuing engagement 
of not only students as future alumni, but also existing alumni and community 
members. Looking ahead, we at PSU intend to explore areas that may be of interest to 
the larger civic engagement community interested in deepening alumni engagement. 
Specifically, we anticipate the following:
•   Developing and maintaining an alumni speakers bureau (similar to that of Citizen 

Alum), with individuals who would be available to address classes, speak about how 
they continued their engagement after it was initiated at PSU (or elsewhere), and be 
available as mentors;
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•   Collaborating with community activists and organizers so that, with support from 
faculty, they can write and publish on areas of their social change experience and 
expertise as well as interact directly with students and alumni; and

•   Exploring funding possibilities to design and implement mini-grants for students and 
alumni that incentivize and support their joint participation in a variety of pre-existing 
social change and civic engagement opportunities in the local region and beyond.

Conclusion
The Community Education Program pilot expanded Portland State University’s 
community engagement model to include continuing alumni engagement. The 
experience demonstrated the demand for this approach among faculty, students, 
alumni, and community members. Students and alumni participating in the program 
offered insights through program feedback that the components they had participated 
in “ensure[d] that [I’m] able to stay involved in the long-term” and have “given me 
encouragement to feel empowered to help make the positive changes that I wish to see 
in my lifetime.” 

The continued expansion of community engagement beyond the university has the 
potential to create a more holistic student and alumni experience that can further 
empower individuals to be change agents in their communities. It also works toward 
ensuring that engagement begun in university-based civic engagement experiences 
becomes more of a lifelong pattern, an impact that amplifies existing programmatic 
outcomes. We have offered our experiment with the hope that others may learn, as we 
have, from our experience in and reflection on these efforts to help push and expand 
civic engagement in higher education beyond the university, and that it may be a 
resource for innovation and action in the challenging times in which we live.
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